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EDITED BY JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.INST.P.,A.M.I.E.E. 
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t! 

Anode-Input Circuits," by John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P., 
r..- 6/ 

A.M.I.E.E., shows the reader how he can obtain the greatest . . .6/ 
satisfaction from experiments on this fascinating subject. 

Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E., Editor of "THE WIRELESS , 

CONSTRUCTOR," backfrom his tour in.theU.S.A.,describessome . - 
j of his interesting experiences and investigations in the States. 

You cannot afford to miss it! 156 profuselyillustrated pages. 
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Contains articles of great interest and value to every 
radio enthusiast. 
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Major James Robinson, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P., Etc., 

. 1 
Director of Research at the Radio Press Elstree Laboratories, / 
and late Technical Wireless Head of the Royal Air Force, 
writes on- "Forthcoming Developments in Radio." Dr. . 
Robinson's article is a brilliant forecast of the immediate , 

developments in radio reception. 
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Components. 

I'iclaliuig: 
High rade Vanometers, Square 

- -Law Condensers, Intervalve Trans- 
- formers, Reaction Units, Non-Pon 

Valve Holders, and cvrg other concejO- 

d,le comp,nent for the radio constructor. 

At qour Radio Dealers H 

' is worthily shown by the prT 
fection of Sterling components. 
While there is no such thing as 
finality in progress, it is never- 

* théless true that Sterling compo- 
I . nents built into a set will provide 

a radio reproduction of a quality 
that leaves but little room, if any, 
for improvement. 

. Sterling components---by test, by 
.'. comparison, by reputation-are 

admittedly supreme. 

Ask your Dealer for List No 373D. 

T. 

I, Idea Is Realism 
The, world is in a hurry nowi- 
days. In no age has man wanted 
to make realities of ideals so 
quickly. Radio is one example. 
Coñstánt improvement, perpetiial 
research-and the result tö-dav 
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I 

me, to be "dad" spots. They described by Mr. A. D. Cowper, 
do hot wish to invest in an elaborate -- - M.S. 'It incorporates my own 
multi-valve set, becáuse of the cost inodiflcaton of the Cowper circuit 
of building, vaIve and accumu- .- nsingplug.in units of special design 
lator charging. True, the reduction ' . , usually known in the trade as 
in prke of dull emitter '. ' neut ròdyne units." The special 
valves has considerably 

. Íeatnre of the receiver is 
simplified the accumulator - the use of a low-loss coil 
problem. but what is often with a semi - aperiodic 
needed is a sét, which ' coupling in the aerial 
will give them the results, This gives bath 
they require with the , 

' selectivity a;iad good 
mi,nimuzn number of - signal streiigth. 4 

valves. Thé set I am de - 

scribing this mouth has . 

Parts Required 
been specially designed for, The constructional work 
use 'dead sts, sothat ' , ' - .'s very simple, all corn- 
satisfactory telephone re- ponents being mòunted on 
production can be obtained oñe u X io'rn,' panel of 
from stations which 'arei - suitable guarauiteed ma- 
not heard at all in such . ' 

terial. I have used a Peto- 
cases. It will not work Scott panel, but any of 
a loud speaker, even from , . 

the guaranteed ebonite or 

the local station, but it .1 kadion panels :wil - do 
"reaches out" in an as- - . . 

. equally well. The other 
tonishing manner,- is quite - , 

. components required are 
reasonably selective ami . . - ' as follows. The actual 
very simnlv controlled. The box is fairly deep owing to the length of - 

- makes used are named, 

9 

LOSS.TWO-VALVE NEUTRODYNE RECEl i'4 Low- 
Recvg 

VERI By PERCY W. HARAIS, M.I.R.E., Editor 

letters from - readers who fiers described In TRE WiRELESS from w.ich the n'ore experience I VERY frequently. I receive of the one or two - valve ampli- The circuit s given pig. 

complain that the ordinary CONS!rRUCrOR from time to time, 'eadef will see that the set contains 
single-valve set (with or without can be addd, although generally one high-frequency valve coupled j 
a note-magnifying válve attached if you want a sét to work a loid by the tuned anode method to I- 
to it) will not give satisfactory speaker, it is just as well to build the detector valve, and neuto- I 

- results in their particular distìicfs, one incorporating the necessary dyned to check the tendency t. self- 
which seem, from what they tell note magnifying stages. oscillation by the method first 
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Constructional Work 
You can obtain the low-loss coil 

former ether ready wound or 
niwound. In either case it should 
be wound with o tunis No. 22 
nameUed copper wire in the 

grooves. At the isth turn from 
3ne end make a tapping (quite a 
simple matter if you crape the 
wire free of enamel at that point), 
and solder on a lead to it. The 
coil former has two holes drilled 
in the end by which you will be 

A general view of the wiring, showiñg the connections to the boil. 

This socket is necessary for 
adding the loading coil when it 
is desired to listen to 5XX. When 
wound as shown, with the turns 
indicated, the tuning range of 
the set will be from about 250 

metres to well over 600. When it 
is desired to hear 5XX the short- 

circuiting plu is detached from 
the panel and a No. ioo coil plugged 
in. This coil then comes in series 
with the low-loss coil. The aerial 
connection is now changed and 
taken to the end of thi oi1 nearest 
the grid. A terminal is provided 
for this purpose so that the change- 
over can be rapidly effected. 

THE WIRELEss CONS.TRTJCT0B - . October, 1925 

be substituted without loss of abic io secure it to the panel . -- 
efliciency by means of a páir of metal : 

One square law variable con- screws passed through clearaice - denser 
0005 F (Bowyer-Lowe). hples in the panel. The coil 

One square law variable con- former can then be held against 
: denser 0003F (Bowyer-Lowe). the back of the panel.as shown; - 

One low-loss coil former with by nuts. Notice that the panel 
grooved supports with sixteen is drilled to take securing sciews . - 

r - 
threads to the inch (Collinson's for the plug-in coil socket. -' 

Precision Screw Co.). Ths should - 

be6in.longby3in;dianaeter, and - 
- feda 

Nine terminals. 
One dual filament resstance for 

- f 

- ----- & 
br:ght or dull emitters (McMichael). - A . 

Three sets of vlve sockets. 
One neutrodyne condenser (Garn- - 

brell). - 

One sooket for plug-in coil (Mag- - 

"' 

S 

Oie shorting plug for same. 
F 

- / . 

One 0003 condenser with 
clip for leak (Dorwood.) - 

S 

One 2-meg. leak (Dubilier). ---- 

One fixed condenser with clips 
:-oom F (McMichael). 

Radio Press Panel Transfers. -- - - 

Suitable cabinet. .. - 

S' 

- - 

1Q48 
r 

- 

V 

VV 
a 

- -V,. 

V 

. - V 

I. 

V... 

A view of the receiver with- 
- 

- Dut valves, neutrodyne unit, 
- V, 

and shorting plug. 

On the shorter waves, with some 
aerials it may be found that the 
minimum wavelength is too high. V 

V If this-- is so, takeS o about 
fifteen turns from the coil at 
(he end nearest the panel. The 
wiring diagram (free blue print) V 

V 

shows all connections clearly, and I 
would particularly direct your atten- 
tion to the connections to the coil 

V 

V itself and to the soldering lugs of the 
V 

condenser and grid leak thounting. V 

Neutrodyne Unit 
- In addition to the conijionents 

V 

named-you will need for the broad- 
cast band a plug-in neutrodyne 
unit, which can be of any of- the 
vell-known makis. The filament - 

résistance contróls both valves V 

simultaneously, for which reason it 
V 

is néessary to have two similar V V 

V valves. Two of the general pufpose 
valves will serve excéllently here, 

V 

whether they are bright or dull V 

V emitters. The filament resistance V 

V 

itself acts as an on-and-off switch, . - 

añd a particular note shotild be - 

mide of the best working position 
- - -when it is found. - 
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Fg. 2.-A half-size dra*ing of the panel layout, giving the drilling centres, ..Full-size Blueprint 

No. C:1021A may be obtained, price 1/6 post free. 
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CONDENSER' 

,-,4_ flLI 
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.- 

TL/NEOA NODE 

¿ 
_pl 

t -L.T+ 

I __2i!2P 
t 

AERIAL 

LOADIIVÚ COIL 
. SOC/(ET 

)' 2 -2 __ . 

.T -:, 

NE(/TROL7YNf CO/lOfMS!R R1J 

Fig. i.-The aerial is joined to termilial L.W., and a coil is inserted 
in the.sócket, when it is desired to receive 5XX. 

Tesling out 
If you have no other set usiné 

batteries you will have to obtain 
either an accumulator or. thy cells 
to supply the filament current. I 
would strongly recommend the use 
of an accumulator in preference to 

thy cells even with the dullest of 
dull emitters. Your dealer will 
recommend a suitable accumulator 
for the particular kind of valve you 
buy. A high-tension battery of, 
say, 60 volts with tappings will 
be required for the anode supply 

either before or after broadcasting 
hours, so that your preliminary 
experiments do not upset your 
neighbours. Connect your aerial 
and earth, put the short-circuiting 
plug in position, turn your filament 
resistance to the off position, place 
two valves in their sockets and the 
neurodyne unit in its socket, and 
connect the LT. battery to the 
terminals marked. Gradually turn 
the filament resistance on, and see 
whether the brightness is increased 

L$ L3 C3 
,104fl/NC co» .. . g 'IoipF C5 

SOC/iTT - 
- p 

- Adjusting the Neutrodyne 
If you are not used to operating 

a set using the owper neutrodyise 
method, you should read the follow- 

. ing instructions carefully . before 
"tteinpting to listen in on this set. 

- They are simple, but if you do not 
f 

follow them, you may cause con- 

f 

siderable annoyance to your neigh- 
f 

bours, whereas properly carried out, 
-O i- the set will remain stable, and is not 

LT. likely to give trouble. 
First of all, conduct the tests 

r. 

October, 1925 

N' 

ThE WIRELESS CoNsTRuCToR 

:: . -, p .. current, or, btt& still, use one 
I I H T 

of the lnat!y gooà high-tension 
--4------, accumulato?s now availaMe. 
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one way or the other. If you are completeiy -. you touch this terminal and when 
using bright emitters you will need Test for OsciUation you withdraw your finger. If. how- 
to turn the filament resistance Now turn your cn-id circuit ever, in spite of all these adjust- 
ribout three-quarters of -the va' tuñing coñdenser to about io and ments, you still find yourself unable 

swing your anode coñdenser again to stop oscillation, reduce the high- 
-- -- - to makè sure that 'you have checked tension voltage slightly, as- it may 

oscillation. Rpeat this at about be excessive for the valves you are 
t using. Voucaneasilydothisby 30 or 40, an you n a a 44.A A I d no point will you get oscillation w' ang e wan er p ug an 

- whn. either of the condensers are - placing it on a lOver value. 
z- - 

- Wavelength Range . - I 

The set so adjusted will tune' from 
- 

i. - - ' . 
- about 250 or 260 metres to well 

- 

- I 
above the broadcast band. To 

,.f - - 
- receive 5XX withdraw thé short - 

, - - circuiting plug ánd insert a No. ioo 
:i - 

. coil, at the game time replacing the / ' neutrodyne unit with similar unit 
-- - g - r1 - 

of the 5XX waye-band. You will 
'- 7 probbly'flndit necessary to re 

¿\ T311 . neutralise the set for 5XX, which is 

\ I - " done in a moment by tuning the 
. \s* ç, - - - 

knob slightly one way or the other. 
- - - - \ - Notice, too that for the reception 

of 5XX the aerial must be con 
- - .. - 

- nected to. the uppermost of the - - 

- - - - three terminals on the left, and not 
-- . - 

ç. 
* to the middle terminal, as is thè 

- - -. . . -. - -... -_ - case- for the ordinary - broadcast 
- wavelengths: , 

. - . - - - When you are experienced, you 

Ti WIRELESs CoNsucoR October; 1925 

oî decreased as you turn the knob A further slight turn will check t'his - There will be a loud click both when 

IO5O 

ru.I.-:- . . can usethè neutrodyne condenser 
as a delicate reaction control, .- 

Showing connections to the neutrodyne condenser and valve sockets. although Ldo not advise you to do 
. . 

this until you are accustomed to 
using the set in its fully stabilised round, if not a little more. If you . adjusted. If you have doubts as to coniition . . . 

nre smg dull emitters about the wether the set is oscillating or not 
half of the first segment of the wetrydur fiìiger and tap it on the - . 

Results ' 

. 
dual rheostat will be needed. Now ' uppermost of the' three terninals In difficult summer conditidns, 
lurn the valves off, and connect on the left. If theset is oscillating, on' a number of tests at differènt. - 

up the high-tension battery and thnes, this set btought in after dark, - 
telephones. The knob of tie neU- all of the main B.B.C. stations, and 
t rodyne condenser shoild be turne 

r j : during daytime two or three other 
in an anti-clockwise direction until . jhan the local station. - Radio-Paris 

- - -its plates are at the widest separa- -. 
- 

ion:that is to say, until thè knob (Concluded onihe following page.). - 

is full out Now set your grid i 

circuit tumng condenser (that on 
the left) to about 20, and, - leaving . . 

r -- 

'i , 

it so adjuted for the moment, turn ' '-'. - 

(lie anode tur4ng condenser back- : 
5 - 

wardsand forwards, when yoi will- - 

' -. - -- - 
- probably hear ata certain position -S 

on the scale (a position which w111 
- ) 

extend over a nurnber Of degrees) 
- ( 

a 0 plop" and possibly a hissing 
, fl - . sound, which, if you. are accus- 

I " .. 
- tamed to using wireless sets, you - .-' 1- - - - 

will at once recognise as a sign of - - . - . 

osdillatipn. Turn the condenser ' . -, 
backwards and for-wards over this 
bandand while you are so doing . -, - Ç 
eiy gradually turn the knob of - - - ' - 

- the neùtrodyne condenser until you -: - 

- L ' 

find the widthof the band is de' - - . ' - . 

- creased.. Continue your adjust- - - . 

- ments- of the knob, meanwhile - - - - - - 
swingiig the condenser until the -- - . - - 

- The wiring -to the HT. 
band has narrowed so much that . - -- - anT L.T. terminals may 
there is barely a degree of the con be followed from this 
tlnser which will show oscillation ............. . -- . - - . . - - ' ' 

- pi-otogr . áph 
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O5i - ( 

- - -- - 
_1 - - --- 

- Capt. H.L. .Crowther,.M.Sc., the. newly-appointed Deputy D.ireçtor - ,. 

of Research -. -D O i 

NOT 
- position as that, held 'by ,Dr: Robin- 

'of - 
receiying statión being probably 

'of 
.. - 

(out' Director 'Research) - on' 'the best known in the , ..:..... . 

under the' Air Ministty. '. '.' tountry.. iii ii 'he joined a - TO B UY - 

Captain Crowther is at present ni Special Wireless Corps and at the A C o P Y 
-cliarge of the Wireless Research leginning of 1915 received a corn- . 

, 
' 

' ' 

and Design Laboratories of the mission in the Royal Naval Air J VV 

Royal Air Force and it is a conic! 
dence that the two successive 

Service He was later transferred 
to the wireless experimental staff D PRICE 

holders f this position shouìld hve at astçhurch for tle devel9pineiit 
' ' ' ' ' 

' t 

been appointed to the Elstree of wireless in aircraft For the last ________________________________ 
Laboratories Dr Robinson is now eleven years Captain Crowtíier has 
with us of course and Captain bç,en engaged entirely on radio re ERRATUVI 

- - 
,, ,;' crother will, join the 'Company - 

, search and design work for the Royal Ow,ng to a prinuer error, i1eprICe' g,ven 
in,the advertsment., of 'Messrs. Gambrell 

about Septhniber' 15. - Air Force and-has now risen.to the Bio,. Ltd,. in our last issue svs incorret, 
'been' - -' 

Captain (.xowther -was -born in 
. 

- highest position available to httii. and ',sis&uld bave as shown- in "their - 

advertisement on page i068. 

1: 

X; 

-.-.--......- 

Hi 

phone strength. The use of fairly 
loosely coupled semi-aperiodic aerial 
coupling cuts down a good deal 
of the interference which fre. 
quenty cornes froni atmospherics 
and from spark jamming in those 
cases where the listener is situated 
close to the sea shore. For those who 
require still simples sets to construcL 
the low-loss coil can be omitted 
e'itirely, and the socket for the1 

loading coil used for aplug:in cil 
of the shorter wavelength band. 
This will also give good results, büt 
you will not get the selectivity 
obtainable with the arrangement 
indicated. 

/ 

"WÏRÉLESs" - 

THE ONZ-W0'RD WEEKLÏ : - 

_1o. i - - 

:- (cpte:-riber 15th) :1 

READERS of THE WIREI,ESS 
CONSTRUCTOR will have seen, 
no doubt; our advertise- 

ment regarding the vacancy for a 
Dèput Director of Research for 
the new Radio Press Laboratories 
at Elstree, this post carrying a 
minimum salary of I,'oo per 
annum. Thé appointment ha.s just 
beeù filled,the successful applicant 
being -Captain H. L. Crowthef, 
M.Sc:, who, curiously. enóugh, has 
just bèen appointed to the same 

i 891, and su&ed at the Uni.rersity 
of Birmingham when Sir Oliver 
Lodge ,vas -Principal. His special-, 
subjects were physics, mathé- 
maties, engineeringand- chemistry. 
and in 1912 he received the B.Sc., 
with Honours, and later obtained. 
the degree M.Sc. for research work. 
Before the War he held an import- 
ant scholarship for research work, 
while from as far back as igii he 
was a prominent amateur wireless 
experimenter, his transmitting and 

attach to the new laboratories 
which will seve the Radio Prese 
journals. - 

Receiving in :- ï 

Dead Spots - 

-('cncZuded froia the previo«e paje) 

and a German station weie als 
heard in daylight and,- of course, 
after dark numerous Continental 
stations came in at excellent tele- 

- 

) valves, and is a member of the 

Deputy Director of Research 
-. Valve Committee of the Radio 

Research Board. He has also 
served on the Wireless Board. A 

t Rádio Prèss, Ltd1 ]ve1 :1 u ie 
* - - and many, of course, are still in 

I. - - -. - 

APPOINTMENT OF 
use. For these he has received 
awards from the Air Inventions 

-- CAPTA IN H. L.' CRO WTHER, 41:S. appointment of Captai - 

- 
crowther will give a further iiidi. 
cation of the great importance we 

October, 1925 THE \VIÌELSS CoÑsu'roi 

Captain crowther is an expert on 
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 STRUCTOI by Mr. John Scott- 
Taggart. It is a remarkably 
sensitive set, and receives 5XX 
without aerial or earth. In 
this case the aerial was connected 

5XX, too loud on the loud- 
speaker (a Brown 112) to be com- 
fortable, and easily heard all over 
the house (I usually detune to a 
moderate strength); London, New- 

1052 

Wishing your excellent publica- 
tions every success.-Yours faith- 
fully, 

HAROI,D C. Liii. 
Herne Bay. 

the announcer spoke Engi sh. 
Thanking you once again for this 

valuable circuit, by far the best of 
many I have tried.-Youxs faith. 
fully, 

J. H. Ross. 
Isleworth, Middlesex. 

* * * 

Much to the relief of the insurance companies, with whom ne was in- 
- sured for £100,000 (and also a separate insuránce for another £10,000) 
-- during his recent vlsìt.fo America, Mr. Percy W. Harris has now returned 

to his editorial chair at Bush House. He has, since his return, been en- 
gaged in preparing a remarkable serles-of articles for the new weekly 
paper."Wireless" which he is editing and the first number of which 

is published to-day (September 15). . .. . - 

., 

- 

_ j. .rj.- . 

Sm,-I think you may be in- . - 

terested to hear the results obtaiped With an cutdoor aerial xoo ft. metres. I api delighted with the 
with the "Twin-Valve Reflex long and about 26 ft. average receiver and feel that it is only 
Receiver," described in the January height, the following stations are right to let you know how satisfied 
number of Tm WIRELESS C0Ñ- obtained with great regularity I am. 

II 

Sm,-Having made up the Twin- 
Valve Set as described by Mr. John 
Scott-Taggart in the January issue 
of Tuz Wmrnnss CONSTRUCTOR, I 

'- wish to congratulate him on evolv- 
ing such a flne circuit, as the results 
obtainable are remarkable. I have 
Eollowed the design to the letter, 
the only alterâtion being an RI. 
tiansformer in place of the Success, 

-. the primafy and secondary con- 
tíections for which I find the same. 
Results obtáinéd-may interest you. 
The set was completed just a few' 
ulinutes befor LO closed down, 
ami the'vol urne obtainable from this' 
station was trmendous. Using an 
Ultra lòud-speaker, music could he 
heard all over the house. Madrid 
was the next station received, and 
was conifortably audible in a large 
róom on the loud-speaker. 

The next day I received Belfast, 
this being the only B.B.C. station 
working in the afternoon, also 5N0. 
'The next morning at i .30 a.m. I 

Luned in WGY, which station was 
received at about R6 on phones 
and ändible 6 ft. from the loud- 
speak.er. Subsquent1y I received 
KDKA on 326 metres. One other 
station, 5AF, on 425 metres, has 
been heard, . but so far I have not 
been able to identify where this 
transmission came from, although 

reception was at moderate phone 
strength using a 200 coil in the 
aerial and a io for reaction, 
reversed. 

On an indoor aerial consisting 
of 20 ft. of twin flex running along 
a passage, 5XX comes in at com- 
fortable loud-speaker strength, 
and London, Radio-Paris and 
Newcastle quite loud on the 
phones. 

good loud-speaker strength. 
All other main stations - and 

relays come in easily on the 
phones, and, of course, dozens of 
Continental ones. I am also 
agreeably surprised to find that 
the set is almost, as easy to 
handle on the shorter waves as on 
the long ones. I have had a great 
number of amateurs on' wave- 
lengths varying from 125 to 300 

What .Two Réäders Tilirik: f 
- - 

a 

the Twin -Valve Receiver 
Originally described in the January issue of this magazine, complete 
details of i his receiver are now available in Radio Press Envelope No.10 

to earth outside the house, about castle, Bournernouth, Radio-Paris 
io ft. away from the set. Thç and Petit Parisien are received at 

I 
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d1fficu1t very few wouli trouble to secret broadcasting woul not be 2. Methods which introduce 
attempt to solve the various secret eftected. other noises into the transmission 

1054' 

people. lt is intended, to give 
some idea as to whether it is 
technically possible to have o 

system of secret broadcasting. 

A Limiting Factor 
A large number of patents have 

been granted for systems of secret 
broadcasting: and some of them 
are very ingenious. The object is 
to make it exceptionally difficult 
for anyone who is not in possession 
of knowledge of the methods used 
to construct or adjust apparatus 
to receive the programmes. It 
can safely be said that any system 
proposed up to the present could 
be disentangled by the most highly 
skilled engineers, but by making a 
system sufficiently complicated and 

There are proposals to transmit 
programmes along electric power 
lines, and it is very possible that 
Iroadeasting may develop in this 
way, though not to the complete 
detriment of the present form of 
vireless broadcasting. Such pro- 
posals. however, do not assist t- 
wards secret broadcasting. for 
unless special complications are 
introduced into the transmission 
system, it will be just as easy for 
anyone to receive these programmes 
as with the present wireless methods 
provided the electric power supply 
is installed in one's house. Again 
if some uncommon form of radia. 
tion is used, such as for - -instance 
very short wireless waves of, say, 

-oneS tenth of a metre wavelength, 

usually called wired wireless, there 
is no doubt as to the technical pos. 
sibility of introdmiing sufficient 
complications into the transmitting 
and receiving apparatus as to make 
broadcasting secret ezcept to the 
niost highly skilled engineers. It 
is obvious that it will be much more 
difficult to maintain the receiving 
apparatus in good working order 
with these added complications. 

Methods Available - 

The methods which have been 
proposed fall generally' into the 
following groups :- 

i. Methods which use more than 
one wavelength for transmission, 
or which vary the waveleñgtb 
irregularly. - 

of broadcasting make reception of 
the programmes open to ali. The 
object of secret broadcasting is 
tö place a lock on the programmes 
which can only be opened by a 
special key which will have to be 
bought. This raises the very inter- 
esting problem of national policy 
as to whether it is in the best 
interests of the community to 
depart from the present systeui o 
monopoly. The discussion of this 
problem will be very long drawn 
out, and will be entered into by 
both technical and non-technical 

deices. Again, if a system were of 
such complication that it required 
very highly skilled engineers to 
discover it. the effect on the corn- 
merciai side of a secret broadcast 
ing company would be negligible. 
lt should be remembered, however. 
that what is complicated to-day 
niay become commonplace and 
sim pie to-morrow. 

"Wired Wireless' 

Ñecessary Conditions 
- Some special complications in 
the transmission system, and thus 
in the receiving system, are re- 
quired either with wireless, or with 
the electric power lines, or else 
special electric lines must be in-_ 
stalled merely for broadcasting 
purposes. Restricting ourselves to 
wireless and to the allied prob - 

leus of transmission along existing 
electric power lines by systems 

c cc3 S'. 

LJAST1NG 
- 

By . 

MAJOR JAMES ROBINSON, / 

D.Sc., PhD., E Inst. PM 
DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH ¿' 
TO RADIO PRESS LD 

has recently been 'S 

ACOMPANY formed for the purpose of - - 

Secret Broadcastin. The 
aims, of this company ae to have -. 
a system of transmitting wireless - 

programmes which can only bé 
received by people who aré in - 

possession of, appai'atus and infor 
matipn which will' 'enable them to' . 

receive suchprogrammes, and thus 
to found, a healthy commercial '' -. - 

undertaking. The present methods ''-", - ,. - - - 

-- .Octcther,-1925,' 
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i aré made to rotate at a uniforin - - or at least unpleasant to receive 
rate, but th plates of which are - - 

-. 8ynthroilsm 
- a programñie when using ordixary 

- 
cut in some irregular z{inner. « A central station is arranged to receiving apparatus. All that is 

r- - 
A method of changing the wäve-' tránsmit short powerful signals at required, however, is a special 

I 
1055 - - - - 

 I1JI 
XC Y 

'Fig. r -Illustrating the principle 
of the Anstey system. 

involves the difficult feat of syn- 
chronism, but although difficult 
it is quite possible of achievement. 
Some of the methods involve a 
number of fixed wavelengths to 
which the tiansmitter and receivers 
.-e tuned, and a switch at each 
station to change the wavelengths 
àt the same instant, the duration 
of transmission on each wavelength 
and the order of occurrence of the 
wavelengths being known only to 
the people who have paid for the 
information. Other methods in- 
volve a continuous variation of 
wavelength, the changes at the 
transmitter and all the - receivers 
being effected at the same rate and 
in the same wa'. In these methods 
the rate of change of wavelength 
can be made regular or irregular 
by the use of cám devices or by thé 
use of - variable condensers which 

one part with three separate cir- 
cuits, and- the other for a special 
purpose. 

switching Arrangenlent.s 
In Fig. i is shown a diagram of a 

simple valve receiving circuit, with 
the three tuned circuits A, B and C 
connected through a special 
switch XV to the grid circuit. In 
thein switches there are metal 
bails D to join the outer portions 
to the inner portions, which are in 
three parts, one part joined to each 
circuit. It will be seen that the 
position of the balls determines 
which circuit is being used. 

The switches consist of inclined 
planes (Fig. z) down which the 
metal balls D can roll. Provided 
all switches are identical and are 
inclined at the same angle to the 
horizontal, the balls, if again 
identical, will roll down in the 
same time. All that is now re- 
quited is for all the balls at all 
stations, including the transmitting 
station, to commence rolling at thé 
saine time. It is for this purpose 
that there must be another receiving 
'ir'nit 

Fig. 2.-The method el synchroni- 
sation adopted in the Anstey system 
depends upon the rolling of iden- 
tical balls down similarly inclined 

paths. (SeeD iii Fig. r.) 

large a band of wavelengths when 
there are so many calls on wave- 
lengths for various purposes. 

Second Method 
An illustration of the second 

group of methods has already beeii 
given in the foregoing description 
of Anstey's system. A macli 
simpler way than his of effecting 
the introduction of objectionable 
noises at the transmitting station 
and of removing them at each 
authorised receiving station, is 
described in a British patent of the 
Marconi Co. (No. 198,368). In this 
case a normal form of telephony 
transmission is employed, and the 
objectionable noise is introduced 
into the microphòne circuit. Thus 
there is transmitted the usual 
telephony - intermingled with a 
noise so as to make it impossible 

It will be obvious from this these noises. - 

Changing Wavelcigth Method description that secret broad- 
casting can be effected. The tech- A number of methods for secret - - Two Transmissions 
nical difficulties are not slight, and broadcasting have been proposed 

Two transmitters are required the initial adjustment of a receiving where the wavelength is changed 
for this system, both capable of station and the maintenance of it at the transmitting station and transmitting on three wavelengths will involve much more expense at the receiving stations in the same the same for each. One trans- than in the case of ordinary broad- way and at the same time. This initter is used foi- semlincy t-ait tlie 

2 

- 

r 

programmes, and the 'ther for 
sending out noises, the two always 

I - 

-- working on different wavelengths. 
I 

Suppose the wavelengths arc 380, 

J_ 
_- 400 and 420 metres respectively, 

the order in which these are used 
-- is different for the two, thus, whên 

the programme is on 380 the noise 
r T Inäy be on 420, wheir the pro-rn 

L, gramme is on 400 the noise may 
OUTPUT be on 380, and so on. In addition, 

o each traùsmitter has a special. 
switch which will be described 
shortly. 

Each receiver is also in two parts, 

cast reception. it win ne aimcuir 
for any unauthorised person to 
hear programmes perfectly, and 
his difficulties can be increased 

- 

considerably by changing the order 
of the wavelçngths, and the lengths 
of each transmission on each wave- 
length fròm time to time, 

A great- disadvantage of this 
system is that three separaté wave- 
lengths are used, this taking up too 

 3. Methods which completejy 
change thé form of sounds during 
the transmissionsoas to b unin- 
telligible with ordinary receiving 
apparatus. This is done by trans- 
nutting a note of frequency i,òoo 
as á note of some other frequency. 

. Combinations of some or all 
of the other thrèe methods. 

It is impossible here to describe 
every method which has been pro- 
posed, but a number of examples 
will be given. ' 

of R. W. knstey, and is interesting 
in addition as it - brings in the 
features of the second group, trans- 
mitting objectionable noises on 
one of the wavelengths not in use. 
The object of this is that it is easy 
for ànyone tO discover the wave- 
lengths in use, but not so easy to 
find out the order in which they 

- are used. Thus any eavesdropper 
may obtain a small part of the 
programmes, but for most of the 
time he will not be able td avoid 

These signals are made to operate 
a relay which tunis a ratchet wheel 
one-tooth at a time. This whcel is 
arranged . to carry a number of 
balls, and on being moved oiiè 
tooth, one ball is set rolling down. 
the in lined plane. 'Special arrange- 
ments are also made for the balls 
to be brought back jnto the toothed 
wheel. In this way a ball is set 
rolling at the same time, at all 
receiving stations and also at the 
transmitting station. 

SA S.. t 

.5 

/ 

: otohr, 192g 
' 
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which can be reniovd by.:special length In steps will be briefly regular intervala which are picked 
devices at the receiving énd. described. This is the invention, up by the special receiving circuits. 
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can be used from time to time. It 
will be necessary with this system 
to change the frequency of the 
disturbance periodically, as the 
complications introduced are not 
so serious as in the first case 
described. This type of trans- 
mission has, however, the advantage 
that only one wavelength is required 
for each broadcasting station. 
Further than this, the receiving 
apparatus. is very flexible, and 
stations n 'various wavelengths 

say, 2 ,000 frequency and modulate 
this by our middle C. The follow- 
ing frequencies will result: z,000 

less 256; 2,000 less 512, etc., i.e., 
1,744, 1,488, 1,232, 976, &C., which 
is called a side band resulting from 
the difference in frequencies of the 
continuous wave and the tone 
frequencies. 

Sideband Suppression 
There is also another sideS-band 

restdting from the sum of -the 

this upper side band we are left 
with our original piano middle C. 

This example illustrates the 
principle of the inversion of speech 
or music. The. inversion gives an 
entirely different series of fte- 
qucncies for transmission, and with 
ordinary receiving apparatus a 
jumble of sounds would be heard. 

This principle has been proposed 
by the Western Electric Company 
for secret broadcasting purposes. 
Inversion i, of course, the simplest 

I I r 
u 

Fig. 3.-The Western Electric Company's .system makes use of a ' speech inversion airngement. 

- must be used tó elimináte a narrow 
- band of frequencies including that 

of the disturbance. 

Additional Apparatus - 
With such a system of secret 

broadcasting, all that is required 
in addition to the ordinary receiving 
appa*tus is a number of filter 
circuits, so that the correct filter 

frequency of 256. When struck 
on the piano, other frequencies 
accompany it, called harmonics, 
which are 2, 3, 4, &c., times the 
fundamental. These harmonics 
bave not the same intensity. We 
thus have frequencies, 256, 512, 
768, IO24, etc., present in middle 
C struck on the piano. Now sup- 
pose we have a continuous wave of, 

reversed, and the received fre- 
quencies are tised. to modulate a- 
continuous wave of 2,000. Agab 
two side bands result, the lower 
one being 2000 less each .of the 
frequencies which results in oux 
original combination of. 256, 512, 

768, 1,024, etc. The upper side 
band consists of 3,488, 3,232, 
2976, etc. If we can eliminate 

t 

I,Y4'FRFQ -. 
r 

DSC/1L4T9. ,t4'UfrCr 2.0 

PL/St -PLu - 

AMP//tilt - 

i-tR C/CUff -. 

¡ Ìí---rtttPt_ 

- IMP/IF/It - - 

and to allow all frequencies above more than one frequency at any ordinary broadcast receiver. How- 
to pass, is required. Similarly the time. Each sound has a particular ever, at the receiving station it i3 

disturbing noise may have a fre- combination of frequencies, each possible to obtain the original 
quency inside the audible range, being of a definite intensity. . Por piano note in the following manner. 
when another type of filter circuit instances middle Ç in music has a The process of 'modulation 13 

O.wo CWC(#7 

'NY 

LrL 

This may have a frequency above 
that most commonly employed 
in speech or music, say, 5,000. 

At the receiving station a 
-" low pass filter " is required 
which will allow all frequencies 
below 5,000 to pass but which 
rejects all frequencies above. 
Again, the disturbance may have 
a frequency below those com- 
mon in speech and music, say, 
'25. In this case a high pass filter 
to reject all frequencies below 25, 

- 3,024,etC. Now,ifwecanrejectthe. 
Speech Inversion upper side band, which is possibi. 

The third group of methods is by tue use of a low pass filter, we 
very ingenious, depending on the arc left with the lower side hand, 

4 device of actually changing the - which is a combination of frequer- 
speech or thusic frequencies for cies entirely diflerent from that 
transmission. The simplest method of our original middle C of the 
of doing this is to invert the speech piano. This combination of fre- 
frequencies. Speech and music quencie -will not be recognisable 
consist of an arrangement of differ- as a note of the piano at all, and if 
ent frequencies from .about 25 to it is used to modulate a carrier 
about io,000, tite frequencies being waive it will be completely unin- 
of different intensities, usually being telligible when received on th« 

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR Otobcr, 1925 

filter at the receiving station to can be listened to without much frequencies and this consists of the 
take out the disturbing noise, trouble. frequencies, 2,2S6, 2,sI2, 2,768. 
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paratively. short wavelength, which Mr. Scott-Taggart (pointing) and Dr. Robinson. inspecting the 
is modulated by a supersonic fre-. - concrete foundatiâns for one of the buildings at Elstree. - queney. - The telephony modula- . . - 

t ions are applied to the, supersonic 
ro4ila.tjons; this itself makes it 
more difficult tó receive telephony. 
Much greater secrecy can be ob- 
tained by varying the frequency of 
the supersonic modulation, and if 
tuis were applied for the purposes 
of secret. broadcas.tiug the supe.r- 
sonic frequency 'would be varied 
periodlicaily or continuously, ac- 
cording to a pre-añanged plan,. - 

of segret broadcasting are apparent 
from the preceding description. 
The cost of the listener's initial 
installation will be high, and, of 
course, also the weekly expenditure 
on keeping the apparatus in good 
workingorder. Again, the expendi- 
ture of a secret broadcasting com- 
pany, in order to keep all subscribers 
informed of' the particular codes' 
or keys s 4iey.change periodically, 

broadcasting system is economical 
in the use of wavelengths, although 
the system might be made even 
more economical. Thus, though 
secret broadcasting is technically 
possible, there are so many dis- 
advantages, from the listener's 
point of view, as well as nationally, 
that there is very little prospect of 
such systems. being sbstituted fop. - 
our present oie. - . 

- 
- ouier companies would wish to 

One of the temporary buildings being erected for the Radio introduce their special systems. 
Press laboratories at Elstree. and in a short time there .would be 

- a jumble of wavelengths, particu- 
the acoustic band of frequencies - Will it be Tolerated ? 

- larly as sorne systems of secret - .. - 

into a number of parts and to Broadcasting is meant for the broadçasting require more than 
one wavength. invert each part. The essential man in the street, and he is likely 

band of frequencies lies between to ask "whether secret broadcast- 
and 5,000. This might be ing is in his interests." Present System Economical 

j divided into the three bands, to Many objections to any scheme On the other hand, the presei*' 
- S.. 

150, 150 to 9oo, and goo to 5,000, . 

and each band inverted in turn. .s,. - -- 

: 

The divisions into bands of fre- - 

4uencies can be effected by the use 
of the filters already referred to 4 
In this case it is a much more corn- - 

'. - 

plicated matter to ri-invert the - 

S. 

separate bands and to combine - ' - 

them to be equivalent to the 'S- . 

. 

original speech or music ' - ' 
- 

A still further complication can - 
SS 

be introduced, which is to divide - 

the acoustic frequency range into - ' - 

bands, and to mix up those bands 
- 

after inversion. 
S 

The Hammond System - 
S 

Another system of secret broad- 
casting has been proposed by John - 

Hayes Hammond. This involves 
. 

, theuse-ofacarrierwaveof corn- . - ... SSS55S - 

 Numerous complications cn be progranünes which can only be systeui. - Many people woul1 

added to the simple mthod of received by listeners with the be entirely shut out from the 
juversion. One.method is to divide correct receiving apparatus, benefits of broadcasting purely 

from 'the question of expenditure. 
The influence on crystal users 

F::::;-' i -'" -' would be particularly bad, andthe ¿( introduction of secret broadcasting 

' . , [j; would make crystal sets things of 
the past. The people in this 

- country would never tolerate any 
s- V tendencies to make broadcasting. 

. -., 
a luxury for the few. It is essential 
to keep it dethocratic. 

J 

t 
L'-'-' - V 

. - 

1111 

1 

Wavelengths Available 
Another very serious pomt is the 

question of the number of wa'e- 
- lengths available. There are so 

- - many claims on the facilities of 
- - . 

- wireless that it is absolutely essential 

to 
exercise the strictest control in 

the allocation of wavelengths. Were 
one company allowed to commence 

-- - -- a systefn of secret broadcasting, 

October, 1925 

possible form. In this form it 
would be comparatively easy for 
many listeners to build additions 
to their ordinary receiving sets to 
re-invert the inverted speech. 

- THE WIRELESS . CONSTRUCPOR 

Probabilities 
Sufficient descriptions ¿f' a few 

systems for secret broadcasting 
have been given to show tbt it is 
technically possible to transmit 

and of the programmes, will be' 
very high. Thus from every point 
of view a scheme of secret broad. 

sting will be muh more costly 
for the subscriber than the present 

I 
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The circuit used in the receiver 
to be described, as will be seen 
from the diagram, Fig. i, is that 

a single detejr valve, with 
reaction on to the aerial. As this 
method of obtaining reâction effects 
is capable of causing considerable 
annoyance to other listeners if 
carelessly handled, a form of con- 
trol of the degree of coupling 
between the reaction and aerial 

//2 /Ij 
1- 

+ 'f 
+ 

LrL 4 .J 
,'/5EßÔNITt. 

,.,- W000 
_ 

Fig. 2.-The terminal strips are 
.rnade from' one, piece of ebonite. 

valves and a 4-Volt battery are to 
be used,' 3 yards of S.W.G. wire 
will be required. 

- in. of B.A. screwed rod. 
One BA. ebonite knob. 
-Strip of stiff brass 21 in. X in. 
Piece of brass i in. X in. X in. 
One small brass hinge, and 

small brass angle brackets. 
Various b,lts, scr&ws, odd pieces 

of wood, etc. -' . 

1058 , 

receiver designed to be a handsome 
piece of furniture for the thawing- 
room as well as an electrically 
sound instrument. Additional ad- 
vantages from the point of view 
of the beginner or experimenter 
are that the wiring of the circuit 
is apparent at a glance, and that 
alterations in the conneclions can 
be easily carried out, since every 
part of the receiver is readily 
accessible. - 

The Circuit 

decided to incorporate them in a 
more elaborate set. 

The components to buy are as 
follows :- 

One 0005 tiF variable condenser 
with ebonite end plates. This may 
be either the square-law or stand- 
ard pattern. The one used in the 
set shown was one which the writer 
happened to have by him. 

One 0003 iF fixed condenser 
(L. McMichael Ltd.). - 

One 2 megohm leak 
(L. McMichael, Ltd.). 

The other parts which will be 
required are 

One board, ioin.xÏoin.xin. 
That used by the writer is the 
bottom of an old Fuflerphone case, 
which is impregnated with damp- 
resisting material. 

Ebonite strip, 7 in. xi in. X in. 
2 ozs. of 26 S.W.G. d.c.c. copper 

wire. 
,.4 yards of 24 S.W.G. bare Eureka 

resistaiide wire. This is for use with 
bright emitter valves and a 6-volt 
accumulator. If dull emitter o6 

efficient in operation as a cabinet 

O 

Fig. x.-The condenser C1 may be 
usèd in series or parallel with L1. 

and no elaborate tools are required 
for constructing this ó any other 
part of the receiver. JIØI I i 

Bought Components T 

While constructional details - _____ 
2' and diagrarii aregiveiifor making 

several ofthe parts of the set, it is 
t 

recommended .that certain corn- lT BRASS 

ponents be bought ready made, _ 4% s( ,,OR LOPPER 5 TRh? 

LC,'( NUT& as more satisfactory results are 
likely to be achieved by this means. 

WA5HERS 

j' 

The purchased components should i 

be of good quality since they can 
then be relied on to function pro- 
perly in this receiver; also they . 

I' . . 4ß.A.ßr 
will be available to give further Fig. 3.-Details of the filainent 

-. good service if it is subsequently resistance. 

RECEIVERS in which the 
components used are 
mounted on a board are 

attractive in many ways, when 
appearance is not a serious con- 
sideration. Cabinets and large 
ebonite panels are dispensed with, 
thereby reducing considerably 
the expense involved in construc- 
tion, while there is no reason why 
a receiver mounted on an open 
board should not be fully as 

coils is incorporated, which gives 
what is in effect practically a 
"vernier" movement of the 
moving coil. At the same time, if 
the valve is accidentally set into 
a state of oscillation, the reaction 
coil can be lifted well away from 
the aerial coil in a moment, so that 
the minimum of interference is 
caused to others. The construc- 
tional work involved in making 
this çoil-holder is extremely simple. 

These components are set up i 
clips on a small ebonite panel, by 
which means they are easily at- 
tached to the baseboard. 

Seven 4 B.A. terminals. 
One valve-holder for board 

mounting, with connections to 
the sockets brought out through 
the sides of the holder. 

n 

C'. 1 17 1 C 

Mflgie-YaIYe et : 

JI - By A V D HORT, B A 

Many enthusiasts like Io thake as many 
- parts of a set as possible. Here isa set in 

which the majority of the components are 

!ionie-made. 

íiiz WIREL1ss CONS'rRucToR 

- 
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30-32 FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY 
'Phone: RIchmond 2285 (4 lines). - 'Grams: "Lissenium, London." 

LISSEN PARTS-WELL THOUGHT OUT, THEN . WELL. - MADE - 

In replying to aavertisers, please ention ThE WIRELESS CONSTRUCToR. .1059 

I 

only necessary to alter one connection magazine any alteration of any kind. 

Hold a'LISSENAGON COIL to the light-see 
the great air space right through it 

H. 
LISSENIUM. WORKS 

aerial to one of the terminals on the 
aide 0f the coi mount instead of to 

the usual terminal. . Try both ter- 
minais on the coil and use the one 
which is found the better. See that 
the earth is éoínected to the socket 0f 

the coil plug. Tuning is carried out as 

usual with the aerial tuning condenser. 

LISSENAGON X COILS can also 
be used in the H.F. circuit and gi\re 

remarkably sharp tuning; usually it is 

LISSENAGON X COILS 
No. 50 - - - 6/- 

No. 60 - - - 6/4 
No. 75 .. - - 6/4 

No. 250 - - - 9/9 

Interesting Leaflet describing the 
uses of LISSENAGON X 
COILS will be sent free on 
request to all readers of this 

the characteristics which have made 
standard Lissenagon Coils so much 
demanded by all experimenters- 
maximum inductance, minimum self- 
capacity, lowest possible H.F. resis- 
tance and great air space between 
windings. Although the tappings of 
the LISSENAGON X COILS make 
them suitable for special purposes 
they are, in other respects. similar to 
standard coils and can be plugged in. 
instead of them in any circuit without 

WAVELENGTHS? 

The remedy is to increase the selectivity of your receiver. You will 
naturaUy wish to do so with as little alteration as possible to your 
existing receiver and without complicating the tuning. 
Do you find it a problem? The solution is the use of a 

USSENAGON X COIL 

In many receivels a LISSENAGON 
X COIL can be used to increase the 

- selectivity- without any alteration to 

internal wiring or additional parts. 
Simply plug á sùitabhLISSENAGON 
X COIL into the aerial coil holder in 

place of the usual coìl and connect the 
- 

USSENGON 

in order to obtain much greater 
selectivity than with a standard coil. 

LISSENACON X COILS are par- 
ticularly suitable for use in Neutrodyne 
and Reinartz Circuits. 

LISSENAGON X COILS possess all 

 ll zffui1trry 1111 IIIrIIfi1JrIIftTh1 y©wi? 

ARE YOU FINDING DAVENTRY A S6URCFJNDERFERENCE? 
- DOES IT PREVENT YOU TUNING IN RADIO-PARIS? 

t ISIT EVEN SO NEAR AS TO' INTERFERE ON THE LOWER 

- °Otobér, '1925 WIRELES CONSTRTTR 

LÏSSÈNIÜM ' " '. ' 
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/ 

Three n'/zer famous Brandes produèt 
Te 

Re-designed goose-neck 
horn which produces 

a': clear, more roundedand 
I 

' 'I rneIlyw tone& Con- 
I structed of spiaI 

i' ? j material which defeats 
Mit j any suggestion of 

¡ haishness or metallic 
resonance.. The adjust- 
mènt lever, located at 
therear of the base, 
controls the volume and 
señsítivity. l8ins. high, 

- diameter orbelllO ins. 
Strongly bullt and at- 

U - 'trac ve uf appearance. 
Spi endid value at 
moderate price 30/. 

-.-- .: 

Tiv 8randola 

Special constructions] ) features ensure great ' 

e-st volume with T \ 
minimum current 'a 

Input ad exceptional 
clarity over full 
frequency rangs. 
Adjustable semi- 
goose-neck hora of 
patent non-resonant / material, electro- 

- plated fittings and 
pollshedwalnutplinth. 
bins. high l2b.fl 

Any good Dealer stocks Brandes Rallo: i to 5 - I - Trnsforrner 

Brandes 
6xpetc in radio acosttcssinc 1908 - 

- -- L r Brandes Limiled 296, Regent SI., W. s. Works: Sloug/, Bucks. 

engaged in a close study of radio '- 
- has been developed alongsound 

acoustics. There can be no angle '.. . . .- . . engineering lines, the main objects 
of thought or experiment which has . . in viewbèing a high amplification 
not been investigated in their efforts of ajplied voltage, together with a 
to obtain perfect reproduction of . straight line amplification-fre'quency 
voice or music. Consequently, " ,. curve. - That is to say, for a given 

* all Brandes radio equipment for . 
. . - input voltage, the amplificatión is 

bringing the receiver to life has . 

- 
I constant ovér a wide band of 

unique constructional, principles 
.. ... frequencies, and thus re'sonance 

which mean vast improvements. - eliminated. Comparative tests have 
Acoustics is the science of sound. . authentically established a reatér 
Radio acoustics is the science of - S. -. andrnore unhlorm relative amplifi- 
transforming electrical impulse into . - .. cation as against existing trans- 
audible sound, and with the know- .. 

;,. 

t .: formers. 
ledge of seventeen .years' research . . Thè Unit is well proected tiiechan- 

- 
- in this direction Brndes have 

. .d41 - 
. : ically and the shielding is such that - 

come near to perfection in the 
. ., the Transformers may be placed 

reproduction of radio Itransmission ,, 
, 

' cldse Weher without any 'intêràc- 
of sound The new Audio Trans 

- 

taon It is an ideal first stage 
former as a step' t6 purity and L - Táñsfomer and is equally suitabl 
greater volume isadefiniteachieve- 
ment. - ' 

' 
.. 

, 

s 

.. J.LiT L 

for sécon stage.work. - 

-' .- - .- ', - . . - > Ask your Dealer [or Me Audio 

J - --I -.- 
successful engineering research achieves 
greater volumes and clearer tone 

Brandes èngineers hive long been - - : -. - The Brandes -Audio Transformer 

Thz WIRELESS CosRuc'ro. - October, 25 

BràndeidwTransforrner 
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- diameter of in. on ii pegs in a The method of assembling a constant tension on the wire, 

i board; z6 S.\V.G. d.c.c. wire is the various parts of the reactioñ turn the former over and over in 

1061 ,.. 
f - 

ì'o the common connectioii of the 
condenser and leak. 

* Condenser and Coils 
The - variable condenser is 

mounted ith the spindle hori- 
iontal by bolting two small brass 
angle brackets to the edge of its 
top plate, and screwihg these down 
to the baseboard. 

We now come to the tonstruction 
of the coils and their mountings. 
The aerial coil shown is of the 
basket-weave type, wound to a 

RAs3 STRIe - A3E6OARD' 

Fig. 4.-Showing how the coil stand is made. The ebonite knob, when 
screwed toward the upright, loosens the coupling between the coils!. 

many turns on this coil should, 
however, be guarded against, since 
under such conditions the receiver 
may become unstable and liable 
to flop over into oscillation without 
smooth regeneration when the 
coupling between the two coils is 
tightened. 

Assembly 

convenient method of doing this 
is to secure one end of the wire 
to one end of the former, by 
drilling a small hole through one 
corner and passing the end of the 
wire through it twice, the other 
end of the wire being attached to a 
nail firmly fixed in the wall or 
gripped in a vice. Then, keeping 

A view of the set showing the reaction coil moünting and how its 
position is altered. 

the positions of the terminals and 
screw holes. When the whole strip 
has been marked out and drilled 
in accordance with the diagram, 
Fig. 2, it should be divided up into 
sections as indicated. Each of 
thes'e sections is now fastened with 
wood screws to a strip of wood of 
similar length and of the approxi- 
mate dimensions shôwn, after which 
it is secured to the baseboard by 
means of screws through the wooden 
strips. The single terminal section 
and the pair are for the aerial first 
position, and the second position 
and earth respectively. The four- 
terminal section provides for the 
LT. and H.T. batteries and the 
telephones. Next the grid con- 
denser and leak on their ebonite 
panel are secured in position; the 
valve-holder is mounted with its 
rrid terminal as elose as uossible 

card former. These turn numbers 
may need slight variation for 
different aerial systems and in- 
dividual requirements, and more 
turns on the reaction coil may be 
found necessary with inefficient 
aerials; the mistake of using too 

0 
o 

.4 

zo that it is concentric with and 
close to the reaction coil, when the 
latter is lowered to the horizontal 
position. 

The former for the filament 
resistance, which should be of 
hard wood, preferably treated with 
a coat of shellac varnish before use, 
is cut to the shape shown in Fig. 3. 
The wire is to be wound on this 
former as tightly as possible. A 

'1 

ma first be marked out, a sharp- a 6o-turn reaction coil is wound to the baseboard with a brass 
pointed scriber being used to fix in single basket form on a thin angle bracket; in addition, a long 

wood screw passes up through the 
: baseboard into its lower end. 

A in. hole, is drilled through the 
block as indicated, to give ample 
clearance for the threaded control 
rod. When the whole assembly is 
complete, the point where the end 
of this control rod touches the bent 
brass strip attached to the moving 
arm should be marked, and a smaU 

' . hole drilled half through the strip 
to act as a guide for the rod. It 

/ may be noted that if a slightly '. -. 

-.. 
. coarser control of reaction is de- 

- 
., 4 sired, a 2 B.A. threaded rod may 

i -; "'- . 
. .N ' 

be substituted for that shown, the 
brass bearing piece being tapped 

- 

' tosuit. 
.4 

. 

Reaction Coil 
- 

I The reaction coil is attached to 
the wooden arm with short screws; 

= 
- the aerial coil is tied toastrip of 

- 

-. wood and screwed down on a block 
- 

, of wood mounted on the base- ._/ ¿,... Î board; this coil should be placed 

Octo1er, 1925 Tm \VIREI4Ess CONSTRUCTOR 

Constructional Details used, 50 turns being put o1, and coil movement should be dear 
Turning now to the actual con the ends of the winding brought from the photographs and sketches. 

struction of the set, the ebonite out to opposite sides of the coil. he block of wood to which the 
strin which is to carry the termi,rn1 For use with this size of aerial coil mo+ing arm is hinged is secured 
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s'- - 

-- 
. 

la ________________ ____________ 

Fig. 5.-When atI parts have been mounted in position, wiing is 
carried out as shown. - 

the hands while moving slowly for- denser, and to the L.T. negative 
wards; the wire should bite well into tèrminal respectively. The ends 

- the corners of the former, to prevent of' the reaction coil winding should 
subsequent slipping of the turns; the b only temporarily connected to 
finishing end is secured as before, in theO hex leads, until by a test on 
Pf wire being left over for making actual signals the còrrect method 
connection. The former is- now òf connéction has been ascertained. 
screwed to the baseboard, the bosé i--. Assuming that these tests have 
end being placed at the end been 'satisfactorily completed, the 

On test on a high though poorly - 

situated aerial in south-west Londòn 
with an ARDE. valve and 4 
volts ..H.1., 2L0's transmission 
was of course received at full 
strength. Birmingham and Radio 
Toulouse also came in well, with the 
2L0 transmission as a faint back- 
ground. Belfast and Frankfor-on- 
Main were dear, though naturally 
not very strong, and with careful 
setting of the reaction adjustment 
and the assistance of a wavemeter 

THZ WIRZLESS CONSTRUÇTOR October, 1925 

-r- - - - 

... being lifted right away from th - 
-aerial cOiF befOre switching on the 

Ii r] 
: .ñlament ciirrexit. If no signals are 

n ini r--i - - heard when the tuning condenser is 
L. ..'N, rotated over its whole scale, move 

R2 " n J the aerial to the alteinatiye terminal 
rw:ijr1 g' and try again. When signals are 

-' . - - -. 
I 

7 '_ ' -. I heard,slowlylower the reactiorcoil; 
- 

I. ; i 
if there is an increase in sigual 

- U I (j \1 j Ji L ¡J ., strength, the connections to the flex 
-1 '$:1 ÇJ . I leadsofthiscoilarecorrect,andthey 

- - .. . 
. 

. . should be soldered and taped over: 
- 

L. NJ '..' if, however, the pposite effect is 
i.-. 

--'rr - observed, the connections should 
J 

.j I I 

. 
be reversed. 

io I \ Ji Test Report '- _______ 
-, Constant aerial tuning may be 

. . . . . F -. -. used by the insertion of a fixed 
- condenser of 000i F ëapacity be- 

r . i 
C, ,j.0005F 

,.l tween the aerial lead and terminal 
;...____ -T .A - A1orA; aconvenientmethod 

e \.) = to attàch a fixed condenser per- 
. ! I - =.. 

. s- .j =-- manently to the aerial lead, with a 

II rt'ii:j 
short length of flex to connect 

t i 
1 

001 or 002 ILF may be 
across the telephones 

fixed plates-. of the - tuning. eon.. A.view showipg the grid leak arid condenser and aerial circuit ,terminaIS. 

/ 

____ I 

V, 

furthest from the edge of the batteries and telephones may be Rome on 425 metres wastunel in 
board. The contact arm should. cnnected to their appropriate sufficiently well to be identified. 
be bent to shape so that it will terminals, and the aerial and earth Some other stations were audible, 
press firmly on the turns of wire lewis attached, the reaction coil but could not be identified. 
when mounted on its pivot; spring - - 

washers on each side of it on the . . 

pivot assist in maintaining a good . 

electrical contact at this point. . 

When the arm has been mounted- 
two inserted, 

. 

"N ' small screws are one ' -. - 

at each end of the former, to act " 

as stop pias; the screw nearest 
the edge of the board should leave . 

- room for the arm to be moved into . 

an "off" position, out of contact 
with the resistance wire. - 

' 
. l 

- ,._.' iiiIPP 

Wiring 
Short lengthsof thin flex are used -- 

. 

11J4bI, 

IIfMNI 
to connect the reaction coil to the 

iolts 
- e 

' I h!!/? two iñsulated provided as 
' term Lilating points on the top of 

the wood block supporting the 
, / . ' - 

movement; from these terminating ', 
points rigid wires go to the anode f - 

connection of the valve-holder and -' 

one of the. telephone terminals. - .. 

The ends of the aerial coil winding 
are soldered .to the 'wire leading 
from the grid condenser to the 
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- from the Patefltee8. North of En1an Branch: 1, DEAN STREET, PIC(fADILLY, MANCHESTER 

AUTOVEYORS LTD., 84, Victoria Street, LONDoN, S.W.1 
.Thone: Central 8240 

Barclays Ad. - 

In replying to adverisers please mention TaR WIRELESS coNsucToR: - 1083 

--- -- -, 

L 

' ' 

- useless, .Radio .Condit is wire with the 
- midile leí, out. 'Accordingly its s.F. 

resistance is cut down to the minimum 
C LI X I E" for its weight. ' 

"With the minimum flietal, it provides 
- . thu maximum of highly polished con- 

- - - - - ._L L. ducting sCiHace. 'Lateral surgings are 

J'' completely elimInated. 

I 

&ie jOU "Radio Condit is' the'H.F. conductor 
well connected? you've been looking for for ages." 

Try 
' RADIO CONDIT 

I CLIX! " 
The II.F. Conductor LI: T5nned in24.lnch lengths (equivalent tol6S.WG.) - - 

j in packets of6 lengths ............ 2/. per pkt. 

C)blatnable from all Wireless Dealers or direct 

The outstanding feature of the ''Success" 
Superforma is the incorporation of a .O()3 

SEE US ON Variable Condenser as an integral part of the unit 
The fact that it Is tunable is a consideration 

STAND NO. 23 
which enables the experimenter to balance up the 
stages for himself, after the set is built, and to 

N:A.R.M.A.T. ' 

tune out interference. That the "Success" 
Superforma is tunable considerably increases 
the selectivity of the receiver, gives greater am- 

EXHIBITION plificatlon and generally improves the efficiency 
, of any Super 1-leterodyne Receiver employing 

the type of Transformer balanced by the 
ALBERT HALL manufaòturer.. After finally balancing up the 

Superforma, by turning the small knob, the 
tuning condenser may be locked In position '''" "SUCCESS" SUPERFORMA, Price -30/. 

Trade applications fo :- 
BEARD ¿? FITCfl, LTD. 

34, AYLESBURY STREET, LONDON .E.C.L 
'J' Telephone: Clerkenwell 8941 

s. 

I: 

Repreaentatire for Lancaahire and Obestaire- 
Mr. J. 3. LEVHE. 23, Hartley Street, Levenshulme, MANCHESTER. 

"so we left .the midd!e out" 
sáys CLIXIE 

"Has it evet ccurred to you." asks 
CLIXIE. 'that the ordinary wire 
lead absorbs no e.4of the ençrgy 
it's supposed to conduct? 
"Realising this, my people have produced 
a conductor that sticks to its job and 
.ral1y does conduct. Radio Condit is a 
tiny copper tube, burnished inside and 
out. Since the middle'ofthe wire is 

L "SUCCESS" 
i OSCILLATORI 
i UNIT I 

Price2l/- 
I 

Covers a waveband of 
L' 

250 to- 550 metres ; a 
very eflicient component 

The "Succéss" 
Superf orma 

Folks meet a really goo:I Condense'r 
THAVS mel The Efficient Watmel, radio 'men 

call me. Efficient-it's my middle name, and 
you'll say it is wise's you hear the improvement I 
make in the results from your radio. Read my test 
report. Something to be proud of, isn't it? I 

- - possess all the good points you look for in a Fixed 
Condenser and a few more besides, If you're 
interested in better condenser efficiency - visit 
your dealer and ask for me. Closer acquaintance 
wIll,prove toyou my sterling qualitses. 
Watmel Test Report. Prices. 

1. MIca Insulation UP Caps. Otte, for Standard Gr:d. to 0.000 volts. 
I. Com,leta Condenser ensesu 

up to 1,000 volt!. 00005 to 0005 . 26 each. 
S Capacity checked. Standard Fixed Ctmdenser, 
4. Insulatsonuptosoovolto 

After Final Assembly. 000. 001 . 26 each. 
2. Final Capacity Pst '0022, 001 . 3/0 each. 

PASSED OPT 100% Combined Grid Leak anti 
EFFICIENT. Condenser ta ' . 3/- racla 

The Watmel Wireless Co., Ltd. 
332a, GOSWELL ROAD - LONDON, E.C.1 

Granted you have carefully ad- 

justed your receiver to perfect 
balance we ask you to concen- 
trattiour experience-critical 
as it may bc-and judge for 
yourself the merit of the 
Super Success. lt gives you 
tonal purity-shorn of the 
tone-destroying mush, which 
till now was accepted as an 
irremediable evil in low - 

frequency amplification 

. 
CCESS1 - 

li.Y. I 

I ' - 

el I 

I 

sc°1 
etage 

2I 

rl 

I - I - 

- iso- "m 

/ 
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HEAD OFFICE - - Aldine House 
Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.2 
Tel. Gerrard 9072. 'Grams: Burndep!, Westrand, London 

BRANCHES at Birmingham, Brighton, 
Bristol, Cardiff, Exeter, Glasgow. Leeds, Liver- 
pool, Manchester, Newcastle, Northampton, 
and Nottingham. Agents throughout the JVorld 

arise, B urndept Service-after- Purchase ensures 
your protection in the form of a generous 
guarantee. Write for our latest catalogue. 

fBURNDEP i 

t stallations," is no idle boast, but simply a 
plain statement of fact. We may also say 
that there is à Burndept set for each pocket. 
The building-up of such a comprehensive 
range as ours is the outcome of much patient 
research and development and represents 
the combined effort of many brains. 
At the Blackheath Works, a special department is 

FORTHE devoted to the study of radio in all its aspects. 
The equipment of this laboratory is so complete 

- j 
that there is hardly a problem which cannot be e- tackle4 by scientific means. Every piece of 

E apparatus is rigorously examined and tried out 
before it is produced in bulk and every stage of 
manufacture is carefully supervised. Thorough ON LE - testing esures that finished sets or corn- 

- 
"The rake with a guaTa n:ee' ponents are perfect when packed. If difficulties 

pany has specialised in wireless apparatus 
manufacture from its foundation, until to- 

day the. word Burndept stands for the world's best in wireless goods. . Because 
Burndept are specialists, they are equipped 
in the best possible manner for the produc- 

- : tion ¿f the world's finest wireless apparatus. 
Our much repeated slogan, "The Burndept 
range includes everything for radio recep- 
tion, from components to complete in- 

V iii wireless. 
- 

r COMPANY manufacturing wireless 
apparatus as a sideline can never 

V obtain the success for its productions 
V as one specialising solely in the subject. V 

V 

- The birth of Burndept coincided with the 
V 

V inception of domestic wireless. The Corn- 

TilE WIRIss CONSTRUC1OR 

i ..:... L' - : - 

Durnclept -speciaiise 

October, 1925 - I 
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is more ixnportant.-that people dent to these eight main stations,, narrow waters contain more ship- 
who have the money to employ eleven relay stations were erected., ping and more ship signalling than 

- 
10G5 - 

-' ç - - 
-g' . 

g' - - - .. . 
- ,..,J 

i. 

I. 

isles can receive broadcast on a 
crystal, we as a broadcasting corn. 
pany in no way wish to put forward 
the crystal set as the be-all and 
end-all of listening, although it 
must be admitted that such a set 
as a criterion of judgment is 
probably unsurpassed. 

The statement means far more 
than this, however. It means that, 
in the first place, persons with 
shallow purses can afford to indulge 
in the ielights of listening; it 
means, secondly-and possibly this 

under contract with the Post-' 
master-General to erect eight main 
stations. It did so, but interpreting 
its functions in terms not simply of 
fulfilling a contract, but more of 
becoming a real public servicè 
controlled in the interests of the 
public, and the public only, it 
sought to give a greater democ- 
ratisation of the art than was 
implied in the original contract. 

Thus it was in ia that, to serve 
the denser areas of population not 
contained in the crystal areas luci- 

range of main or relay stations. 
The wavelength of i,ôoo metres 

which was chosen for the experi- 
ments perhaps needs some justifica- 
tion. We realise very fully that the 
design of the ubiquitous receiving 
set is considerably complicated by 
necessitating inductance or capa- 
city values eight times that of the 
average 400 metre set. The wave- 
length was chosen, however, not 
without due thought. In these 
islaids, in the first place, we have 
a great "jamming" problem. The 

other broadcasting organisations 
which have attempted to make 
listening a part of the populatIon's 
daily life. 

Then, again, it may be ques- 
tioned, why this insistence upon a 
piece of apparatus that, while it 
has the merit of cheapness, is after 
all, in the minds of many, prac- 
tically obsolescent ? 

Cheap Listening 
In stating this fact that 85 per 

cênt. of the population of these 

gramme, may be heard; unless, 
indeed, some foolish and misguided 
person with no knowledge of the 
art tries to make himself a set, and 
causes oscillation and interferes 
with the enjoyment of others. 

A Public Service 
It is, perhaps, interesting to 

study the way in which this ideal 
of universal crystal reception-and 
it surely is an ideal-has been 
obtained. The British Broadcast- 
ing Company was, in the first place, 

casting. 
Chelmsford 

It was in the snmmer o .1924 

that, to supplement our relay 
station policy, the high power 
experiments were begun The 
Broadcasting Company erected at 
Chelmsford, therefore, a station of 
higher power - than- any used for 
regular service throughout the 
world, designed in the main to give 
thè London programme to the 
country user who, as before men- 
tioned, was probably outside the 

IT is a fact that 85 per cent. of 
the population of the British 
Isles can receive broadcasting 

on a crystal set. This as a bald 
statement niay possibly seem in- 
teresting, but not particularly won- 
derful. On the other hand, it 
probably gains added weight when 
it is realised that this record is un- 
surpassed in any other country- 
in fact, is hardly approached by 

valve sets may be quite certain that 
one programme, at least, will be 
available without the annoying 
interruptions that mar enjoyment 
when listening to more distant and 
less robust signals. 

The crystal area - which, of 
course, means the area in which 
crystal reception may be enjoyed- 
is an area wherein it is quite certain 
that nothing else, except the pro- 

Main- stations and jelay stations 
together- gave, at any rate to all 
the densely populated areas, the 

-ideal service; but still there re- 
mained the country user-the lis- 
tener, after all, who deserves pos 
sibly more consideration than his 
cousin in town, because in the 
country, as we all well know, there 
are fewer distractions and therefore 
more need for the benefits of broad- 

- 
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The long wave is less susceptible, This photograph gives a very good idea of the lead-in arrangements 
then, to these troubles of fading at the high-power stations - 

- - 1O6 - 

. - - -- - - 

A view of the aerial tuning c6ils and aerial ammeter. The 
latter reads up to 120 amperes! 

in any other part of the world, as and shielding. It has a daylight 
the listeners in Kent and Sussex to night-time ratio of signal stength 
will agree. It was necessary to 
choose either a power so great as 
to overcome the jamming very r 
nearly on the same wavelength, or 
a wavelength far removed from the 
source of interference. A combina- 
tion of these two factors gave us an 
ensurance that the jamming pro- 
blem would die, and thus a good 
reason can be advanced for the 
I,600 metre wavelength on the 
score 0f jamming alone, f 

Fading on Short Waves 
There is a second point, however. 

Short waves, as we well know, are 
mubject to ail sorts of vagaries. 
Fadiñg at long distances is a pro- 
nounced phenomenon which, so 
far, is suscèptible of mi real cure. 

,, \ / 
Shielding by local hills has been >(, 
known to play a considerable part, 
and to introduce blind spots in 
all sorts of country places, and the 
power needed to overcome some r 

vagaries is out of all proportion to 
the gain that might be experienced. 
It is possible that with 50 kilowatts 
power sorne results might have 
been achieved and the jamming 
problem might have been overcome I -. 
(the latter is doubtful), but the r 

interference between the high power 
and existing broadcasting stations 4 
experienced with the average un- 
selective receiving set used by the 
average listener would have been 
considerable, even though the sta- 
lion were located far away from 
the centres of broadcasting. 

Advantages of the 1,600 
metre Wave - 

the mouth of the Severn and 
the mouth' of the Wash, and we 
were told that the station could 
not be situated south of this line. 
Daventry was thus chosen as 

- -..-- ------- 

r THE WIRELESS. CONSTRUCTOR . . 
. October, 1925 

which is near unity, it is not 
j jammed nor does it jam; in fact, 

. Chehnsford proved to be a stable, 
/ reliable source of broadcast, thanks 

/ . . 

--' to its long wave and to its high 

¡ 

0 Wer 
success of the Chelinsford / 

J . . 

. 

I experiments led us to seek per- 
/ ... . . 

. . - mission from the Postmaster- 
General to crystallise our high- i. - . power policy in a permanent 
station. After some considerable 

. sacrifices, which were made by the 
fighting services and others, it was 

. - -' L decided that the station might be 
built, but there was a restriction 
laid as to the siting of the station. 

- f 
C.helmsford caused considerable 

-. J jamming to Air Force and other 
t signalling, and it was thought that 

it was necessary to put the station 
well away from the centres of 
training in the south-east part of 

-. these islands. An arbitrary line 
ç .. . ... .. . . . was drawn, therefore, between 
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Correctly proportioned between the windings. On a core 
composed of the exaci amount of iron. - - 

TIlE EVER POPULAR 
FORMO SHROUDiD MODEL ... 

12,500 Turns 

10/6 Formerly iS/- 
This transformer is increasing in favour 
by leaps und bounds, and, at the nev 
price of 10/6, is undeniably the utmast __ 
value in Radio chat money can buy. , 

It is giving honest and faithful service to 
thousands of listeners in every quarter 
of the globe. - 

ILLUSTRATED DESCRIPTIVE 
I LEAFLETS ON REQUEST 

THE FORMO COMPANY 
lA1tTHURPREN&0O..Lt11 

CROWN WORKS ...... 
I 

Cricklewood, London, N.W.2 

steering wheel, and what a *orld of differ- each U j U 
ence it can make in the running of a car. 
The whole of the power obedient to the 30 ohms resistance '' a 

slightest change in controL Radio Valves each ' I - 
throb to the pulse of power. They obey YESLY Potentio- the commande of your Rheostats With meter; 400 ohms n 
startling exactness resjsance each / - 

THE "YESLY" VELVET TOUCH 
Rheostat embodies a smooth runnIng The highesi Pos albi e 
contact shoe which results in wonderful standari in Aerial tuning 
flexibility of control. The moulded bakelire 

demands YESLY and polished nickel case gives great 
mechanical streneth and a sure protection COMPONENTS 
from the loas ol efficiency due to dust. 
The shaft is lin, in diameter and turns in LOOK FOR a bearing one full Inch in length. Tisis la 

0NT feature to only ensure strength and 
safety in control. -. - THE NA ME 
Obtainable from your local dea'er. If - 

you haie any difliculty write direct to- 
ENGNEERNG SUPPLIES, LTD. 
235. Blackfriars Road. London, S.E.. England 

All genuine "Ye.tfy' Cos,cponencs are 
paclsei in blue boxes.: 

. - use. 

-' J 

'lu 
SEPARATES STATIONS WITH HAIR-SPLITTINO EXACTITUDE 
A Condenser of Advanced Design, Suitable alike for 
Laboratory and General Use, and for Super-Het., Neutro- 
dyne and other Circuits designed for. Super - Selectivity 

GROUNDED ROTOR, INDEPENDENT SKELETON 
FRAME, JEWELLERS' METAL VANES, NO HAND 
CAPACITY, STATIONS LOGGED ON THE DIAL 

The FORMO PERFECTION 
L F. TRANSFORMER 

-. _____- - . Rich, -Mellow Re- 

C 

./ \ Iroduction of voice or 
Music, with the Utmost - 

f 
0R ,. Fidelity. 

ti ITS STRONGEST /, APPEAL IS TO THE 
MOST CRITICAL 

/ 

'-. 

ONE GUINEA 
-. 

j - 
: 

3o,000 Turns of \Vire 

(1) The first-class GENERA.L FINISH 
(2) The pure EBONITE highly polisbe t 

plates. 
(3) The coiled SPRING MOVING contactt 
(4) TlieONh HOLE FIXING with em- 

bedded nut to eliminate ail backlash 
and pindie play. 

(5) Thé spcia1 panel pin to prevent bodily 
rotation. 

(3) The ROBUST CONSTRUCTION 

(7) The MODERATE PRICES 

GREATER 
\'OLUME 

¡'usan terflser 

001 - 11/6 15/- 
0005 - 10/6 14/- 
0003 - 10/. 13/- 
00025 - 9/6 12/6 
0002 9/. 12/. 

r)//Pertect 
J- 

- . Control.-' 
A touch of tite throttle, the clutch or the O ohms resistance 

11111111 U 111111-- III 11111111 íl I 

THE NEW FORMO-DENSOR STRAIGHT 
WAVE, ULTRA LOW LOSS With 200-1 

FINE TUNING RECORDING DIAL. 
I 000F 00051.F 

FORMO - DENSOR 
complete, with 

FINE TUNING 
RECORDING DIAL 

17/6 
FORMO DENSOR 

without Diäl'. 
-. 10/6 

FINE TUNING 
RECORDING DIAL 

separately 

cet J'esiq i un/n q fore 

r, 

Clean cut cignals are the drect results 01 

accurate tuning. 50 % to loo % improve- 
ment n tile aolufiie of recepton can be 
obtained wth mproed tuning apparatus. 
W th,YESLY TUNING each ind vidual station 
can be is laed so acto obtain the tuO strength 
of its signals without interruption. 
The accuracy required Ici thu concen- 
tration tuning is THE feature of the 

YESLY SQUARE LAW 
VARIABLE CONDENSER 
NOTE 

Ask roe Leafle. C'i., - 

BETTER 
TUNING 
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GAMBRELL PRODUCTIONS 
Give- Maximum Efficiency 

The FAMOUS GAMBRELL "EFFICIENCY" COILS 
Cive greatest selectivity of tning and have the 
lowest self-capacity and H.F. Resistance of any 
coil yet produced. Supplied in all wavelengths. 
Prices 5/9 to 19/- each. 

The GAMBRELL TRANSADAPTA 
One of the most recently designed components 
whose object is to cut out those highly inefficient 
fine wire H.F. Transformers by using air-spaced 
coils of maximum efficiency. Price 6/6. 

The GAMBRELI. WAVEMETER 
- Calibrated against N.P.L. standards and supplied 

with Coils and Chart. (Type C) Complete, price 
£4 lOs. 50-500 metres. Additional ranges o to 
7,000 metres if required., 

1j- 
-- 

Gambrell Anti 
Capacity Switch. 

ç--_______ -___ _________ - - -- 

,. -. - 

Thu' WniE]Ess CoNsTRucTd1 
r 

October, 1 J25 - 

- 
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ra 

Osmbrell Wavemeter. I I I I Gambrell LF. Intera1ve Transformer. GAMBRELLr BROS. LTD. 
76, VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1. 'Phone: Victoria 9938. 

£arcwy Ad. 
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I Gambrel! Emciency Coils. 

r 

: 

ç 

L Gambrel! Transadapta. Pas. pending 

/ - 

The GAMBRELL ANTI-CAPACITY SWITCHES 
Designed to give absolutely reliable contacts, 

' negligible capacity between the blades and perfect 
insulation. Price, 2-way. 7/-; 4-way, 9/6. 

The GAMBRELL -. 
ORIGINAL NEUTRODYNE CONDENSER 

The original Neutrodyne Condenser which was first - 

designed by Gambrell Bros. Limited. Thousands 
are in use and giving the utmost satisfaction. 
Price 5/6. 

The GAMBRELL 
LF. INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER ( 

Is unsurpassable for purity of reproduction and 
volume. Stage I, 27/6; Stage II, 27/6. 

V-] 

PUT THE BEST IN YOUR SET 
AND GET THE BEST OUT OF ¡T L f 

Gambrel! Neutro- 
- 

dyne Condenser. 

Specify Gambrell Components-- 

If any difficulty in obtaining locally, write direct ' 

Write for full partÍculars' of components 
designed to give maximum efficiency : 

The Sign of Efficiency t 
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Äèneral view of the interior of the station. The valve panelsare 
seen in the middle background, while the aerial tuning arrange- 

ments are on the right. 

the eimìient quartrs of our 
high-powâ station. 

The site was choen somewhat 
against our will, bécanse we realised 
that those spark-jammed terri- 
tories around the area of Kent and 
Essex would be in worse case than 
they were when Chelmsford was 

crystal policy, which again is 
synonymous with our ideal of the 
complete democratisation of wireless 
listening. 

The Next Move 
The question may be asked, 

having built Daventry, and having 

it not be better when, by exploring 
all the possibilities f the wfre. and 
wireless link, the same conditions 
that at present apply to Britain 
will apply to the whole of Europe- 
indeed, to the 'hole of the world, 
and is the day so far distant when 
one may see printed in the Radio 
Times "SB. to Europe," or "SB. 
from Britain ? 

If there are some, perhaps, who 
do not wish to listen to foreign 
concerts, they will still have the 

October, 1925 - ThE \VIRELEsS CONSTRUCTOR 

= with foreignJands, and with differ- 
- 

ent programmes that suit our taste ' -. -. - 

- 
I bettet, but I am not sure whether - -. 

the future 'will not see alternative - 

' 
programmes given from as robust a 

- I - 

-' source as are the single programmes 
- - of to-day, and our ideals must be - - 

- 

towards giving not only 90, per cent.. - 

- 
- of the population the possibility 

' 

f of receiving a programme on a 
crystal set, but more, giving loo - 

-L--, ' -. percent..ofourpopulationthe - 

- possibility of receiving a choice of - 

- . -. programmes on a crystal set. - 

To link up Europe with many .- 

I- 
valves, and incidentally many dots - -. - 

- and dashes, and many X's, too, -- - 

would not appar tó be the be-air -' 

,. ' and end-all of brdadcasting. Woùld - 

I ne nigri power station, wlflth 

one may say without exaggeration The studio at Daventry, wliich will be used occasionally. The 
is the keystone of British broad majority of the transmissidns will, however, be relayed from 
casting, puts the tiria! touch to our distant studios. 

1OG 

- 

6pe"rating. Our choice for the site explained the reasons for its build- British alternative.- Until the flex- 
to combine a ertain amount more ing, what is next to do? The writer biity of the whole is such that á 

land in the job-mile crystal area has been subject to a considerable man in his own. home, with an 
than was given' by Chelnisford was amount of criticism, because he lias apparatus that peed not cost him 
somewhere, if might have ìeen, statedthatinhisownopiniondistant more than a cheap cigarette case, 

o inilès north-west of London, but, listening can never be a finality of will be able, by the turning of a 
as mentioned béfore, the Govern- enjoyment for the hoi polloi, but is simple single knob, to anrnhi1at 
nient had to deide otherwise. rather an ephemera of wireless. space and tour in foreign litds, 

This is only a personal opinion, and with less trouble than it takes at 
Results at Daventry 

Resulte with the tayentry statioir 
as such can carry as much or as present to walk round his osvà 
little weight as the reader desires. village, broadcasting, will not have 

show that our guarantee of ioo It is obvious that wireless listen- achieved finality. - In the mean- 
miles crystal rae has been fUL 
filled, and if the reader would take 

ing has great potentialities in put- while we have built Daventry. I 

the trouble to get a map of England 
ting us, in our own houses, in touch trust you will all realise why. 

and draw a circle of loo miles round T1 Daventry, he will find that very 
little of the area included contains 

f 
sea. The station, as far as taking 
into account the maximum number 
of listeners, is probably very favour- i 

ably placed. Complaints, however,- 
come from the area of Chelmsford; I' 

where one has head of a loud- 
speaker in series with an aerial, 

- without, anything else, which lias' 
been known to get results. Natur- 4 
ally, this would be so because, i , .. 

-. obviously, the strength of signal , ' ' 

must be considerably (liminished 
with so great a relative removal of 

i 
the station. An East Kent listener 

- is badly pláced, because much of i 

the area so severely jammed by the - 

- shipping is left outside a crystal 
areà, and we must take thought as C 

to how to cure the troubles incident 
I 

to reception in that area. 

- i 
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stations are made more selective, 
even at the expense of signal Thé Orchestra at 5SC, the Glasgow Station.' On the right is seen 
strength, greater ranges can now be - Mr. Isaac Losokya the conductors 

- 

1070 - -- ,- - 

' 
- - rl 

r 

kept a close record, that many of 
the cases of excellent reception 
were on occasiotís when the amount 
of interference was negligible. 

Special cases, particularly, are 
those where, say, only one B.B.C. 
station is working and the others 
bave closed down, or when sorne 
special experimental transmission 
is taking place outside the normal 
hours. On such occasions excellent 
reception is often obtained, and this 
is because the amount of inter- 
ference is negligible. 

Interference 
As more and more broadcasting 

stations are erected in this country 
and abroad, the tendency for inter- 
ference to be experienced will 
increase, and the present situation, 
bad as it is, will become worse, 
unless technical developments on 
the receiving side improve siinul. 
taneously. 

As a matter of fact, if receiving 

i 

I. ø 

in relation to increasing tne range 
of receivers is a matter which also 
has not received the attention it 
should. 

Range 
The range of a receiver does not 

mefly depend upon the ampli- 
fication obtainable, but on the 
ratio between the desired signals 
and interfering signals or noises. 
Almost every experimenter has, 
at some time or another, obtained 
signals from very long distances, 
and he would probably find, if he 

Work at E1stre 
Very important work is now pro- 

ceeding In the new laboratories 
which are being erected at. Elstree 
by the Radio Press, two buildings 
being already in use. It is realised 
that in order to further progress 
in the required direction it is essen- 
tial for us to ljavè laboratories of 
our own in which experts will be 
devoting the whole of theit .time 
to thé. practical problems which 
affect the wireless constructor and 

Robinson, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P. 
(who has taken charge of the new 
Radio Press laboratories, after 
resigning from the service of the 
Air Ministry, where he was engaged 
as Director óf Radio Research and 
Design Work), explains the várious 
directions in which development is 
likely to take place, and readers of 
THE WIREr,ESS CONSTRUCTOR will 
undoubtedly in the very near future 
derive the fullest benefit from the 
.vork at present being carried out 
at Elstree. 

HAVE wireless receiver designs 
improved during the last 
six months, or even during 

the last year? This is a question I 
have been pondering over during 
the last month or two, and I have 
felt that undoubtedly the improve- 
ments, such as have been made, 
have not been on a large, or large 
enough, scale. 

"Getting distance" is still a 
matter of considerable difficulty, 
and the importance of selectivity 

accomplished, but in the immediate 
future sets will be designed which 
will attain the greater selectivity 
without sacrificing signal strength; 
on the other hand, the very methods 
which improve selectivity will simul- 
taneously improve signal strength. 
These methods will include the 
cutting down of losses in different 
parts of the receiving circuit, and 
the originating of new circuits for 
the special purpose we have in 
wind. :.'. 

experimenter. New readers will, 
no doubt, be surprised to hear of 
the great enterprise which has been 
undertaken on behalf of the Radio 
Press journals, but the step has 
become necessary if the readers bf 
these journals are to have placed 
before them progressive designs 
and accurate information. 

In many directions American 
sets are superior to British receivers. 
In the September double number of 
Modern Wireless, Major James 

j- I 

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR . 

1. October, 1925 . 'I: 
L By SCOTTJAGGART, 
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bably be found who do not possess 
a favourite "single-valver." Do 
not think that this is merely kept 
on a shelf as a relic of old times, 
lar from it-it is used regularly 
and with affection. 

When single-circuit tuning is 
employed many put their trust 
in parallel tuning; others, however, 
sweaí by series, and this is nò 
doubt due to varying conditions 

:4. 

in its design by enclosing both 
coils and valve within the cabinet, 
so protecting them from any 
possible chance of damage from 
idle fingers or too energetic dusters. 

All the panel mounting com- 
ponents are of the one-hole fixing 
type, thus reducing the amount of 
constructional work to a minimum, 

The tuning condenser, a double 
'00025 zF, gives an excellent wave- 
length range and enables all B.B.C. 
stations to be received without 
the necessity for changing the 
tuning coil, and the coil holder used 
has the moving coil controlled 
by a worm and pinion which gives 
a very flue adjustment, allowing 

of close control of reaction. 
,J.JLaLLLAn fAldA tLLlACI CAAI. aCAlUL- , - 

- earth systems. The best results, - 

however, may frequently be ob- 
tained by using both together, but - 

this results in an extra control - 

requiring adjustment. - ' 

Obtaining the Advantages of - 

TArd-b +hr.r4.. - - 

The receiver described in this. 
article innploys both, and et it 
retaiñs the advantage of having 
only one tuning control by the use 
of a dual condenser, one portion 
of which acts as a series condenser 
and the other as parallel - 

tuning condenser. 
It is thus possible to 

combine the advantages of - 
both systems of tuning 
without extra complica- --- 

tion, excellent selectivity 
being obtained, and . 

although it is not claimed 

Extra Fixed Condenser 
A clip-in type of fixed 

condenser is provided, so 
that should it be found 
necessary, a small con- 
denser may be connected 
in parallel with the portion 
of the dúal condenser 
which is connected - in 
series with the aerial. 
This is shown as C1 in the 
theoretical circuit diagram 
(Fig. i). Further, two 
aerial terminals allow the 
two halves of the tuning 
condenser to be comiected 
in parallel for long-wave 
reception, or where it is 
desired to use only parallel 
tuning, as well as the 
combined series-parallel 
arrangement. 
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AB RIAL w 

DIFFICULT'YC Ç"- "m 
A NOVEL 

SINGLE-VALVER , 

- ': r 

f... £ 
- - - - I \.v .í __-- - 

(1OME multi-valve, go multi- - -- 
valve, the humble one-valve _-- - 
set still retains its popularity; - - 

and even among the most ad- - - 
vanced experimenters few will pro- i 

- 

10T2 

1 

I . 
that gieater signal strength - - . - - 

A will be obtainèd, the corn- . The valve and coils, being behind the panel, 
pleted receiver will_ be protected from accidental damage. 
found very efficient. - . 

- Colis and Valve Enclosed and the receivi can be completed 
As will be seen from the illustra. in a short space of time. The 

- - - 
tions, the set presents a handsome photographs taken from behind 

- appearance with its moulded top - the panel indicate the simple wiring 
and base, and its simplicity will, scheme and how the components 
readily be -appreciated. Standard are mouúted in relation to each 
modern practice has been followed other. 

[tie cup-in type or gnu 
are leak is employed, and, of 

course, different values of 
leak should be tried. Not 
only does this allow of the 

best results being obtained, as 
different values of leak suit different 
valves, but also if an incorrect 
grid leak is used smooth control 
of reaction may be difficult or 
unattainable. It is most important 
that back-lash be àbsent in 
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One "Anti-phonic" valve-holder 
(Burndept Wre1ess, Ltd.). 

One fixed condenser, 0005F; 

-------- 

Fig. 2.-A half-size drawing of ,the vertical panel, showing 
terminal markings. 

1073 ' 

ExtensIon Handle Needed 
As the scheme of connections 

used with this receiver makes it 
necessary to connect the moving 
spindle of the tuning condenser to 
the grid of the valve an extension 
handle has been fitted so as to 
avoid any possibilities of hand- 
capacity effects affecting the tuning. 
This, however, is easily made, and 
its use certainly conduces to facility 
in tuning-in weak and distant 
transmissions. 

Components 
I give below a complete list of 

the components required to con- 
struct this receiver, and so that 
those who wish to may duplicate 
it exactly, I also give the makers' 
names. You will want :- 

One ebonite panel, 8 in. X 8 in. 
X in. (Paragon). 

One cabinet with loose base- 
board, 8 in. deep (Agar). 

One dual 0002F square law 
condenser (Jackson Bros.). 

One panel mounting coil-holder 
(L.&P.). 

One dual filament resistance 
(Radio Instruments, Ltd.). 

Tttf a' -------------------- 
:1... -1: R, 

J;--: 2'4 
r: 

...I * 

.: .T .! s 
- 3I 

f--r4 ------------- -2 ---t» 
Ai5I 

A ' REAcTION 
'? 

\'. 

r 

114 A.TC 
1.8 

t'-+/ -- 

i -- -.1-i -e-. -- -. -- i 

f 

H 

i 

t. 

Fig. r.-Note that the two sets 
of moving plates of the dual 
condenser are joined to ter- 

minal A1. 

not only eliminates ringing noises 
being heard when microphonic 
valves are in use, but also with 
valves that do not suffer from this 
trait protects them from damage 
from shock or serious vibration. 

shown in Fig. 2. Jf, however, there 
is any doubt as to the surface 
insulation of the panel used, both 
sides should be thoroughly rubbed 
down with No. o glasspaper to 
remove the surface skin. A square, 
a rule and a scriber are all that Is 
required to mark out the panel, 
but a pair of dividers will be found 
useful. Fig. 2 gives all the necessary 
details and dimensions, and having 
marked out the panel, centre-punch 
all points at which holes have to 

that go on this base-boad. It 
may here be noted that the 
0005 F fixed condenser (C4) that 

is. connected across the telephone 
terminals is held in place by means 
of the wiring and will, therefore, 
not be placed in position till that 
is done. 

Wiring . 

The wiring may now be com- 
menced, and it is advisable if the 
constructor has the required skill 

stations will not be received at 
their fullest strength, if at all. 

The dual filament resistance 
fitted to tlis receiver allows either 
bright or dull' emitter valves to 
be used and is a refinement well 
worth any extra expense that may 
be entailed. Similarly the shock- 
bsorbing valve holder employed 

AI 

oowpF i 
fC2 

*2 
- I/L V 2 R2ZMC 

I- DUAL 

«C2SpF' L - - - - 

i, r 

one 2 ML grid leak (Dubilier). 
One eliP'ill condenser with 

mounting, 0001 F (L. McMichael, 
Ltd.). 

Que' piece of ebonite rod for 
extensión handle in. long by 

in. diameter, and an inch of 
zB.A. screwed rod (Burne-Jones 
& Co., Ltd.). 

Nine WO. type terminals, nick. 
'elld. 

Quantity square tinned copper 
H.T. wire i6 gauge, and a short length 
9. of flex for connecting up. 

A short length of Glazite. 
One set of Radio Press Panel 

jTransfers. 
I . 

Preparing the Panel 
The first proceeding is to prepare 

J the ebonite .janel for drilling. If 
-' guarantèed ebonite is used this will 

L.T merely consist of marking it out 
-O . according to ,the panel lay-out, 

risk of the drill wandering and 
spoiling the job. All holes of tile 
saine size may be drilled first, and 
it is a good scheine to put a small 
drill through before drilling the 
large holes. This will then act as a 
pilot for the big drill and conduces 
to accurate work. 

Transfers 
ext apply the panel transfers 

and should it have been necessary 
to prepare the panel by rubbing 
it down, the front surface should 
be rubbed over with a rag and a 
trace of vaseline to restore the 
black colour. 

As there are only three cour'. 
ponents to mount on the panel, 
this will soon be done, after which 
the terminals will be fixed. Fasten 
the panel to the base-board with 
three fin. No. countersunk wood 
screws and mount the components 

I: , 
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valve does ilot changes the correct aerial coil, the reactipn leads being shown. in full. 

1075 - 

S 
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 order to give a high degree of 
vacuum; it is usually possible, F 
however, to see if the filament is 
burning, by looking straight down 
on the pip of the valve, or failing 

V' this; by means of a small piece of G 

looking-glass held at the base of 
th valve,so as to reflect any light C3 ® - 

V 

V...- 
V 

V coming downwards out of the valve. S 
V 

If ail is in order, connéct thé V VV 

- phones and the H.T. battery, plug- '1jiiiIV' 
V 

ging in only six volts irst in case 
- V 

a short circuit has occurred at some - 
- Fig. 3.-The connections given should be carefully followed. Note 

toint. If the brightness of the - - 
- that the dotted connections on the coil-holder are those to the 

The extension handle is made by 
i drilling and tapping a 2B.A. hole in ' 

each end of the ebonite rod. One 
end has a short length of 2B.A. Ai screwod rod inserted, on which the 
knob is fixed, the other end screws 
on the condenser spindle and fixes 
the dial in position. 

I 
00025 pif Dtrn 5k ¿,e - A2 

¡ 

Accumulator 

I 

Mowng 
pi,, 

Valve and 
The receiver is now ready for 

test. Firt insert two coils, say, a £ 
o for L1 and-35 for L2; and the 

- 

valve in the holder, attach the 
leads to LT.- and L.T.+, taking 
these to the espective terminals 
of the LT. battery. With bright - 

emitters taking 3.5 volts a four- , 
e 

/ volt accumulator will do, though . R ----- fACTION a six-volt one can be used. Valves 
- 7 2 

of the dull emitter type passing 
o6 amps may be used either with 

' 

a dry battery giving three volts, 
- 

I 

or sith a four-volt accumulator. 
In the former case the bright part -. 

of the filament resistance may be 
used, with the latter the "dull." 
Instructions will, however,generally 
be given by the makers as to the correct L:T. battery to use. Turn ' 

- 

1 

on the valve by means of the 
correct winding of the filament 
resistance and note whether it is p - 

burning correctly. In the case of 
dull emitters this may be rather 

' 

difficult 
to determine, as the bulb L 

has usually -been "gettered" in - 

S.,, 

'' 

no difficulty need be experienced. structions, or if the valve has knob controlling the moving coil 
The two LT. leads should first already been in use, according to in a clock-wise direction, and at 
be done with Glazite, the remainder the value you will have found best. a certain point a plop or click 
being done in any convenient order, The net proceeding is to ascer- should be heard, after which a 
finishing up, however, with the tain that the reaction coil is cor- - faint hissing or rushing sound is 
three leads going to the fixed -__________________________________________________________ 
condenser C4, namely, two from - 

the telephone terminals and one - ' , 

from the reaction coil. Care should . . . ..., .' - 

be taken to see that the connect- . . 

ing vires to the coil-holder allow - .. . - 

P 

suilicient clearance not only for 
. 

the two coils 'q and L2 to be 1IIIIllhI NjIU 

plugged in, but also for the reactioa 
. coil to swing without fouling any k n 

of them. The positions of the - ' 

. 

wires shown in the wiring diagram + . 

permit of the largest commercial , 

coils being used. . - 

- 

-. October, 1925 THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR - 

to solder all connections. If the value of H.T. may then be plugged rectly connected. Gradually ap. 
wiring diagram (Fig. 3) is followed, in according to the maker's in- proach L2 to L1 by turning the 
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L. F. TRANSFORMERS - 

- - . Afl-Purpo5e Model. SpeclaiJy designed to - 

. serve as first and second stage. In - 

.- . - - - brown metal case, which excludes - - 

- moisture. . : 7 . 

:- 

Cat No 5152 Price 15/- 
- , . : De Luxe ModeE Constrcted with one I 

'- /, 7 , 
: - 

primary winding. with a secbndary wind- - 

'- . . - 
ing on either side; therafore minimum - 

- I - : of self-capacity with, greater ampliflca - 

d I . . i tion, which remains constant over a wide - ----- -_.. ., 

¡ -, . band of frequencies. Blacli metal case. P - 
-- -. 

I I 
. Cat. No. - Price. ° 

- 

- 

- - SISO High Ratio (first stage) J - 

-. 5151 Low Ratio (second stage) f . _. . - 

QL.. - 
.;,. 

I- . 
- 

t ( LOUD SPEAKERS 

- \\ 
--- 

- For purity of tone they stand alone. 

- 

- - 

. 
- STANDARD-2000 ohs 

- I . - 
. Black Satin Enainal. Cat. 

- STANDARD. - 
. t\ ' 

1. - .- No-5016 ----- 
- 

- 9 Height 22ins. . New Reduced Price 90/ 

- - 
- 

u26 
90/ 

- 

j -. - - .. 
4000 ohms. Cat. No. 5021 

JUNIOR. ' 
- 

New Reduced Price bOJ. 
- 

- 
Ç Height I 8ins.. TOM TIT. 

- . - 

Height JUNIOR-2000 ohms. - 

- . . 
I3ins. Black Satin Enamel. Cat. 

- . . - ..-- - 
N Sfl7 ----- Ç /_ 

L -- .. . --_; ' 
: - TOMTIT;000 ohms. - 
-s--- 

Black Crystalline. Cat. 
- 

' -, N0. 5001 

_\ 
N -.' New Reduced Price 27/6 

i ' ' 

i - 1 IIORNLESS LOUD - - SPEAKER 

.-, ,- - . I 

This)ia beeidesign4 fo those requiring an 

.__l_ ._-. . 1__ '--w- - 
--itt strument {o.hirmonisewith the furnishing 

-s..' - ' .-:i- . . '. . - L 
of a room.-1t ¿s .çopspactly enásed in a richly 

' - - -s-- -- I - i poliehed mahogany - cabinet. I5" long, 9 

-. - . . -- . . 

I,, - r - wide,9" htgh Although comparatively small. 

1 - : 

othertypes- 

- 

__> - 
:' . - 

- 
. - 

I - 

: . --S. 
USE " ACTON-" 

I 
)( ACCUMULATORS 

. : 
, -7; A new range of low-tension 

1 :.- - 
Accumulators composed of 

4a --- - 
.- separate 2-volt units. Produced 

.,-.----- - 

' - at Acton in one of the finest 
f - - I equipped accumulator plants in 

s' - 

- 

I . the world. Note the following 

- ---- .--- - b ' .,:_:\- prices:-. - 

ALTERNATIVE TYPE ':a::. 
2;vo!L 4volt 6-volt. 

OF HORN. . - 
- - 

GRAMOPHONE 60 imps. 13/6 27/6 40/- 

For those requiring a non- - '- 
ATTACHMENT so am3. ji,'- 32/-, 48/- 

metallic horn, tecan supply our JOO.amps. . 18/6 37/6 56/- 

speakers with zmitatixn tortoise- y utilising the tone-arm of a gramo- _ ---------------------------------------- 

shell flare as illustrated. phone for the acoustic amplificaton of 
radio reception. a very effective Loud . HT. 3. The . Wonder . 

(2000 ohms.) r n Speaker is provided. This attachment WI eles8 Battr I 

STANDARD. Cat. No. 5ol7 : : u readily replaces - the sound-box and i . . 
produces excellent results. Outlasts dozens of dry cells 1 

JUNIOR Cat. No. 5008 3 :5:0 - t and gives better re- 60 / 
n -. 

cults. Füllycharged / 
TOM-TIT. Cat. No. 5003 : u: u Cat. No. 5210 2000 ohms Price j -------------------------------------- 

ri 

e 
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001 015 

MFD 
I 

': ' 

MULTIPLE FIXED 
CONDENSER 

This has been specially designed to 
enable a selection of fixed capacities 
being obtaIned from one instrument. 

t By connecting up the indicated - 

j - capacities in parallel as required, any 
range can be used to suit the 
individual set 
Cat. No. Price. 
5190 .001 to .015 MF. 
5191 .0001 to .0015 MF. - 

ìi 
. :' 0, 

- 

A.C.A.V. VALVE HOLDERS 
Of unique design, the A.C.A.V. Valve Holders are unequalled for 
their achievement of Anti.Capacity and Anti.Vibration results. For 
adapting to existing valve sockets, it is fitted with split pins as 
illustrated, whilst it can also be supplied for screw fixing. o 

Cat. No. 
- Price. . 

5200 A.C.A.V. Valve Holder 4/6 - 

5201 A.C.A.V.ValveHolderAdaptor 5/-' 

. . . 
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FILAMENT RHEOSTAT 
With helical worked arm and interchangeable resistance Unit. 
Very smooth and silent action. By means of a patented 
construction, the rotation of the contactor causes the resist- 
ance Unit to revolve with it, thus ensuring smooth and silent 
action. The resistance unit can be instantly detached when 
required, to change from bright to dull emitter valves. 

Cat. No. Price. 
522C, 7 ohms resistance 
5221 30 ,, ,, - 

-- 
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_ 
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. 
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TUNING COILS . 

If your am is t reproduce the 

With winding totally enclosed, these coils are wound - 
original sounds transmitted with- 

with bare wire on a bakelite former. The 11lutration out distortion, make your next 
below shows the method of intenor construction and . . - - 

jndicates clearly ehe ample air spae between wind- . 
set with components. bearing the 

logs. Ali coils have the same external dimensions- C A , - 

4» i». . . . . 
ini lais- 

THE WORLD'S BEST. 
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Reception of 5XX' 
For Daventry the aerial may be 

connected to A1, and A2 and E be 
connected together and to earth. 
This will give parallel tuning with 
both sections of the, dual con 
denser connected in parallel; a 
suitable size for the aerial coil L1 
will be a i5o, with a 75 or too fci 
reaction. - 

of the dual condenser, for if the 
value of this is too low' sufficient 
energy from the aerial may not 
reach the tuned circuit L1, C2, to 
operate the valve or to produce 
any but weak signals. 

Test Report 
When tested on the writer's 

aerial a very convenient siz& of 
aerial coil was found to be a No; 

1078 

Visitors to the Wireless Ex- 
hi billon at the Alberi Hall 
(Sept. 121h-23rd) should not 
fail to see the Radio Press 
stands, Nos. 51 and 52. Mem- 
bers of the indus fry should also 
make a point of 'visilin Stand 
No. 73, which is allotted to 

The Wireless Dealer," the 
new trade joui nat of Radio 
Press, Ltd. 

probably be a 50 or 75 for ana terminals. 
the aerial coil when series 
tuning is, being employed as well 
as parallel, and a 35 or 50 for 
reaction. With some aerials it 
may be found that a 50 does not 
go quite as high as Aberdeen; 
and a 75 as low as Cardiff, or some 
of the relay stations working on 
a lower wavelength; in this case 
an intermediate size such as a 6o, 
which is obtainable in several 
makes, will probably be found 
suitable. 

the best out of it, and it will be 
found surprising what large dis- 
tances in reception can be covered 
with a single valve. If any drop 
in signal strength is noted when 
the condenser is nearly all out, it 
will be advisable to clip in a 
000i F, or even in some cases a 
0002 iP condenser in the mount 

fixed near the aerial terminals. 
This connects a small condenser 
in parallel with the series portion 

may possibly be new stations, 
or else old ones that have 

wandered away from their true 
wavelength. In view of the 
poor conditions obtaining at the 
writer's station (a mansion over- 
shadows the whole of the aerial), 
results are very good indeed with 
this receiver, and many an in- 
teresting hour can be spent with 
it doing a little "aether searching." 

TIlE WIRELESS 
EXHIBITION 

is any particular reasoIi Wfl lt 

would be preferred to use parallel 
tuning, these will be Aand E, by 
which the benefit of using both 
series and parallel tuning is ob- 
tained. Before connecting the set 
up to the aerial, the reaction coil 
should, of coírse, be swung well 
away from the aerial coil.. If 
broadcasting is not in progress it 
would now be -advisable to test for 
oscillation control. Bring the 
reaction coil up as before and the 
set should go smoothly into oscilla- 
tion; if, however, it goes with 
a plock'- or loud plonk, 
different values of H.T. 
should be tried, small adjust- 
ments of filament current 
made, - and lastly different 
values of grid leak substituted. 

Coil Sizes 
Wheñ broadcasling is in 

progress, find out which coil 
brings in. youx local station 
at the correct condenser 
setting; that is, if it is a 
relay with a wavelength, of 
about 300 metres, it should 
come in at a low condenser 
reading; if Aberdeen, at the 
top of the scale. Suitable 
values for the coils to use will 

- receiver is oscillating and the 
reaction coupling should be loos- 
ened at once, as you may be causing 
considerable annoyance to other 
set users. - 

A little practice will soon show 
you how to handle this set and get 

/,,. 
i 4 

Ç . 

- 

Showing the leads 
to the coil-holder \ 

For Daventry and Radio-Paris 
a 20Ò coil for L1 with ioo reaction 
will be found the correct size 
when using series tuning. With 
the aerial at. A1, and earth to E 
and A2 joined, a 150 for L1 will 
be large enoqgli. 

Stations Heard 
During a short test in the early 

evening, when it was still full. 
daylight, three B.B.C. stations 
were received without difficulty 
at fair streñgth in the phones, and 
Brussels, too, was strong, while 
when it gQt dark-it was possible 
to tune in station after station, 
English (both main and relay), 
Scotch, French, German, Belgian, 
Spanish, etc. Over twenty stations 
were picked up in half-an-hour, 

notwithstanding serious inter- - 

férence from 2L0 working at 
full blast within about three \ miles. Even a wave-trap 
does not completely 4imin- / ate this station's transniis- / sion, and it comes through on 
anything lower than 5N0 
or higher than Petit Parisien. 
Several stations that were 
heard could not be identified 
as they were working on 
wavelengths not given. They 

oscillating and that the reaction 
coil is correctly connected. If 
this does not occur reverse the 
leads going to L2 and try again. 
It is most important that this point 
be got right, otherwise it will be 
impossible to receive anything but 
the local station. 

Some Preliminary Tests 
Th aerial and earth leads may 

now be connected under their 
respective terminals; unless there 

may, of course, be necessary. 

Searching for Distant Stations 
Other stations may now be 

searched for by bringing the 
receiver into its most sensitive 
condition, namely, by bringing 
it to the point just short of osdil- 
lâtion, when carrier waves will be 
picked up as a slight hiss. If, 
however, whistling noises are heard 
which change in note only when 
the condenser dial is turned, the 

cover the whole of the broadcast 
wavelengths with either of these 
coils, and even with the latter coil 
it was possible to get down below 
200 metres, while its top rance 
was just on the. 600 metre mark. 
This was without using C1, the clip- 
in condenser by neans of which 
the series portion of the tuning 
condenser may be augmented, and 
the aerial being connected to A2. 

Coils for Daventry 

ThE WIRzrEss CONSTRUCTOR October, 1)2 

beard in the headphones. This With a "stiff" aerial larget 60, while a Gambrel! B also was 
indicates - that th& receiver is reaction coils than those mentioned satisfactory. It was posib1e tu 
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The public's appreciation of the Honey- 
comb Coil-the Igranic léader---typifies 
the favour with which all Igranic Radio 
Devices are regarded by discriminating 
wireless enthusiasts. 

It is remarkable enough that-the demand for 
ig-ranic Radio Devices should keep pace with 
thè rapìdly increasing body, of the radio 

public ; but it is indeed a noteworthy testi- 
mony to the inherent merit of these Radio 
Devices 1/ial hie i5ercenlage of .Jgranic users 
increases even more rapidly as, year by year, 
Igranic merit proves itself to experienced 
wireless enthusiasts. i - 

The reputation built up by the world-famous 
Igranic Honeycomb Coil is ably sustained by 
the other Radio Devices-all of which 
meaesure up to the high Igranic standard: 

- . 
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IGRANIC HONEYCOMB 
- 

S DUOLATERAL COIL. -.\ 
- (De Fist Fatent Ño. I4I,3.) b 

- _ 

- In replying to advertisers, Please mention T \VEss CoNSTRuCToR. 
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-. 

If at any time you wish to have any information about Igranic Components write to 
Research Department U684 Igranic Electric Co., Ltd., Bedford. - - -- --------.------..-----.------. 

IGRANIC RADIO DEVICES 
Write forN List U 684 149 Queen Victona Str 3et 

Variable Condensers, Fixed Con- - - 
denserFilarnntRheost:ts,Inter: 

;'4 Works BEDFORD 
:- aks; Variothters, Värio-ëouplers, j 

Coil-hòlders, .Potentiometers,: -. . ELECTRI 
: .- nranches: 

Vernie Tuning D.vices, Switches, - BIRMINGHAM LEEDS - 

etc., etc. 
- CARDIFF MANCHESTER - 

. AU cary the IGRANIC gUarantee ............ . . GLASGOW NEWCASTLE 
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-t 

coil should be employed, the case of this particular set What is to be done is to take a pen- 
The actual operation of the re- that the number of turns upon the knife, and to prise up slightly a 

- ceiver is a matter which I should coil should. be, reduced so that point in the ioth, 12th, i4th, 16th 
imagine most of the builders of the it should cover such a band as, and 18th turús, counting down- 
set will by now have grasped. It for instance, 250 to 500 metres, wards as the coil stands upon the 
should, perhaps, he emphasised since if this is done a certain sacri- base board. At each of these raised 
that the methods of obtaining the fice of signal strength in receiving portions the wire is then scraped 
necessary fine adjustments of the longer wave stations will bare, and a short piece of tinned 
tuning and reaction respectively result. copper wire is soldered on, the 
are for the first the vernier con- A better method is, iii my ex- result being shown in one of the 
e 

1080 

the coil sockets can be finally - 

screwed down upon the baseboard. 

Size of Choke Coil - 

The size of choke coil to use upon 
the ordinary broadcast band is 
largely a matter of expediency, but 
in general the larger this ¿oil the 
better. Certainly, nothing smaller 
than a No. 150 should be used. A 
No. 300 is a desirable size, and the 
type employed should be such as 
possesses only a small self-capacity, 
in other words, a "good" type of 

¿OADIN CO,L 

ic. 
f 

Fig. x-The revised circuit, showing the tapping points on the aerial- 
- reaction coil. - 

uitunber in my own sèt ahd the 
wavelength range which it gives 
is from 302 to 634 metres. This, 
of course, omits certain stations 
below 300 metres, such as Brussels, 
which the constructor may desire 
to hear. I do not recommend in 

and here a little alteration to our 
coil will be necessary. This altera- 
tion merely consists in prepâring 
some tapping points upon the 
aerial and reaction winding, which 
it will be remembered is composed 
of double cotton-covered 'wire. 

 valve circuit, and the adjustment 
of the angle between these two 
coils 'should enable sufficiently 
strong reaction effects to be pro- 
duced to enable 5XX to hheard at 
quite good strength. The right- 
hand condenser will also serve to 
adjust reaction on this wavelength, 
provided that the choke coil is not 
too large. For example, a 150 or 
200 coil should flow be used in the 
choke coil socket, to give the most 
convenient adjustment with the 
majority of valves. When such an 
angle between the coils has been 
found that by placing the reaction 
condenser at zero, the set does not 
oscillate, but begins to do so as 
the reaction condenser is increased 
to, say, half scale reading, both 

the coil is a matter in which in- the tapping point as ìeqnired- 
dividual preference must play a 
certain part, and it will be reinem- Selectivity " 
bered that I said that the number We now come to the question of 
of turns for this coil should be the adjustment of the degree of 
about 65. This is the actual selectivity given by the receiver, 

receiver into the absolute minimum 
of words, and a number of points 
were of necessity omitted alto- 
gether. 

The question, of the method of 
arranging the set. for reception of 
5XX, for example, requires further 
amplification. To receive the i,óoo 
metre wave station, the shorting 
plug is removed from the aerial 
circuit loading coil socket, and 
replaced by a coil of size No. 150. 
The choke coil now becomes the 
reaction coil in an ordinary single 

siderable importance in receiving 
weak signals. The procedure should 
be to find out at what particular 
value the grid leak should be set 
to give a smooth and gradual pas- 
sage into oscillation by means of 
the reaction condenser, and then 
final adjustment of reaction should 
be made when required by slight 
movements on either side of this 
grid leak setting. 

- Wavelength Range 
The wavelength range given by 

to the upper end of the winding to 
this tapping point instead. This 
is very easily done if the lead in 
question is made of a short piece 
of flex, carrying upon its end a 
Burndept tapping clip. A point 
should then be scraped bare upon the 
5oth turn, and to this a short piece 
of tinned copper wire should be 
soldered, with an end projecting 
about half an inch, so as to afford 
a good grip for the clip. The lead 
can then be very readily trans- 
ferred from the end of the coil to' 

- - 1_ 

iceinartz iceceiver 
13y G. P. KEÑDALL, B.Sc., Staff Editor " 

- Some fuiher notes upon the interesting receiver described in our'- ¡asE 'issue 

LAST 
month exigencies of space denser, and for the second the perience; to make a tapping at, 

' compelled me to compress the variable grid leak. This latter I say, the 5oth turn upon the coil, 
account of the operation and find to give an exceedingly fine and and provide some means of attach- 

general use of the low-loss Reina.rtz smooth control, and this is of con- ing the lead which normally goes 

THE \VIREI1ESS CONSTRUCTOR October, 192 

Experimenting with the ... Low. - Loss 
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Mica Coodeo.er. Tj'pe 600 
(Al,o Type 600A for verticl 

peed mounting). 
0.00010.0009 mfa. .2/6 
0.001 2°° mfd... .3/. 
Mica C..Aen,er. Typ. 610 

(with Grid Leuk clip.) - 

(Al.. Type 620'f, panel 
mounting). - 

o.000i-.o.000.mfd....3/. 
0.001 -0.009 inI d....3/6 
01 mId ..... 
0.016-0.015 mId. ...4/6 
GM Leek Attacha,eat, 6d.' 

(ter eso -w-db Type 600). 

A,ede Resi,tancs' 
..mplete with holder 

00,000-100,000 ohms. 5/6 

C_ri4L. 
0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4 5 

megohms. 216 

The new Dubilier Type 610 Mica Condenser is also shown. It - . 

was dealt with ¡n a previous advertisement of this series- - - 

"Little Things that Matter." It is suitable for use everywhere , 

t . in receiving circuits, and is provided with screw terminals and - . 
- detachable Grid Leak Clips. . .. - . 

- 

- For specialised products such as these, it is always easier and - -. 
better to specie- . .. - . _ - .. 

/ 
r. - - 

' . - . 

e 

DUBILIER 
- - - - CONDENSER CO (1925) LTD . -- - . . - 

components illustrated above are small but important. - T 

They are the highly specialised products of a notable firm-' 
- one which, amoñg other things, was responsible for the 

introduction of Mica Condensers: Further, these components 
- 

are characterised by the now 'well-known Dubilier standards -uf 
neatness and finish in constniaion and reliability in operation. 
There is the Type 600 Dubilier Mica Condenser, for example 
a fixed condenser whose capacity is guaranteed by us to be accurate 
within close limits that are not often met with elsewhere. - 

new Dubiller Grid-Leak Attachment is sold for use with it, and 
is illustrated above. It enables a Grid Leak to be inserted direct 
between the Grid and LT. leads simply by clipping in, making use 

- of one of the condenser clips and the clip on the attachment. 
The. Dubiier Anode Resistance, again, designed for extreme 

- - 
stability In operation, is tested during manufacture to 200 volts, 

- and is absolutely reliable. - - 

 - 

L 

UTh 9/1 

I 

i-J- 

-F.. 
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The New HQ 
£ h,,td.orue new Loud Speaker 
poa.eaaiaag ab. ame beauty of 
outline al the luxurious Q.type 
whiLat retahing the futU volome 
and sensitivenera of the well. 
kcowo Hl. Con he atapplied 
either ita rich brown colour or 
e gIOt7 bkck. PoLiobed mohog. 
coy hate with niekelled fittitaga. 
A aupeeb inetrumeot which will 
charm recryotte with ita excep. 
floral 6tleIity of repro- 
duction. Height 2O in 
4009 ohm,. 
Ahoin 120 and 2000 ohm,. . 

The New A-type 
At latt WS hove been bIo to 
F0b0 the new Brown Atype 
hedphoori et the aenootiottol 
price taí 30/-. The tame femone 
tuned reed movement it used. 
At such a low price you-cannot 
afford to he without a pair of 
genuine Brown A - 

typo Hcadphoaaeo-.- 
famous throughout . 

the world. 

Rroscn FeotJurwcihi 
Jffeodphottet .oJd curry. 

achare ut 20/- ¡mr pnir 
(4000 cahota re,istWtCC). 

Standard Brown 
Loud Speakers 
li2. 120 obm £2 O 

' 2000ohms 12 8 0 

4000 ohani f2 IO O 

HL l2Oohms £ O 

2000 obmi 'f5 B O 

4000 ohme 5 IO O 

Qtype Iaa1lre.ataocet LIS 15 0 

!'- BRITISH THROUGHOUT. '' 

- . 

. . - 

: - , : 

, . s= 
- 

ItII 

___._w_.._r__ - 

:: 

. 

II 

. 

. ir _ ---- - 

-- 

As pleasing to the 
eye as to -the -ear 

. - -this elegant :Bown Cabinet Loud 
Speaker marks a new era in design . - 

IT has been left to the manufacturers of the first 
Wireless Loud Speaker to produce the first British 

. Cabinet Loud Speaker. The handsome Instrument illus- 
trated above is a welcome relief to some of the more usual 
type of Loud Speakers. Beautifully finished in a rich 
rosewood shade and made of the best mahogany, it will - 

undoubtedly achieve a very wide measure of popularity 

The same superb volume and purity of tone so character. 
istic of tite Brown will be found in this new Cabinet 
model. If you have been prejudiced against the use of Loud 
Speakers-either on account of their appearance or their 
performance-your last-ohjection has now been removed. 

For supreme beauty of outline, clarity 
of toue and ample volume, the new 
:lßtowii Cabinet Loud Speakers stands 
alone. Supplied in all resistances. 

s. G. Brown, Ltd., N. Acton; Lordon, W.3 
. , Sltowrooma : 19 Mortimer Stawet, W.1. 15 Moorfieldo. Liverpool. 

. 
67 High Street, Soutbamptoat 

- . : . Depola 4Wholesale onZ) s 13 ButhyPaek, Bejotol. 
S Wilcota', C)urt, Newess.tle.on.Tyne. 

HEADPHONES AND LOUD SPEAKERS 
- ;w# V 

c) 1Ü 

ctober, i 925 

\\ 

_.4 

The New 113 
A new Lood Speaker embodying 
all . the well.known B r o w u 
feoturea. Although oo1y 15 ineher 
high it givra the tame .nperbJoue 
ca the larger Hl and it equally 
clear on .pecch and music. No 
other Loud Speaker on tite 
morket within several pound, of 
its price can give such a 
fino volume a, the 113. 
In aU resistance. 

': 

a Lh 
. 

. 

The New 114 
Wesreproud ofbeing able to offer 
a eralBrown LostdSpe.ker._Brit. 
i,h throughout. sod replica in 
every detail of the larger modelo 
-at the am.zingly low price of 
30/-. Small in sIre but big in 
performance i t is 
wond.erfrl v,lue for 
money. 2030 ohms. 
Height 10 inches. 

The New 
Crystavox 

The new and improved horn 
OOW fitted to the Crystavox will 
enable this Loud Speaker tu give 
an exceptional volume of sound 
deet from a Crysul Set without 
the ncc of valves, The powerful 
Daveutry Statioo will permit 
thoomuds of Ceyotl Set 
usera to get Loud 
Speaker recuIts direct 
from a Crystavox. 
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most important one in the whole 
set, and a little care and patience 1he new high-power station at Daventry. One of the engineers is here 

-. should be devoted to it. In general, seen checking up the wavelength by means of a wave meter which he 
- the smaller the number of turns is holding., 

1083 

- - - - ___________ -:--- - 

- _ . . with the aid of this wavetrap I . earth teiminal of the receiver, and 
Fig. 2.-Details of the coil show- find that, with this particular from the fixed platesofthe con- - 

ing addition of tapping points, circuit, the interference problem is denser take a wire o the aerial 
perfectly slved, since 2L0 simply. terniinal of the receiver. Aérial 

aerial terminaL Simply unsolder 
- the end which*as at first attachéd 

. to the aerial termiwil, and leave ' 

this wire sticking out in the air. 
To the loose end thereby prodúcèd 

. soldrábout in. of flex, whoe , !.!. I 

. other end is to carry one of the I 
. 

tapping clips This clip is then * - 1__ - 
attached to one of the tapping ,. ' . s,-, - 
pointi which hâve been made, and 
it will probably bè found that ' .- 
almost the full number of turns - 

canbeusedwithadvantage, a 
'1 

. 

reduction to, say, 16 turns 
sometimes being a slight 

1'f 
IA. 

. 

* 

¡ improvement. 
. 

To the aerial terminal should - 

now be soldered aiother - short . P ' length of flex, again carrying a : I 

tapping clip upon its end, and this 
be - 

. .' 
may attached to one of the 
tapping points which we have 
made, in order to vary the number . 

of turns in use in the aerial circuit. --- r 
This last adjustment is by far the L - -. -- -_ 

OPD 

FAD 
L1 

$0101 
ro 

£'orn 

To 
LOADING 
COIL 

SOCKL7 

the absence of geiieral spark jam- 
ming and the other casual sources of -, 

interference which do so much to 
SòIde, mar long-distaxìce reception. This,. 

perhaps, is a matter for individual 
taste, and many people may prefer 
to haie somewhat greater signal 
strength with a little more jamming. 

. Fig. 3.-How the tapping -points 
A Wavetrap . 

are made. 

The tuning is so sharpened by a - 

reduction of turns in the aerial left one free to. hunt for distant 
circuit that interference by a local sigñals. 
broadcasting station is very much fhe addition of such a wavetrap - 

reduced, but, in cases where such is an exceedingly simple matter, 
- local interference is severe, I wotild and aU that is required is a variable -. 

9trongly advise the reader to try condenser of ooO5LF and a coil 
the type of wavetrap developed by in a socket. Connect these two in 
Mr. Cowper for this circuit, and series, that is.. to say, take a wire 
with which I have had really from the moviñg plates of the 
remarkalile results. Using a large condenser to one side of the coil 
and high aerial only about seven holder. From the other side of the 
miles frôw the new 2L0 station, coil holder then take a wire to the 

f 

a Burudept clip, carrying a lead, lpcal station, but if this reduction although their settings upon th 
ahd we shall requie two of these is carried too far the sina1 strength dial- ire changed by the inclusion of 
clips in addiüoxi'to théone already of th distant stations will suffer: the wavetrap. -With the-trap iii. 

mentioned. . use, I have heard Bouriiefnoùth 
ii £ desirable to'be able to . Reduction of Aerial Turns without the slightest - sound from' - 

the iûunbér of rèation thrñs In ny own set I find that, if the Loñdon, and this without any. 
'independently of those uséd for number,' of turns, in the : açrial difficulty or delicacy of àdjustment. 
coupling the aerial circuit to 'tlie: circuit is reduced to io, signal One simply sets the wavetrap, once 
secondary winding, and to do.this strength is just perceptibly and -for all, and then proceeds to 
it is necessary to remove the lead .' beginning to suffer,' but tuning has forget all about it and search for 
which previously ran from one side become reivarkably sharp and the 

- the distant stations in the ordinary 
of the reaètion condenser to the distant stations are exceedingly manner. The effect is much as 

- - ' L - pleasing,to listen to,, on account of though zLO hád closed down and 

October, .1925 THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR 

. these used inthe aeri .1 circuit the shaiper vanishes bffthe dial, and thérë iä rio. 
- notes. To any bue of these tapping will be the tuning of the set, aud perceptible alteration in the. signal 

points it is then posib1e to attach - the less the interference from the strength of the distant staticins. 
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- 
enable one to find ont the best. strength. I. L 

- - .1084 . . S -- 

S. S . / - 

say, it must be a "good" coil. I 
have found the Gainbrell "C" 
satisfactory, and, those who may 
care to wind their own coil instead 
of obtaining a number of plug-in 
coils to try, may do so by winding 
8o turns upon a 3 jU. diameter 
ebonite tube, preferably of No. 20 
dcc. wire. This should be 
thoroughly dried, and keji thy. A 
tapping should be taken along this 
coil every ten turns after 50 turns 
have been wound' on-that is to 
say, at 50, óo and o turns. A 
little adjustment will then 9'I1 

experiments were being carried on, 
I succeeded in obtaining clear and 
distinct signals from every one of 
the main B.B.C. stations, with the 
exception of Cardiff, which was 
not separable from London with 
the wavetrap arrangement avail- 
able. Of the stations heard upon 
this occasion, Bournemouth, Bir- 
iningham, Newcastle and Belfast 
were really loud. Munster, -Ham- 
burg, the School of Posts and 
Telegraphs (Paris), Madrid, and 
three unidentified German stations- 
vere all also heard at quite good- 

'WÍRELESS" 
THE ONE-WORD WEEKLY 

Edited by 

PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E. 

THE POPULAR WEEKLY 

AT THE POPULAR PRICE 

- ')D. 
- Everywhere .- 

oñly tune down to about 380 
metres, but this I have remedied 
by the use of a much larger coil 
and a smaller condenser setting.in 
the trap circuit. The wavelength 
range is then very little affected. 

The number of turns included in 
the aerial circuit by means of the 
appropriate tapping clip also 
affects this matter of range. 

Wavetrap Coil 
The coil used in the wavetrap 

must necessarily be one of low high- 
frequency resistance-that is to 

detuned. 
j I hope this letter will be of some 

interest, and if only those howlers 
- ________ would give up those "super " sets 

and build one such as the "Twin 
Mr. Kohn Hagen, the chief an Valve" I think there would be 
nouncer at WGY, whose voice is more peace during broadcast hours 
familiar to many British listeners: and better results:-Vours faith- 

fully, 
actual fact giving remarkably good E. W. flPHER. 
results. Upton Manor, E. 

Since that time, of course, con Y.S.-This is no first-set effusion, 
ditions have very much improved, as I 'have made four sets from 
and upon trying out the set on a Modern Wireless and TUE WIRE-. 
recent evening- when wavetrap I.ESS CoNsTRuCToR. - 

reappear. J.-1ay1Lg4one th1S Sifliply summery. omarison with an 
proceed to search for the other ordinary plug-in coil single-valve 
stations in the usual manner With set, however, soon showed that 
your receiver, being prepared for the low-loss Reinartz was in 
the fact that their settings will now . 
have altered somewhat. 

Size of Trap Coil 
'I have found this'trap invari_ably 

successful whatever size coil is 
used in the socket which I have 
mentioned-that is to say, any Size 
of coil which covers the wavelength 
will practically eliminate the local 
station, but there is definitely à 
best Size so far as the reduction 
of the alteration in the settings of 
the different stations is concerned. 
On my own aerial and earth with 
the receiver which *e are con- 
sidering the effect of a rather small 
coil in the wavetrap with a conse- 
quently large reading of the wave- 
trap condenser is. completely to 
upset the wavelength range of the 
Renartz receiver. With such a 
circuit in operation the set will 

and scores of friends have ever 
heard, the aerial being about So ft. 
long and average height about 35 ft. 
single. 

All stations in England come in, 
Birmingham and Bourneniouth 
while 2L0 is working, the latter 
(Boiirnemouth) on Sterling "Din- 
kie," perfectly audible at about 
7-8 ft. on speech, while music is 
quite loud. Sunday nights between 
..3O and 8.30 most of the French 
and German Stations are quite 
audible in the phones. Three 
Sundays ago conditions must have 
been very good, or else I was par- 
ticularly lucky, as Hamburg, broad- 
casting opera, was heard by all the 
members of my family on the loud 
speaker, sitting about -3 ft. away. 
I have now had sufficient time to 
judge the capabilities of this set. 
and I doubt whether there is a more' 
efficient, type of set qn the market 
made by an amateur. ' . 

Lorfddn is painfully loud ont the 
speaker, and the set has to be 

tuning adjustment which is fairly 
close, although not actually upon, 
that of your local station. Then 
insert a fairly large coil, say, a 
No. 75 or a Gambrell "C.", in the 
coil socket on the wavetrap arrange- 
nient and proceed to turn the 
wavetrap condenser very slowly 
ntil you find a point at which the 

signals from your local station fade 
down practically to nothing and 
upon either side of which they 

Results 
Before leaviug the subject, - it 

may perhaps be useful to give a 
fuller idea of the results which hâve 
been obtained with the original 
receiver. When I. first - finished 
the set 'I was decidedly dis- 
appointed with the results sincé 
it was first tested . 'early in 
August, when reception conditions 
were at their worst and most 

Valve Receiver 

(Radio Press Envelope No. iO) 

O j 

SIR,-I think. you might be in- 
terested to hear of my results with 
the "Twin Valve" described by 
Mr., John ScottTaggart in Trs 
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR for 
January. . . - 

Results are the .flnesV that myself. 

rIlE \VIREUss CONSTRUCrOR - October, 1925 

and earth are connected as usual number of turns to iiiclude 1n the 
and the procedure is as follows: circuit with the wavetrap con- 
Set the dial of the receiver to a denser. . - . 

Results wit/i the Twin- 
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THE GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Ltd. 

Head Office: Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2 - 
r O 

IL, 

I - 

THE patent reduction me- . . -. 
d'anism, giving micrometer 
adjustment without back- 
lash. Dead silent, velvety 
movement in 
peration. _ 

u iiohiiiiii iiii 
-, O o 

Hij. 
i__I 

II i; 
L 

H 

-. - - 

- 

u1 

:ÏHÉ GÉCOPHONE Low-Loss Slow-. 
Motion Variable Condenser will super- 

sede the old-type condenser wherever valve 
se'ts are used. The result of close and pro- 

- trcted research into the essentials of ideal 
condenser design, it is entirely new in concep- 
tion,and gives to tuning an amazing degree 
of ease, certainty and selectivity. 

' - - . - 

- 

WWeless enthusiasts everywhere will dis- 
. cover in the new GECOPHONE Condenser 

'the knowledge-not previously accessible- 
- -of what:faultless tuning can be. 

» 

Slow-Motioû Variable Condenser 

eliminated, and die!eic losses are 

_ The GECOPHONE Low-Loss 

provides micrometef adjustment 
without backlash. Minimum cap- 
acity is uniquely low, hand-capacity 

INSULATiON of Fixed the smallest possible. The con- 
plates outside electrostatic denser is - adapted for one-hole 
Field. This reduces l055e5 £xing, and can be mounted on a 

to a minimum. ' metal panel-without insulation. 

Sold by all GECOPHONE service 
depots, wireless dealers and stores. 

L 

111E Large contro knob. 
rotai ing n. the same ci. 
rction as the dial. easily 
sHows the most delicate ad. 

ISniefls tobe made1 

LOW LOSS'SLOW MOTION 
H VARIABLE CONDENSER 

October, .1925 Tut WIRELESS CONS1RUC'rOR 

r 

I 
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THE UNCELL 
á centenarian amoñg Valves!' 

OUR 

morning mail would be exceptional if it 
did not contain at least one letterfrom some 
enthusiastic Cossor user commenting upon 

the long life of his valve. Among our most 
treasured possessions are these hundreds. of 
letters-each one of which has been written' 
spontaneously to express the writer's keen 
approval of the satisfactory service he has received. 

Typical amon them is the following .. from 
Mr. H. Hayward, of 9 Daisy Gardens, Dagenharn, 
Essex. He writes as follows : 

"On looking through one of your ads. in 'Modern 
Wireless 'a few days ago, and noticing the claims 
af some of your users, I think I ought to bring to. 
your notice djc performance of one of yóur val oes. 
¡ bought this in July 1923, and after using it 
practically 4 hours per night on the aoerage, and 
more so during week-ends, it has just given up the 
ghost; I reckon the life of thu valve at about 
4000 hours. Can anyone beat this? I won't say 
any more!" 

But if the Çossor bright emitter is reckoned to 
possess a long working life, then truly the Wuncell 
Dull Emitter is a centenarian among valves. 
Here is a valve which is fitted with an entirely 
new type of filament-one which can be obtained 
in no other valve. - - 

A filament which, instead of being whittled down 
to an exceptional thinness to obtain low current 

Ally such a wonderful filament to the Cossor 
construction and you'll readily appreciate why 
the Wuncell giyes a standard of performance 

' which has not yet been approached by any 
- other valve. ' - 

The essential featu'res fevery Cossor Valve- 
irrespective of type-ale its hood-shaped Grid 
and Anode and its arched filament. As every 
wireless enthl!siast knows, the action of the 
3-electrode valve depends upon an effective use 
being made of the electron stream given off by the 
heated filament. Pr'evious to the introduction of 

thé Cossor this ,had always been done by means 
°f a,' spiral grid and a tubular anode. But 

-obyiously such a design suffers from severe 
:limitations on account of considerable leakage of 
electrons from each end of the anode. In the 
Cossor, on the other hand, the arched filament 
is almost totally enclosed by the hood-shaped 
Grid ánd Anode, and few, if any, of the electrons 
can escape. 

The \Vuncell Dull Emitter incorp6rates every 
salient Cossor feature. It functions at 18 volts, 
while its current consumption is only 3 amp.- 
so low as to enable the standard six-volt accumu- 
lator, with its cells connected in parallel, to last 
six times as long as with bright emitter valves. The 
man changing over to Wuncells from ordinary 
valves, therefore, gets an additional five weeks' 
Broadco sting free of cost every time he has his 
accumulator charged. 

p 

THE WIRELESS CONS1RUCrOR October, 1925 

I QillertAd. 329b. 
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consumption, is actually built up layer upon layer 
until it is practically as stout as that used in a 
bright emitter valve. A filament which, mounted 
in arch formation and further secured at its centre 
by a third support, will readily withstand all the 
shocks and abuses of everydày use. A filament, 
moreover, that owing to its unique method of 
manufacture gives öff an intensely powerful 
electron stream when barely glowing. 

So that, not only do you get a long-life valve 
when you choose the Wuncell, but you effect 
tremendous economies as well. In the face of 
such incontrovertible facts can you delay buying 
Wuncells any longer? In two types: Wi for use 
as a Detector or L.F. amplifier, and W2 (with 
red top) for use as a high-frequency amplifier. 
14/. each from ail Wireless Dealers 

- A. . COSSOR LTD.-Highbury. Grove, London, N. 5 
MANUFACTURERS OF COSSOR AND WUNCELL VALVES 
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 fourth-year course in research . nature, involving the design añd given sübject. 
........... . ..; .--.. . 

1087 
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Scholarship for the best student 
of the year. 

At the conclusion of the third- 
year course he obtained the 
Associateship of the city and 
Guilds Institute (A.C.G.I.), and 
again headed the list of success- 
ful candidates, thereby gaining 
the Unwin Scholarship. He fur- 
ther achieved the distinction of 
gaining' the Henrici Medal 
for the best studént in Mathè- 
maties. 

He followed this up with a 

unique in the annals of thç 
college." 

k 

Experience in the Post Office 

Since leaving college in 1920 
Mr. Reyner has been engaged with 
the Post Office Engineering De- 
partment. He has been respon- 
sible for the design of receiving 
equipment at the various coast 
and other stations contròlied by 
the Post Office. 

This work has been of a varied 

theoretical and practical stand- 
point, and subsequently placing1 
the results obtained in a very 
simple form, easily understood by 
the non-technical public. 

Our readers may, therefore, look 
forward to a series of most helpful - 

articles from Mr. Reyner's pen. 
many of which will be the result of 
research work carried out at oui 
new laboratories, and of which a 
large proportion will indicate, from 
theoretical considerations, the most 
fruitful lines of experiment on an 

have considerable pleasure in 
introducing to our readers Mr. 
J. H. Reyner, who recently joined 
the staff of Radio Press, Ltd. 

Mr. Reyner, although corn.. 
paratively young; is possessed of 
high qualifications, his career at 
the City and Guilds (Engineer. 
jug) College being a record of 
Successes. 

On entering college he went 
straight into the second year, 
at the end of which time he 
obtained the John Samuel 

which he was awarded the 
Diploma of the Imperial; Col- 
lege (D.I.C). 

During the same year he also 
obtained the B.Sc. Honours 
degree of the University of 
London, the special subjects 
being Electrical Engineering and 
Mathematics. Perhaps, Mr. 
Reyner's qualifications can best 
be appreciated from the follow- 
ing extract from an official col- 
lege document: "This brilliant 
record is nearly, if not quite, 

textbook on wireless. 
The second book, entitled" Radio 

Engineering," is a very valuable 
collection of data, which embraces 
every phase of the science, and was 
published by Radio Press, Ltd., on 
September z. 

Mathematics, as such, are of 
little interest to the average reader. 
Mr. Reyner, however, while in- 
timately conversant with the more 
technical and mathematical aspects 
of radio, is an expert in the art of 
investigating problems from a 

i. 

- 

A recent portrait of Mr. Reyner. 

1 
N connection with the de- work, under Professor G. W. O. 

velopment of our Research Howe, on Radio Telegraphy and 
Laboratories at Elstree, we Telephony, at the conclùsion of 

some measure, the Direction Find- 
ing Service, which is now being 
rapidly developed, so that he has 
been able to keep well in the 
forefront of developments in 
wireless reception. 

Mr. Reyner has already obtained 
considerable experience in the pre- 
paration of articles of interest to 
the radio public, and has, in fact. 
written two books on the subject. 
One of these, "Modern Radio 
Communication," is fast becoming 
accepted as the standard low-priced 

F 

N' 

- ;\ 

A. C.G.I., DI.C., 

to thé Staff of 

Radio Press, Ltd. 

IIIIIHIItIIIIwIIlIlIIÌIÌlIlflhlÌIlIIIjHIlIIIHhIIIIIIIIIIII. 

construction of all types 01 receiv- 
ing appaxatus from simple one 
knob" sets up to multivalve highly 
selective equipment. In the course 
of the work he has obtained prac- 
tical experience of the use of trans- 
mitting and receiving apparatus in 

- all parts of the country. 
He has further been responsible 

for the design of complete receiving 
stations which have been erected 
under his supervision, including, in 

October, 1925 ThE \VIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR 

p ..' i- ,. 

Appointment of Mr. . H. REYNER, B.Sc.,.' 
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fHEN the British Broad- 
y casting Company's stations 

were first erected, and - - 

before the long wave station at 
helmsford came into operatioñ, - 

variometers were quite popular for 
t tuning crystal sets. For the benefit 

of new readers who are not ac- 
quainted with all wireless ternis, 
it may be stated that a variometer 
consists of two coils of wire, one of 
which can be rotated either within 
or close to the other, the tuning effect 
being such that it varies as the 
angular relation of the two coils 
varies, giving a progressive increase A view of the wiring. 
of wavelength tuning between the Not in parficuiar th - 

two limits of the scale. The dis- connections to tIe advantage of variometers is, how- várometer. ever, that they will not generally 

e 

. 

I 

TirE WIREI4ESS CONSTRUCTOR October; 1925 

[1 

How to Build a Variometer- 

î - . Tuned Crystal Set 

By PERCY W. HARRIS, 
S M.I.R.E., Edilr 

- V*riornele,s have ro1 atained great popularity on 
account of limited tuning ranges, but wit/i f/se int;o 
duclion of a new type this difficulty is overcome, 
and the set described will be made by many readers 

- - 

- made so short to any wavelength from 300 to 
- as to reach 500 metres. It is difficult for a 

the 300 metre single variometer, Unless it is very 

r 

This view shows the connection to the crystal detector and Six terminals. I 

fixed condenser clips. panel of ebonite or other 

1088 

-'-----.- .. -.------ ,-.---.- 

cover a very wide range oÏ tuning, mark, for then it was neces- efficiently designed, to cover this 
so that when the 5xx station was sary for a successful commercial range with all aerials. Variometers 

s started it was found to be beyond receiver to be able to tune are Iluore sensitive to changes of 
the tuning range of the average - aerial than most other tuning sys- 

receiver. . 
teins, owing to the great influence 

Another problem arose when the -f-' of the aerial capacity. 
wavelengths of relay stations were I Reception of SXX . 

-. 

------ 
- 

SS - .. 

r ..- 
t. 

The variometér crystal set de- 
scnbed in this article, however, is 

.. , free !rorn any of the faults men- 
s tioned. By the use of two fixed 

- - 
...- condensers it can be adapted to 

's._. 

- --. almost any aerial and will, in addi- 
tion,- receive- 5XX satisfactorily. 

- - . 
- The appearançe is neat, and as no 

- 

- loading coil is required, thè space - 
- 

- occupied by the complete receiver 
is less than is often the case. The 

- .- photograph will show the construe- - - - 

- 
tion clearly, and the wiring dia-. 

- 

gram will show you how simple it is - 

.- - - to join up. The component parts 
are few, and are as follows :- 

- 

- 

. One Dubilier Mansbridge vario- 
- meter. 
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j-L--. 
SERIES . TEL EP/fONE$ 

h. - -------- --- - - 6' 
Fig. 2.-How to dril! your - panel. A drilling 

template is supplied with the variometer. 

1039 

TELEftHONES 
- 

SERIES 
o 

Fig. 3.-Thewiring is carried oút like this. The 
dotted connection indicates the strap on the face 

of the panel. 

.In the package of the vario- on the front left-hand side of the A straight-on view of the panel. 
meter you will find a paper tçin- receiver and leave the two upper 
plate, which will show you exactly terminals open. The earth is always then find 5XX on the upper end of 
where to drill the holes in the joined to terminal E. Try, also, the scale. 
ebonite panel for mounting. Itwill 
also tell you the drill sizes. Two 

connecting the aerial to the middle 
left-hand terminal Instead of the 

Extra 'Phones 
If you desire to use more than 

screws are provided with he vario- lowest. You will probably receive one pair of telephones in this set. 
meter for fl*ing to the panel, and good sgna1s ori both of these you can easily do so. For two pairs 
you will notice that there are two arrangements the only difference placè one tag of each pair of tele- 
strips to joiñ the terminals at the -being the position on the tuning phones under each telephone ter- 
back. Only oñe of thcse strips scale. One of thse arrangements minal, and join the other two tags 
should be used in this set in the way will probably be better than the with a connector. 

Ti 
J/. 

PARALLEL %' - EA PT/I DETEC TOR 

r ht 
2Ái / 

VAR!Oft!ETEÇ 

i h r 
T!41 

o 

DETECTOR 

PARALLEL - - 

'.1 

One fixed condener with clips, 
002 iF (McMichael). 

One crystal detector for back of 
panel mounting (RI. Permanent). 

Suitable box. 

SERIES ¶ 
*Cutho3pF D 

AERIAL 

ARTh 

Fig. i.-The dotted connection is 
only made when 'it is desired to 

receive 5XX. 

Radto Press Panel Trañsfers 

setting of this crystal has been., to place the a'erial connection on 
found it can be left for very long the middle terminal, and to join 
periods, if not indefinitely, and the terminal markd "Parallel" 
shòuld not be changed without good to the terminal "Earth.". You will 
reason. 

Condenser Clips - - 

N tice particularly the position 
of the clips for holding the fixed 
condensers. Two of these clips are 
made to overlap, so that 'the two 
holes are superimposed. A ter- 
minal is passed through these holes, 
and locked into positiàn with a 
lock-nut. Be careful to place the 
two fixed condensers in their ¿orrect, G 
positions. Wiring up is soarranged - 

as to be simple and short. 
The set is very easy to use, and 

you will soon find the best tuning 
positions. If you have a very long 
aerial and the wavelength you 
desire to receive is on the shorter 
end of the B.B.C. scale, connect ' ' - 

the aerial to the lowest terminal - - 

i --. - I 

Octobei, 1925 Thz WIREI4ESS CONSTRUCTOR 

suitable iitsulating' material, 7in. shown. The permanent detector other for your particular aerial, 
by 6 in. is of the "one-hole fixing" variety, and once you have found it, adhere 

One fixed condenser with clips, and is provided with a cover for the to this for your local station To 
0003 F (McMichael). adjusting knob. Once a suitable receive 5XX, it is merely necessary 
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"ANTIPONG" VALVE HOLDER 
Low loss, anti-capacity and shock 
absorbing, this holder prevents all 
inicrophonic noises in Dull Emitter 
Valves and reduces Inter-electrode 
capacii to a minimum. Valve 
legs are surrounded by air and 
attached by Phosphor Bronze 
pringsto a bakolite ring that will 

not melt under soldering 
Iron. Universal fittIng, 
with screws for baseboard - 
or panel mounting 

VALVE WINDOWS 
guperlor appearance ant finish. 
Made of heavily nickel-plated brass. 
Outside diam. 1in., gauze covered 
Dpening, lin. Rounded 
edges. Supplied complete 
sith backing plate and 
ill screws, etc. 

Every ounce of thought and care you put 
into building your sets is backed up and 
encouraged by the sheer responsiveness of 
Bowyer-Lowe Tested Components. 
We expect you to demand from them a high 
standard of performance. They are made 
carefully, tested stringently, so that they 
will give you results which exceed your 
anticipation. 
Every Bowyer-Lowe Product is fully guar- 
anteed for one year, and dealers who stock 
these Products know they are desired to 
interpret that guarantee generously. 
Make up your mind to use these trustorth 
parts in all your sets this year. - 

SEND for a COMPLETE CATALOGUE 

of all Bowyer-Lowe Components. It is free 
for your request on a postcard. Within it 
you will find much useful data, and informa- 
tion that will help you to get the maximum 
satisfaction from every set you make. 

BOWYER LOWE 

NEUTPODYNE CONDENSERS 
Designed for use In Ncutrodyne cIrcuits, this instru- 
nient has also proved exceedingly valuable as a vcrnier 
when used in parallel with a larger con- 
denser. lt is invaluable in Super-Bet. 
circuits. Fitted in panel with single screw 

J - 
and lid, hole for ipindle - - - - 

O - 

- 

SHORT CIRCUITING AND 

TRANSFER PLUGS 
These cniponents are very seful where it is desired 
to short circuit a reaction coil or to transfer connec- 
tions from a coil,holder to some other part ofacirciiit. 
Made of best ebonite, highly polished, and solid brass. 

Short CircuIting Transfer I 
Plug Plug, 

THE \VIRZLESS CONSTRUCTOÌt. 

/ 
R; 1TORTHY 

ÖF YOUR SKILL 

October, i125 

BówyerLówe Tested Components 
RADIO WORKS [Wireless Exhibition. Albert Hall, Sept. 12 to 23] LETCHWORTH 

1090 ¡n replying to advertisers. please mention TH WIRET,ESS CONSTRUCtOR. 

t 
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r - 
f 

r. 
COIL PLuG AND SOCKET 

Three types made. One for base- - ' - 
board mounting with top conoce- -. 
tion 

; 
another mounted on circular - 

, 

ebonite flange for use on Wood 
Panels and Cabinets a third con- 
sisting of plug and socket only for 

- SUPER-HET. panel mounting. Baee- 
OM 9d. TRANSFORMERS cl 

- 
. 

Ing Type 

Built expressly for use with British Valves. These Trans- 
Corniers give unusually high amplification with purity of 
signals. Amateurs who have made the Seven Va've Receiver 
described in the brochure accompanying the Transformers say 
it surpasses any they have heard in selectivity and - 
freedom froni noisy background. The compete set II 
of Transformers, Individually matched and tested 

- Z 't 
OSCILLATOR-. 
COUPLER 

VOLTMETERS MODEL II., a late deveTp- 
Reasonably priced instrumsnts for nient of Super-fist, design. 
Panel Mounting. Specially made 
for sets n.4lng Dull Emitter Valves. 

Operates on direct coupled 
system without a pick up 

Current consumption at 3 volts, coil. More sensitive than 
only 045 amps. In- d 
strument fits bole I 

4! 
older types of coupler. ¿. Covers 260 to 550 metrss when 

2in. diesis. Beauti- tuned with Bo\vyer-Lowe 
. 

fully finIshed 0005 Squars Law Condenser. 

't 
\l 

- LOW LOSS COIL FORMERS 
Skeleton Forniers should always le used to ensure 
efficiency, especially on short wavelengths. The senes 
made by Bowyer-Lowe covers most needs of the 
amateur for both reception and transmission. 
3 diaun. by Gin, long 5/- 41 diam. by 8m, long 8/6 
41 ,, ,, 4m.,, 6/- 4 ., ., lOin.., 1.0/- 
4} ,, ,, Gin.. 76 For A B C Wavetrap 2)6 

s' 

A BALL-BEARING CONDENSER 
If you have not had particuars of the new 
Condenser mads by the Bowyer-Lowe Co., 
you ehouM write for descriptive leaflet 
at once. The FOUR.SQUAItE Condenser 
has balanced vanes, soldered in position 
and mounted on ball bearings. Each Con- 

denser has four available capacities, and 
its losses are appreciably lower than has 

L ever previously been possible. EnquIre 
L about thIs instrument to-day. 

Wireleas Exhiluition, Altert Hal', Sept. 12-23 
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that was really worth calling a re- Gumplethorpe. He began to sug- 
cei wing set. gest to hêr that times were rather 

Ills Choice hard, what with rates and taxes 
As an earnest student of 'Radio and one thing and another, and 

Press publications he drank in the could not she possibly do with a 

- 
109! 

Gumplethorpe strongly approved 
of this manifestation of economy. 
and showed his approval by lunch- 
ing in the City and dining at his 
club. 

anything very ambitious in the 
way of building a set. His earlier 
efforts were what he called hook- 
ups, though to the casual observer 
they looked as if he had forgotten 
to do up most of the hooks. He did 
his wiring, too, in the cat 's-cradle, 
clapham Junction, Hampton Court 
Maze, or go-as-you-please style. 
But all this kind of thing is now 
passed. Alter a long and strenuous 
apprenticeship Mr. Gumplethorpe 
decided last week that the time was 
ripe for him to make something 

to him very much, since with only 
four valves he could not do in more 
than thirty-four shiUing' woith 
at a time should he happen to make 
any mistake with the high-tenìon 
connections. On the other hand, 
Mr. Gumplethorpe does like to have 
a set with some juice behind it, so 
that he can let the loud speaker rip 
when he wants to. It took him 
some time to make up his mind, 
but eventually he fixed upon the 
Fan's Own Frantic Six. And now 
began a very sad time for Mrs. 

something awful of that kind: He 
said that he always felt.uiicómfort- 
able when there were new papers 
and things of that sort àbout' for 
real comfort give him old paper, old 
paint, an old carpet, old furniture, 
because then you felt that you 
could do what you liked, and had 
not always to be thinking about the 
awful things that might happen 
if you were not careful. Having 
been shorn of her housekeeping 
money, Mrs. Gumplethorpe cut 
down the menu considerably. Mr. 

He has isvered sonething 
about voltage I 

earths, having dug the holes for 
both; he knows what it is to live at 
the rate of Lro,000,000 a year, having 
blown up five valves in a fraction 
of a second through a misunder- 
standing about the high-tension 
leads. His knowledge, then, ha3 
increased by leaps and bounds since 
we last met him. But until quite 
reêently he had never undertaken 

toothless and bent but still smiling, 
sitting by the fire with the head- 
phones on. Granfer smokes -his 
pipe, and chuckles and slaps his 
thigh every now and then, whilst 
grandma is so carried away by what 
she hears that she quite forgets to 
turn the heel of the sock which she 
is knitting for granfer, and makes 
the foot about a yard and a half long. 

Economy 
But .to return to Mr. Cumple- 

thorpe. The Flannelly Four appealed 

- The "Old Folks'" Receiver. 

-sible for him to travel by trams or 
buss or tubes or trains, because 
they always made him worry so. 
Mrs. Gumplethorpe wanted the 
drawing-room .repapered. Mr.. 
Gumplethorpe said that the old 
paper would do quite weil, and that 
anyhow it was no good putting on 
a new one, because if they did it 
would be just his luck to sjilash 
his accumulator all over it or - do 

upon the output terminals of a set 
using a power valve; he knows what 
a difference aerial height makes, 
having fallen from both a high 
mast and a low one; he knows all 
about the effects of deep and shallow 

Frantic Six," both of which were 
designed, and produced by Mr. 
Hercy Parris in his happiest 
moments. Has it ever occurred 
to you to notice what beautiful 
names Mr. Parris chooses for his 
sets? Some time ago he produced 
one with a name so touching that 
no one could read it or speak it 
without a tear in his eye and, a 
catch in his throat. This was the 
"Old Folks'" Receiver. Just 
say "old" to yourself, and you 
will find that you simply cannot 
help picturing granfer and grandma, 

really economising tremendously 
by spending money like water upon 
valves and condensers and theo- 
stats and grid leaks and coils and 
B.A. thiugmejigs. He explained, 
too, when he arrived home evening 
after evening bearing his purchases 
in a taxi that it was quite impos- gg. 

IT is quite a long time now since 
I told you anything of the 
adventures of Mr. Gumple- 

thorpe, but that does not mean to 
say that he has not had any. Far 
from it. Life with Mr. Gumple- 
thorpe since he took up wireless has 
been one lng adventure. He knows 
ñow quite a lot about this great 
science. He has discovered (prac- 
tically) something about voltage by 
placing his fingers inadvertently 

details of every set designed, and 
at one time had thoughts of making 
them all. As, however, he started 
rather late it occurred to him 
that he would never be able to 
catch up, and he did not like the 
prospect of being about two years 
behind. After much considera- 
tion and cogitation he narrowed 
down his selections to two. The 
choice lay between the "Flan- 
nelly Four" and the "Fan's Own 

rather smaller housekeeping cheque 
each week ? Mrs. Gumplethorpe 
said that she could not. Mr. 
Gumplethorpe said that she must. 
And she did. In hard times when 
business is bad the only thing to do 
is to tàke up a hobby, and immerse 
yourself in it, so as to take your 
mind off worries. Mr. Gumple- 
thorpe explained all about this to 
Mrs. Guinplethorpe, and proved to 
her most ingeniously that he was 

October, .1925 
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providing an enormous increáse in the em. 
ployment of skilled ánd uiiskilled British 
Labour. 

(3) The use of alt machinery designs of 
Messrs. Philips by the Mutlard Ce. in 
connection with the manufacture of 
Radio Valves. These designs are ex- 
tremely valuable and are exclusive for 
use in England to the Mullard Co. 

MORE WORK FOR BRITISH- LABOUR 
AND - 

BETTER RADIO VALVES 

Support British Endeavour and 

BUY BRITISH GOODS 

Làrd. 

=..- 

IN CREASED BRITISH PRODUCTION 
to meet the demands of the home market, 
thus producing 
MORE WORK FOR BRITISH LABOUR! 

(2) The eiclusive use in Great Britain by 
the Mullard Radio Vaive'Co. Ltd. of all 
Philips Patents and improved manu. 
facturing processes relating to the 

- specialised manufacture of Radio 
Valves. 

This means that all Mullard Valves will 
be produced under the combined valuable 
Philips and Mullard Patents and will be 
manufactured in Great Britain, thereby 

the superior advantages of thorough research 
and contain the most advanced designs for 

PERFECT RADIO RECEPTION. 
This gift of service to the British Wireless 
Industry will consolidate and preserve the 
high standard in the productions of Great 
Britain and further the endeavour for the 
improved 

EXCELLENCE OF 
BRITISH BROADCASTING.. 

The Radio Public of this country will be 
the first to recognise the wonderful advan. 
tàges of this Master Collaboration particu. 
larty when it means 

collaboration between the world-renownêd 
manufacturers of Mu liard Valves and Philips 
G[owlampworks Ltd., the famous lamp and 
valve makers in Holland. 
This outstanding collaboration securés for 
the British Wireless Industry- 

(i) The stoppage of all imported foreign 
valves into Great Britain, Northern 
Ireland or the Irish Free State by Messrs. 
Phìlips, the largest exporters of Radio 
Valves to this country. 

This will mean an immediate call for 

manufacture will be improved and increased 
by the use of this modern plant, and thére 
will be 

AMPLE SUPPLIES OF 
MASTER VALVES FOR EVERYBODY. 

(4) The combined efforts of both the 
Mullard and Philips technical experts 
to obtain from experiments and re- 
search in their extensive laboratories 
all radio vals e developments from 
time to time. -: 

This means that Mullard Valves will carry 

ImortantJouncement / 
ONE of the most decisive nd beneficial The advantage of the very latest designs 

steps ever taken in. the history of British ¡n machinery cannot be overrated. The 
Wireless has. been accomplished by a delicate and highly.skilled work of valve 

/ 
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mañfully tè work, he selected the 
straightest-looking edge and used 
that as the starting point. With 
the help of his square, he ruled the 
line AB in the diagram, which I 
give you herewith. Next, making 
use of AB nd of the square, he 
ruled BC. With BC as reference 
line, he ruled CD. Careful tests 
showed that the figure ABCD had 
by no means right-angled corners. 
Nothing daunted, Mr. Guinpie- 
thorpe went ou ruling DE, EF and 
FG. And still things did not look 
as they ought to, so he coiftinued 
until eventually he carne to X. 
As it was a panel and not a point 
that he required, Mr. Guinpiethorpe 
took the ebonite nxt morning to a 
clever friend, who said' that hè 

How the panel was "squared." 

to send me along one that is 
guaranteed correct." And he did. 
When it turned up, he at once 
tackled the job of marking it out 
for drilling purposes. But he 
found that his setsquare was not 
long enough for the job, so he sent 
it back and had it marked out for 
him, since this, again, as he said, 
is not really an. essential part of,. 
amateur construction. Centre 
punching is quite a different matter. 
Some people have difficulty in 
getting the point of the punch on 
to the intersection of the cross 
lines and holding it steady there 
whilst the' hammer delivers its 
bloW. It octurred to Mr. Giiniple-' 

very handy son, piomising him five 
bob for doing the work, but warn- 
ing him not to attempt to do it in 
two-twos, a jiffy or two ticks. So 
speedy was the lad that Mr. Gum. 
plethorpe's home-made set was 
finished the next day. It refused 
to work, and he despatched it at 
once to the Test Department to 
have it put right. When it returns 
in thorough working order, Mr. 
Gumplethorpe will display proudly 
to his friends the set which he con- 
structed entirely by himself, and 
when those boys of his brag about 
things that they make he will just 
point to it, and say, "When you 
can make as good a set as your 
father, my lads, you will be ei- 
titled to talk a bit." 

/ Even the coal-scuttle 

tools that he purchased that he felt 
that he could tackle every single 
job himself with every hope of 
making a real success of it. 

Squaring the Panel 
The first business was to square 

up the shiny ebonite panel that he 
had brought home with him. For 
some reason unknown at present. 
110 small wireless shop is ever able 
either to,square a panel or to cut 
it to the correct measurements. 
When he ran his brand-new 
setsquare over the ebonite. 
Mr. 'Güûiplethorpe wa horrified to 
find that it was a long way out. 
iIeastirements with a ruler showed 
him that he had a great deal to 

I' worry off it somehow. Setting 

expert friend finished the job and 
got the panel perfectly square, but, 
as by this time it measured only 
3 in. by 2 in.,' it was hardly'big 
enough for the job. 

"After ail," said Mr. Gumple- 
thorpe, to himself, "squaring up a 
panel is no part of home set 
construction. I will get a big finn 

-- II 
i 

/ 

i 

C 

He raised the hammer and smote 
shrewdly. 

round to the garage to be drilled. 
Fixing the components upón the 
panel or baseboard is a job that 
anybody can do once the drilling 
has been done, "Very well," said 
Mr. Gumplethorpe, after he had 
rammed the screwdriver into his 
still seedy thumb, "let anybody 
do it." So the handyman at the 
garage got that job, too. 

Our hero decided that he wouldt 
reserve his strength for the job of 
wiring. \Vhen he had covered the 
set and his table and the carpet an 
inch thick in flux and little blobs 
of solder, and still had not made the 
first joint, it occurred to him that 
wiring was no' job for a mali. He' 
therefore borrowed his neighbour's 

caine and went. Iii every chair, 
upon the writing-desk, and the 
table and the floor and the mantel- 
piece and the window-sill, and even 
in the coal-scuttle, which, being 
empty since it was summer tinie, 
formed a good storing place, there 
were parcels and boxes, arM crates 
and paper bags and all sorts of 
things. He began the work of 
construction by tidying up his 
writing-table. This was quite easily 
done by placing its contents upon 
the floor. To the top of it he fixed 
his vice with four stout screws. 
The screws were rather long and he 
liad forgotten all about the drawers 
underneath. To open one of them 
lie now has to remove the vice, but 
lie does not mind little things of 
this kind. Such 'was the array of 

that evening it was quite ready. 
Another Friend 

Wheil he measured it out h& found 
that it was in. longer at the top 
edge than at the bottom. Hé 
therefore took.it round to a second 
friend, who was even cleverer than 
the first. He said that lie would do 
it in a jiffy. When he finished it 
the two 'long edges veie of equal 
length, but the short ones were 
not. Mr. Gumplethorpe smiled a 
little sadly and took it round to a 
third friend, who said that he 
would do it in two ticks. 
Mr. Guniplethorpe said that he 
hoped that that was something 
different from two twos and a 
jiffy, since he liad had some of 
these. When the third friend had 
finished all four sides were of 
different lengths. When it came 
back from a fifth friend it had 
five sides instead of four, and the 
sixth brought it back to four once 
more, but, as he vas a disciple of 
Einstein's, all his straight lines liad 
bends in them. The tenth really 

of the left hand was a poor one, id 
simply made for inaccurate marking 
out. Grasping the punch between 
the fingers and the palm of his 
hand lie placed its point in the 
right position, and held it perfectly 
steady by pressing hard upon its 
top with his thunib. Then lie raised 
the hammer, and smote shrewdly. 
Then lie decided that centre punch- 
iiig was a waste of time, and that 
one had much better get it done by 
somebody else. 

When the panel returned, centre 
punched, Mr. Guniplethorpe leapt 
to the task of drilling; but as there 
were about nineteen -inch holes 
to drill, and his left thumb was 
still giving him trouble, lie took it 

THE: WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR : Octobér, 1925 - 

Meanwhile, the store of gadgets would do the job in two twos, thorpe that the usual method of 
that he was collecting in his study whatever that may he. When holding the punch by its barrel 
was growing vastly as the days Mr. Gumplethorpe called for it between the thumb and forefinger 
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f 001 Mfd.; 0005 Mfd.; - - . Type C is specially designed for 
i Mfd. 75, CAMDEN ROAD - the aperiodic stages in the Long 

- L O N D-O N, N. w. i Wave Amplifier of Super 
- Price 12/6 Heterodyne Receivers. 

________________________________________ Telephone. Nejth 3112. Telegrams. Popacurtex. 
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Two ESSENTIALS OF 

i 

Curtis 
Mica Condenser. 

Eliminates the many defects in 
the-existing type of Condenser. 
This Condenser gives a square 
law reading. In operation there 
is no backlash, since its precision 
gives "dead beat" action. 
Essential for the perfect recep- 
tion in all circuits; indispnsable 
for Super Heterodynes. 

DUODYNE RECEPTION 

BUILD YOUR OWN DUODYNE 
Hints to Home Constructors contains: 

i. Curtis diagrams fo 3 and 5 valves. 
- 2. Simplified layout and wiring charts for 

3 and 5 valves. 

3, Instructions for operation. - 

4. Complete schedule of all material 
vequired. 

Price 1/6 

Send for 1925/26 

List of all the 
- 

- PETER CURTIS 
PRODUCTIONS 

PETER CURTIS LTD. 

CURTIS' 
'CÒNSTANT TUNED. 

The universal High-Frequency 
coupling for distortionless recep- 
tion at maximumradio efficiency. 

PRICES: 
Type A, zso to Soo metres, 15/- 
Type B, 800 to3,000 metres, 17/6 
TypeC, 2,000 to 7,000 metres, 18/6 

Stocked for Plug-in 
or Board Mounting. 

ixo2ri tic YOU da 

Duodyne V at home. The latest result to 
hand, the writer being at sea, is. up to 

. 

: Prices 
- loud speaker range 

August 3rd. the- reception of . 

- ''" - '-. - - KFI, RadioCentral,and KHi. THETIMES, . 

PACKARD MOTOR-CAR BUILDING, LOS - from ANGELES, CALIFORNIA. ,Time of recep- - - -.. 
- tion, 05.15 G.m:t. to 05.50 appros. G.m.t. . -- ._ _.- .- 

Loud speaker medium strength, signals then 
weakened. bpt excellent phone reception was eruO*fLfO - . 

-. 

possible from Los Angeles until 06.30 G.m.t., . - 

which is 7.30 am, standard time and full 
. 

I - Ç 
daylight. Otheratat.ona heard were V/TAM, - 

. 

(k '' 

: 

WJL (special teat?l, KGO and XAD. two - - , 

' 

i 

- .- 
- latter stations unknown--possibIy American. . -, SEN - FO R 

The above-mentioned results were obtainel 
- - - - 

on the ordinary £18 -18 0 Model of your - e ' - 

- 

manufacture. - . . 

- Hope I am not boring you with tha long - - 
. 

account of results, but anyone wishing to - - . - i - E CATALOGUE 
receive I ng-distance broadcasting-specify . 

the Duodyne V and extreme satiaf action and ------" - - 

many hours of enjoyment will result. 
k 

.- - - 
. 

- 
. 

F.V., s/s 
i 

." . 

on Loud Speaker! 

REGULAR AND CONSISTENT PERFORMANCE 

rnhe Times, Los Angeles, California 
on. Loud Speaker in Scotland 
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Í. 

Then-and Now 
I. - 4 gAÑ In olden days important news was " broadcast " 

- 

I 
through the medium of beacon fires on hilltops.. This 

- ' I 

and other oldrashioned methods have 
by radio, but the significance of the 

been superseded 
beacon-a light 

- 

': 
MI 

known to an ever-widening circle of radio enthusiasts. 

t1I visible, through its high osition, to sill-still remains. 

1 I 

The high quality of COMPONENTS is making itself - 

..f/w . 4 RI HERE ARE. SÍX REASONS VI e 

.. .. n .n - 

why you should use Filament Rheostats . 

Once you have used the!n, you will find many others 

'aii i (i.) They are wire 'wound, therefore their value does not alter from 
. . day to day or hour to hour. A certain setting on the dial always 
... ' . - - . . gives the same control. 
-. . . 

(ii.) The wire is wound on a former in such a manner tliatit will 
. 

; - not loosen with use. . 

- _ - , . (iii.) The winding will safely carry the required current without 
.- overheating. 

- (iv.) The moving contact is smooth and silent in operation. In the 
. 

dual type it is transferred ftom the fine to the heavy winding by a - 

nietal bridge piece. This gives indication to the touch of the position - 

Bright Rheostat of the slider, a safety device of considerable utility. 
. . (y.) It is only necessary to drill a single hole to mount any one 

- .. ... . 

; 

: - . 
(vii) The fact that they are Components is sufficient guarantèe 

. 

of these rheostats, and each is supplied with an engraved dial. 

that they will give you long and dependable service. /l.IIII 
Bright Emitter Filament Rheostat ... . 5/6 each 
Dull Emitter'Fil,ìÇent Rheostat ... ' ... 6/6 each 
Dual Type. (for either Bright or Dull Emitters) .. . 7/6 each 
Triple Rheostat ... ... . .. ... ... 22/6 each. 

Control with precision by using a MH Potentiometer 
: '4V. - If it is desired accurately to adjust the grid potential of a valve, a 

. 
.: - 

cgtj) Dual Rheostat potentiometer is indispensable. Its moving contact must, however, 
beconstant and quiet in operation or all advantages accruing from. 
its use are lost. Also its resistaiace must be high or a heavy drain 
is put oil the LT. filament supply. 

The fft Potentiometer which has a resistance of 300 ohms is an 
instrument every wireless enthusiast should possess. Every detailin, 
design and manufacture lias been carefully considered, and it can be 
ielied upon to give satisfactory service. 

Potentiometer for panel mounting (as illustrated) Price 7/6 each 

VISIT THE STAND No. 6 AT THE 
N.A.R.M.A.T. EXHIBITION, ROYAL 

MiR Potentiometer 
' ALBERT HALL, Sept. 12th to 23rd, 1925 
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- By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc., A.C.G. 
Staff Editor 

THERE has recently been con- or pulses, f ollow one another in 
siderable discussion on the rapid succession, there being one 
use of ki1ocycle instead of pulse for every complete alterna- 

metres in wireless nomenclature, tioti or cycle. 
and the question there!re arises Now the pulses which are set upby 
a. to what kilocycles are, and why this means travel outwards through 
they should be used. space with the velocity of light 

distance. Thisdistanceistermedthe 
wavelength of thè electro-magneticJ 

wave. 
Wavelength Classification i - 

In the early days, when wireless 
phenomena were first investigated, 
the wavelengths of the disturbances 

October, 1925 THE WIRELESS CONSRUCO1 - 

When these high-frequency cur- 
rents flow in a wireless aerial a At WRNV, the Radio News Broadcasting Station in New 

seties of disturbances are set up Yprk, everything is ready at hand for instant use. We see - 

in the aether. These disturbances; - : 
here the tool ',rack in the repair department, - - -- 

- 
O97 - -: 

- - - 

: 

(299,800,000 metres per second produced were very short tone or 
. Should Pillion Riding on Kilo- appro,dmately), and it is this suc- two metres ou1y. Moreover. as the - . 

: - Cycles be Permitted.? _ cession of pulses, travelling it this phenomena cibtained were similar : 

The office boy. who is a keen tremendous speed, which constitutes to those of light. which is nearly 
motorist (on paper) was very per- an electro-magnetic wave and ulti- always referred tó in terms of 
tnrbed about this new develop- mately affects the receiver. wavelength, wireless waves were 
1*nt, and enquirèd anxiously as It will be clear that when the also clùsified in terms of their 

- 

to the seating capacity of these second pulse is produced the first . wavelength. 
new' machines. He was obviously will already have travelled some Tite need for this has nów ceased, 
gieit1y relieved when I explained ' 

that a kilocycle was not a motor 
vehicle, but a unit of frequency. 

As a matter of fact, a kilocycle is 
i,006 cycles or alternations. S. 

Frequency 
. 

. 

An alternating current is one I - ' 

in which the current periodically I 

changes its direction, flowing , , lt ' - 

first one way and then the other. 
- I 

I 

The number of compete reversais . i 

which take place in any one second . 
is called the frequency, and is I . 

referred to in terms of the number , - 

of "cycles " or alternations per . -. 

seçond. ' . ' 

Wireless Currents - 

- ¡ , . - 

-The currents in a wireless circuit 
- 

't 

(such as is used for broadcasting) '- . s jo' s' ., -. 

reverse their direction many hun- WRN1'. "- 
t 

dreds of thousands of times in one 'S . . - 
secoñd, so that in this case the -.ì. - 

- 

frequency is a very large number. i f - 

Fôr example, the frequency of . . .. - 

Newcastle's cartier wave , - - 

metres) is 743,950 cycles per - 

sccoñd. . . 
In order to deal with such Ire- , ) i 

quencies the kilocycle is used - .. - 

(i k:c.=x,000 cycles), and 5N0's , 
___i, -, 

frequency is then kilocycles per 
second (to the nearest kilocycle). ' 

The frequency should, strictly - 

speaking, be specified in kilocycles p 

pei second, but for convenience it -' 

is often referred to simply as so * 

many kilocycles. . 

' 
Wavelength 

, i , - 

i. 

I 
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"WIRE LESS" 
THE ONE WORD WEEKL Y 

The best that money can 
buy or brains can produce 

- 2d 
d at all bookstalls 

-. 2 

added. When the water has dis- 
solved as much alum as it can and 
still a little remains we then know 
we have what is termed a "satu- 
rated solution." The crystal should 
be placed in this solution and left 
for from io to 20 minutes. Now lift 
out with a pair of tweezers (on no 
account using your fingers) and 
put to dry in some cool, dry 
position. When completely dry 
the crystal will have turned dull 
where previously it was bright. 
This is no deterrent, as it is only 
a thin layer of alum which has now 
covered the crystal surface. The 
crystal can flow be used and will 

interfere. The wavelengths radiated 
by these stations would be 400 and 
37 metres approximately, giving 
a 25 metre difference. 

Two stations i,ôoo and 1,625 
metres apart, however, would have 
frequencies of 1875 and 1846 kilo- 
cycles. These are only 29 k.c. 
apart_i.e., 2,900 cycles-so that 
Ehe stations would interfere. Hence 
the wavelength separation required 
between two stations is zot con- 
stant. 

that the slightest vibration, such 
as a person walking across the 
room or a jar on the table with 
one's elbow, upsets the adjustment. 
This can be very easily and satis- 
factorily avoided if a little muslin 
cap be stretched over the face of 
the crystal and drawn tight at the 
back of the cup. The whisker is 
then moved into contact with 
the surface of the crystal as 
usual, but now penetrates the 
muslin, the fine mesh of which 

touched to the surface of the potato 
a green stain' will be clearly seen 
where only one of the wires has come 
into contact. This is the positive 
pole. * * 

Crystals may usually be re- 
sensitised by giving them an alum 
bath. About a dessertspoonful 
of alum should be put into about 
a wineglassful of water. This 
should be left overnight, and in 
the morning there should stili be 
a little alum left. If this is not 
so, a little more alum should be 

fere by heterodyning each othe with 
a receiver of the maximum permis- 
sible selectivity.' 

This means that each station 
requires a définite band of fre- 
quency (which in the case of a 
telephony station is about xo,000 

cycles per second). 
If the stations are classified in 

terms of wavelengths it is not easy 
to see at a glance whether the -fre- 
quency separation is adequate; 
e.g., two stations having fre- 
quencies of 7O and 800 k.c. will not 

cells is to send them for an extra 
long charge at a slightly lower 
charging rate than normal. This is 
greatly facilitated in its function 
of reducing the accumulated sul- 
phate if some sodium sulphate 
(commonly knöwn as Glauber's 
Salt) is added to the electrolyte. - 

* * * 

Where a crystal used in the set 
is of the type which requires a very 
light pressure of the whisker on 
its surface for the most efficient 
results, it is very annoying to find 

made hui by dissolving resi; in 
methylated spirit. 

* * -* 

We frequently find difficulty in 
deciding the polarity of two leads, 
ad unless we are possessed of 
pole-finding paper or some other 
commercial pole-finding apparatus 
we usually resort to trial and error. 
This is unsatisfactory and may be 
expensive. A certain and cheap 
pole-finder is to bare the surface 
of a potato by cutting off a piece 
of skin. If now the two wires be 

wavelength dirct, but. these, are 

only derived from the frequency 
calculations. Any calculation other 

r than that of simple, tuning, pro- 
perties has to be çarriel out in 
ternis of frequencies ..... 

......... Interference 
Another important point is the 

interference between two stations. 
There 'is' á limit to the frequency 
differeûce 'betweeü any two stations 
below which the stations will inter- 

A Few Hints and 
Tips' 

By W. H. BERRY 

A, 

COMMON method of, re- 
juvenating the plates of 
not too badly suiphated 

oetween valve pins and coil sockets 
to be thoroughly cleaned. 

* * * 

If a perfectly safe ' flux which 
does not corrodé is required, and 
where joints are made with the 
intention of lasting good and clean 
for some time, it is a good way to 
ue the solder known as hard 
solder used in conjunction with a 
flux of resin dissolved in methy- 
lated spirit. 'A useful paste flux 
for any turnose of soldering is 

THE \TIREI4ESS CONSTRUCTOR October, 1925 

and, in fact,ïhe use of wavelengths A Cycle a Day Keeps the prevents the %vhiskr from being 
" znens very little. Doctor Away - 

* * * 

Use of Frequency Preferable There are many other arguments 
for the use of frequèncy rather than 

Frequently after wiring and 
soldering a panel thin layers of flux There are many reasons why the 

use of frequency is to be preferred 
wavelength, but space - forbids 
further djscussion of the subject. 

will remain spread over the ad- 
to the continued classification of Suffice it to remark that, as 

jacent suriaces. These must be 
cleaned if no leakage is to result stations by wavelength. 

The tuning circuits employed 
Herodotus said (or would have done 
if he had lived to-day), "A cycle a 

- 

it is very useful in such cases to 
must be designed to tune to the day keeps the doctor away." 

keep a small bottle of beuzene or 
methylated spirit, together with same frequency as that of the 

pulses in the wave being received. 
For the future, therefore, refer- 

ences will, where convenient, be 
a small paintbrush, such as is sold 

It is true that charts and forniu1 given in terms of kilocycies as well 
' 

for water-colour work on paper, 
costing about 2(1. This enables have been provided enabling the 

reults to be exDiessed in terms of 
as metres. - 

. .. - 

inaccessiiè positions such as exist 
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AdverUerneng of The Briish Thomson Houston Co., Lid, 

- in replying to advertisers, pkess msntwn Tuz WmgrEss CONSTRUCTOR. iOg9 

purity of tone. from thoisture, dirt and mechanical damage. 

NEGLIGIBLE LOSSES-theresult of careful LARGE CORE, perfectly jointed, eliminates 
.design and workmanship. stray fields and renders screening unnewessary. 

Low Frequency Transformer 
Made h two ra:tios 
4:1 artd4 2:1 

tPfllC]E25& 
Insis't on ì5Th(- 't4e Best oPal!. 

I......_____ 

I......--- 

If your loud spealer does not give 
uniformly good reproduction of all 
notes, tones, instruments and voices, 
the trouble can probably be eliminated 
by the use of the new B.T.H. Trans 
former. Its chief characteristics are: 

HIGh AND CONSTANT AMPLI 
FICATION over a 'wide range of frequeñcies. 
(See curve below.) 

PERFECT REPRODUCTION, free from 
distortion, with maximum volume and absolute 

UNIFORM RESULTS ensured by the use 
of a single spool of moulded composition to contain 
all .windings. Separate spacers not employed. 

TOTALLY ENCLOSED and thus protected 

A 

1 

T 

07f; - 

t a e 
-1 

4I.* I 
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J. - lilt .- - 

BURNE40NES CO., Ltd. 

- 
l 296 Boroughgh St London SEL 

TeIegraIns''rn0iiLondon 
- T1tADL rQuuilLs 1NV1ß 

i 100 In replying to adverliser; lecse mention Taiz \VIR.I.SS CONSTRUCTOR± - 

r' - 

- Recognisd as the World's Stan- - - 

dard Wireless Loud Spea.ker. 

Ob!aina5lèfrbn AMPLION STOCKISTS - 

and Wheless Deatps everywhere 

ALFRED GRAHAM & CO. (E. A. GRAHA1) 
St. Andrew Works, Crofton Park. London, S.E.4 
DemonatIns given during busihs hours at- 
lVesl End Showecoens - 25 & 26, Sache Row. W.1 - - 

Suburban Showracms 79.82, Hagh Street. Ciaplaum. S.W.4. L -. 
ScoUts/i Depot - - 101, St. Viaent Stregt, Glasgow - 

Polished Mahogany Cabinet 12x10x7 13fr 
Ebonite Panel' Drilled 12x10x5 .... 10/9 
NOTE.. Where s comploto set of components are 
purchased together, a Marconi J.toyalty el lIta per taire 
hol.er is payable. 
SUPER-HE.TERODYNES. - Build your own set 
with Magnalormers. Prtce £5 per outût, 
including i Interchangeable Oscillator Coupler 

and 5 Interîrequency Transformers 
Of our own debign and manufacture. 34 
stations on the loud-speaker-mostly during 
daylight. Thee wonderful results were ob- 
tained on the Magnadyne Super-Met. 
Send stamp for lists and oct ai lea9ets dealing with 
Radio Press Circuits, also the Magnadsna Super-Ret. 

KENDALL CROSS FORItIER. Low-lots 
Price 3/. eachWith plug asid adaptor 3/9 each 
TAPPED ANODE COIL for the SIaIPUCITY-3 
(Radio Prtss Envelope No.3), Also the 'l.A.T; 

UI1tCUIT dssigned by Era Ja Scott-Taggart. 
Price 8/- each 

Governments, as álso by leadiig,Shipping - , I j Non.Mtcrophonic. Anti Capacity, No Loss, As ,,, 

Companks iñ all quarters òf 'the ci0i.; '.: .-"'' 
Below. used in several Radio Pxcss Sets 5/- eacls 

- Model .4 R 111 al i 
2-VALVE LOW LOSS NEUTRODYNE 

With over thirty years' pre-eniine'nce in. J 
-. - . io o 

- 

As described in this issue by 
Mr. Percy W. Harris 

every field of Load Speaker application, 1 Collineon Low loss Coil Former .. 516 

the utility, tchnical elliciercy ñd -: " ' 
I Magnum Neutroth-ne Unit .. .. 7/- 
I Magnum Coil Bolder with l-cet .. 1/9 

- 

' reliability of Graham 'instruments -'ar&- 9 Terminals Lacquered and complete., 1/6 

' 

' conclusi vely demonstrated. ' - 

' 

i Square Law Variable Condenser '0003 8/9 
., ,, 000B IO/O 

I 

i Maonum Neutrodyne Condenser .. 4)6 
'001 l'e" - Just as the most exacting requirements of Naval . 

i McQlchacl Fixed Cond. and Clips 1/9 

and Maritime experts have been adeguate1 y met ' . 
- 

' 

1 1)orwood ,, -,, '0003 2/6 
i Dublller Grid Leak 2 feg ..... 2/6 - 

by prodction to thetiéulously accurate stan- -' , 

- 12 Valve Sockets Lacquered and complete 1/6 
dards, so the present-day needs of Radio recep- - I 

i McMichael Dual itlieostat 7/6 

lion have been fully satisfied in the evolUió'nof ' 

- ' 

' 

4 yards No. 16 Sq. See. TC. Wire 6 
i set Radio Press Transfers ...... O 

the AMPLION Loud Sneaker. - ,,.. 
-. ..;. .' - 

'. "J £7i6/3 

ifi., j'i 

- 

Above. Loud Speaking Te1ephoe Apparatus 
. A typical G,ahainPaten 

manufactured by THE HOUSE OF oud Speaking Naval 

GRAHAM is used throughout the British Bit'sh 5ub?a,jnes. 
¿ 

Navy and adopted by many Foreign - -, 

Guaranteed Matched 14/- per pair 

MAGNUM VIBRO VALVE 
. HOLDER. 

TilE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR 

R IrIS su B MARINE 

1 

H.M.SuBrdw L 54. 

j 

October, 1925 

MAGNUM H.F. TRANSFORMERS 
Highest efficiency-but no increece 

in price 
WAVELENGTH RANGE 

* With 0003 COXDESNR - 

Metr. Mete 
No. O .. 160-300 No. 1 300- 600 
NO. OA .. 250-525 No. 2 550-1200 

*5**-i* N,t*o*j,*, L,*it No. 3 1100-3000 
ir** o**e No. 2500-7000 

PRICE 7/. EACH 

I - 
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i. 

"A NEW CRYSTAL-VALVE 
CIRCUIT." 

sin;-I am writing to report that 
I have constructed a receiver with 
the "New Crystal-Valve circuit 
described by Mr. John Scott- 
Taggart in the March issue of THE 
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 

I have built one or two single 
valve receivers from this journal, 
but I have never before used a 
circuit which gives such excellent 
results as this one. - 

It was stated that the circuit 
would probablr work a loud speaker 
up to five miles, but, as you will 
observe, I live at New Southgate 
(which is - about seven or eight 
miles from 2 LO), and I obtain 
perfect loud speaker reception. I 

broadcasting only jo select the 
"Family Two," providing they aie 
within the correct range. -. 

Yours faithfully, 
WM. DUNCAN. 

Sydenham, S.E.26. - 

THE "SHORT-WIRE" VALVE 
PANEL. - 

SJR,-A few months ago I made 
up the "Short-Wire" valve panel 
described by Mr. A. S. Clark in the 
January issue of TaE WIRELESS 
CONSTRUCTOR and the correspond- 
ing tuner described in the April 
issue, and the good results have 
prompted me to write this letter. 
To-day a friend lent me a Sterling 
"Baby "loud speaker, and the set 
worked it loud enough to be clearly 

leard in an average-sized r:oom. J 
can also get Liverpool, Leeds-Brad- 
ford, Stoke and Daventry com- 
fortably in the 'phones; and I have 
heard Birmingham, Newcastle, Bel- 
fast, London, 3ourneiiouth and 
Brussels at various times. 

I am situated about 24 miles from 
the Manchester station, and the 
aerial consists of four wires stretched 
açiòss a bedroom, so I think the 
results speak wonders for the set. 
I am ónly fifteen years old, and 
have followed the lay-out exactly, 
but have used different parts. 
Many thanks for designing such a 
wonderful set. 

Yours faithfully, 
H. WALTON. 

Manchester. 

October., 1925 THE WIRELESS CoNsmucToB 

- 
pr" 

i!iIiiiii 

HIll HO 

I I 

I I 

reliable. I have no hesitation in 
recommending anyone who wishes 
to build an economical set for 

John Henry, the famous comedian, is here seen partaking of th& 
sulphur waters at Harrogate. 

i101 s - 

am using a Cossor bight emitter 
valve ,and a Sterling "Dinkie" 
loud speaker. The coils are 25 
aerial and 120 reaction. 

Last Thursday (August 13th) I 

was listening to the first edition 
of "Radio Radiance," and the 
signals were so pure and loud 
that it was just as though I was in 
the studio. Such results as I have 
obtained with only one valve are 
both surprising and satisfying. 

Hoping this )etter may be of 
assistance to other readers and 
wishing every success to 'rHn 
WRELESS CONS'FRUCTOR, 

Yours faithfully, 
- - H. E. MARCHANI'. - 

New Southgate. 

.THE "FAMILY TWO." 
SIR,-Knowing that letters of 

appreciation are always welcome, I 
feel I ought to let you know how 
satisfied I am with the "Family 
Two" I,oud-speaker Set, which I 
made up from Mr. Percy Harris's 
instructions in the March issue. It 
is certainly tl1 ideal set for the 
local station. Using two D.E.R.'s 

¶ off a 2-volt accumulator, with a 
Dulcivox loud speaker, the volume 
is quite sufficient for a room of 

- about i6ft. by iz ft., and the purity 
of tone is remarkable. Except for 
slight crystal adjustment, the set 
is never touched, and is always 

_____ - = 

o 
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- WEST-END LEADING STOOKIST POR If you spend 25/. 
Doliverygicea at the earijoet Edloon Bell. Jackoon'e (JBV), Polar, Igranic, Peerleee, (Retail) Your 

PANLL DRILLED nuwdllcoz* delti-o. lock. 

Ave.,.WC.2 
Woodhail, Utility. EL. Bowyer-Lowe, Asoplion, Pormoi, 
Brunetmond.ata.: 

s 

FREE. 
- 

.7,.ÇapeSt.,Shaftesbury 
or,tori OÇcçpAnÇÇU,llLtofl. 

QUOTE TOG 
LOWEST PRICES. MANY GOODS PRAO- Send POSTCARD .&!or 

GZ5d Fall address other page PbCUIE8Of our 5/- 

- - 
oes. 

e'. 'V ' - - 
4 - - . - V 

1102 tn replying to idvertisevs, leaie mention THE WIRErOSS CONSTRUCTOR. - - V 

V 

-. 
V 

V 

V 

u 

ALL GO9DS POST FREE U.K. except 'vilerf' laled. : 

' loreign ordei over £10 post Ijee. otkei,w ise picase oenil 
SEE FULl. ADDRESON OPPOSITE PAGE ftmpiefoipust. etc. OPENALL DAY SATURDAY. 

- ACCUMULATOR3 EDISON BELL. IGRAUC. MeMichael MR '-contd, SUESS. LF.T1AN8FØRMERScont. 
(N4w). Serle3 Parillel Variometer 16/6 Uitryuc (bu 9t 

7/ 
Eiod Condensera and CUps. LF. S,per&1IB1ack) 211- 

16/- 
Gam,rdU. 

1- 
2 volt. 4.0 ajus . 91. .10 6 
2 60 1l/6 6 

(B.B.c. & 5X.) 
Model 

Unitno Minor, 80/180 
Uvituno Mo4or 9/- 

OOil t 001 ecb I 9 
002 op t&O1 23 

tODJaId. lstStage 
Anode Tuner 2- Istor nd Stage eah 27/6 

Oroix 3-i 9/6 ., ,.. 12 
4 40 15/tl 

01cl RJ3.0 .. 10/- 
Fixed Oofldenser. 0)1 1/3 

3o/6OD - 
Rheostat Stndord 4 6 

.. eaeb 
Condenser 0003. Grid Look 

... 
Aflode Gopacity Re- 

... 
Croix -1 : 6 .. .. . .166 

, 

4 .. 60 ..-.. 19/6.21 - 

- . 

000l UI) tO OOO .....-. i 3 
..... 

ftheott. 3Oohm ....... I- oud 8lount-0 on Jioe...4/- actonce ....... 54v- 
....... 

D1TY 4 ., 80 .. .. 2&6.25/6 
6 .. to ...-. 29 C 

Oo2upto 006 ...... 2/- 
Grkl eakiinj CUpo ........ 13 

VemierRLeostat .....-. 7/- 
Trinsforruero. LP. ShrO9lfled. 

Ori kandClipmgt 
Anode lLes. 70. 80. 100.000 

Verr.ter Coil Bolders. 
2Way ....... 5,6 Vaiable Conden;er 

- 
6 ., 80 ...- 35 9 

-, £etmalree. Rotov. Raelioceil. 
IXO3 ami Grid Lck .. 2'6 

Dulcevox lowl Speaker 42/- 
lot svge .......... 21/- 
2nd Stage ...... 19 6. 

oI.nio ......... Z6 
rs. Transformer ... 21/ 

8occe Toner .... 21 - 
Audio Choke ...- 10,6 

1°O LIV ajol '. en:er. 
nob and Dm1. 

, 1ay Ray Edison Fell ... 42/- Variometer. (ske1eton. . t2'6 
H 1O- 

Bright Emit er Itheostat 5 6 
Doll Emitter Rhemtnt 6 

13 - ; O3 . 11 
Aot1.Cp Switches. SHIPTON 

AThOL. 
. Volve Holclrr ....... 13 GOSWELL. 

Old Model Typo ... 
Variable Grid Leak .. 9/6 

. 16 
Dual Itheostat ..... 7/e RheostatS 

60 om .. inob. Lever. 
2-wog 4/- 5 ., 

coil lug ..... 1P (Quality Rodio.) Potentiometer, 300 olmi ti- 
FrictionPencil 21- 

Truite itheostat ..... 22/6 
Potentiometer 76 O1UUO PoteDUo . 

.., 
-woy .... j 76 - - BOWY*LOWE 

1owLo.o oi1Vormer 
CoUs (Mounted: 

2 .. 1/6 d .' 1,1 
.... ..r. 

HJtPotentionieter, 30.000 
........ 

HF Damper ...... 2'- 6r0je11.textra. l9J 

1.IAGNUM 
.5'- 

H):!lranotormero each7/- « « 2 
io' i i ' 

3-Way(omVere.or...7.6 QoftohoogingUnit . 7/6 

SUNIYIUES r0 ' 
enable &,onden9 ! q 1w . foeeT. UNIDYNE 

Ncutrodyne etockrcL - 

Variab'e Coic1enscr amt 
2O .. 6'? SOQ .. 6/- 

Low Loec Coil Former ... 39 
0003 . 21- 0005 . 

001 Z 
sizee rtocted. 

cou Holders. 
Coil Stande. 

2W07 LOng fiarolle LB 
THORPE 1(4 VALVES 

Guarirtedgerniine O,ving 
116 flCS owoy p or i 46 togreLdenLeudpleaseph.ee 

0003 W 16f 
SqmreJw 4- 3-way Panel Stand / 

« 4/6 5 ViO VThroVaiveRolder 5/- Do. (9eoed Nickel). 46 Thor K4 9 14/ each extra. 
. Anti Pong Va1vHo1der.3f- 

: ... 9/- 
« 

l .. 
.. 

eutroayneconciaueer...6 3-WayGvaredli1ckel)611 ,In . 
iiu VaIve}iolder8 . 13 

'1 

2.0 ' eHolder LS fOaSUnbrmI 
: Rh o t?T 5 t:d : .. t 

56 
T1O»1 

° ° e 

iIItor f6 1OO 
pa stocked Ji1!Ug Eb nito V Ivebet 

LFTranotormcrs .. 2&- 
. 

AUpartostocke& Panel Mvunting,1/- 
for 11 

eSet .... 666 . 
q L ' aL L , 

KAY RAT. 
MIOHROM' 

GAMERELL. 
(High or low rt1o) 

v Antphouie Va1e Holder. 5/- Permanent Detector ami 
Vernier je a w nderf I 1it1 
article. t- turns of tuning ad- 

2 .... 
LiUed Fabrelßl. 2 fr 1/6 VALVES 8'- e-odi. 

. Geared Coil StandO Neutrodyne Condenser . 7/9 P'I'° ;:" 2 3 
Hole 9iLng 2/9 

Jw4ment. Single *in. hole Wedge himpe Muflard Ora HF. Bed 
2-way. 15/- S.WayZO/- 

Potntiometrr 7 6 
LP. Tranoformero, ist or Ditto. One 

Hundreds of teotimpntalo. 
Sving. M&eimom capacity 
000i Minimum 

NIckel Sidro. 2 for .1/2 
BrOS Shire 2 for 1/4 

lIme. 
LP. areen Ring. .---...-.. 

Aerial Safety SLLtCI 13/6 
2nd etage ..-.. each 27 6 

Anticat) Switehei. -wiy 
mfd. capa- 

city Negligible .... 2/6 
. 

Edison lIeu. 2 for 2,- O0000r P-1, P.2. 
LOTUS (Geared). 

.. . 

Corlo at Ln t,rLeeo. 
.7/- 

4.way . 9 6 Spade Terminals. òtc .diawi.n A.It. RE and 
POL 

., CONDENSERSNEUTRODYNE 
Colvern 3/6 

DimiRheortat ...... 
Wavemeter ........ 90/- 

2wayStand ......... /. 

3.way Stand ..... 6 

. 

: (Radio Comm. Co.) 
BruiaSçreyed iL,z .. f- 

iba -.. li. 
LI': AIt. 

BT.H, JI. .-,...- 
&icCe$i .--.....-. 3/6 Coila all sizes. -__________________ am Vernier 2-way ..... 6/- Iitt, 3.Wfl7 

Red or Black doz. .118 

SpadeTage a uoe. 1/- 

MarconI 114 Rl 
14/ 

- 

ET. BATTERtES. 
LOUD SPEAKERS. 

Sterling Dinkia .. 30/ 
Mtchrom ....,. 26 
llowyerLowe 5'- 

: beLL I'YILO, -3Y -- W 1ex, etc Rot and Black 
ILLCh. 

Mallard Da. White Ring, ............. 

........ 'T 36 volt B.B.0 ... 6,3 Sterling Bnby .... OI- 
way ...... 17/- 

Lr neneerL Tain. ieerJozydi -Z'- 

Maroon Twin li 
19.3 L?., DLI HF 

Comor W.i,W.w Do Stabilising --. - 5/6 
....-.--.-... 2f- 

toit orB.ß.0 .... 8/6 
Ditto extra hLrge B.B.C. .10/6 

Gold Florl ...... 99/- 

"t'rimon . 1SS/ 0005. 001. all JO'S each 
VJI.it 19/- 

---------- 

feet Phone Corda VAl Ldewoo 81IDE gp.. 
Magnum -..------. 4 6 66 volt Evvready -..- 12/6 /implion Junior .... 27,6 ...... 

SeFieoP. Switch 4/- 
ia Speaker Cordi .1/U EF. Red. LP. Greeu. 

Limen ..-. 4/6 - lOSvolt Eveready ...... 20/- 
volt Eveready gdit bias 2/2 

Amplion AR. il -------- 50'- 
AiLiLiliOfl AR. 114 ... 65/. 

... 
Miçrometer Condenser . . 6 

Terminalo,.Complete 
Bro V Q .. no. 1/3 

Bili. B 
MarconI DER. 

- R lt volt Destinado Sf11 Amisilon AR. 19 .... 105'- Neutrodysse Condeefer - . 5 6 Nickel 1/10 df 6 coeb. 
. ow Oscar O ,W ears .. 

Grid blasS volts ............ a/- Browns "JIS»» ............ 491. "RL Brim Pillar ...... doz. i./i Mallard D 96, »3, F., 

V ii r SLS 
Flash lamp, 4.2 ........ Doz. 6/ 

E:rea4)_ f z 7/6 
Vitra ............... 27/6 

' 

ew Variable AirCondenoers. 
Yerume 

°'° W.O. or Pillar Di L.F. 

fl:i993e 35 OX with Nickel I°'° &11 gp 
ET,C CETETAtS; he bestflJy. Eitisonßell 42/. 10/. '°-°° 

Phone dozifl QgJjj. of 

SIma 1ervue ertzLte, In Valse Uojdi.r A V) 
.................... 

............... 

CAV Vom Tit 30f 
Anofiioke" . 

L. F Tranoformer 25/ '6l Jhone duz L9 B T H. lia 

Sealesi ox .............. 1)- Ditto O i g 
Boeboard ... V9 

CA L Janior ........ 95/- Pernaeiit Detoofor 7/6 & 6/- Fluih Pmel Socket Marconi JTh3. . 

Neutron ............... 1,0 Eoliib1ton Mode!s an sale ar and Nuts, Brass doe 1/. 18 6 each. - RI." . lrLilium ...... .. ..-...... 13 000iaasontbepaarket. DittO. Nickel ..doz. lì CoasorWoocell %V3 

Lioton ..--.......-.-. 1,6 HEADPHONS LT Transformer, New ModeL l?log and Socket (Red Marconi DEO. 

LIaSEN lifiiIe 2.011 Br5aite ..... 113 
- 

BrItish. 4,000 ohms 
Stealing ie 

'r avd clever Liiitatioflo see 
youbuy in a SEALED BOX. 

Or ialack), G 1airs ... JI. 
Nickel TOnel WitCbCO 

Of. each. 
Marconi "VR' QX.°. QOILS-AUI SPAC5 

'few Type L 

.................. 
B T H 20/- 

kF T i 30'. Jlane genuIne will out DLDT 1/3 SIDT 1/ 2L6 each Ledlan 
YellQw BOO& I itent N ¡gibo' Eviçoaonc hohl 2Z6 

Br'ins T"pe 20/- 

p 2 25/ 
q' 16 6 

° free Loud Breaker Oerds 
20 feet .............. 316 

,iu jard Db AO Di AL 
Ediowan A/V 1. 2 5. 6. JIEEOJIO. 

Cry5tal Ei Iver 
206J33. Notgenulnotherwtse. 

lu AirapOred ion ...... 2/- 
..... 

BeaodeaMatehed .... ao Varial;le GriLl Lèak ........ 2/6 
26 Ditto, 12 feet ......... ?d3 

Phone Cord (COI VS 
.T.H. 54, 116. 

Marconi DE4. DE DEIB 
iji. de Set of i for B B O 8/ BoWerman auper Power jy Choke 10 On with a nom behind it.) Detectors. 24/6 each 9UBILIER. tPhone 4,000 ohms. 

Ueiiue1y light in erst 
j ciioke iii- AU naual wavelengths covered 

by. inserting Micrometer Detector B.T.H. B?. Plied Condenoers. 
0001. 

vseight, 
q/)1fy HIstoriaiS. CLuJtsmofl- C 55 

aoltable coils. yej Shasse geuine Hort- lEnclo8ed1. New De- LuUard DFA3. 
2, 3 4. I ....... carli 2/6 

I 

001 2. 3 & i 6 ... each 3/ 
SlIP perfect. true tone. corn 
fortLt,le, 4.000 ohms. Stallory ....- 

:tL :;-- - 

elle. A truly irofiderful seL 
Hondome aesign in 

riggCX mOve- 
ment ............... il- 

40/. each. 
Marconi Liand LSJA 

1. LL.'i. i mea. Qrid jeaks 
each 216 LhIipbr000L highly ßnioheri. 

1oint 
°° h' 

welL 
finished sloping eabioct. 

Price 17/e t oct Gd 

Nickel (Esclmedi.mih creIh - 

COSMOJJg 
000lto0005TèpeflO each eatBi ° 

Parallel 6 1 ,.9pe J ..eaclili Ll 
- 

pisoneen 
lae. Jteducedto 

I 

Variabl-,GrilLeek ........ 26 
AnodeRealaLauce 26 

REFLEX OWLS. 
'.ilado licence 

BT and LV Battery 
Colour 

(fee with J-volt Accumu- 
latororlflr, Batteries. 

ill P 
d 

.......... 

Liasen Minor .............. aje 
iuide r Burn- 

dept 1'tent JIo 168249. 
. Cords loue 

Leads ............... 3f- Bright Emitter L 45.--7/6 

Ournds Fil m tT CB Rlta 
iO6D7O8O(lOOOOObUhi 

t tJ: 
i ç 

You cou Yaiali1eo Liai 4000011055 prilIll 76 o 

Manabrllige Variometer. ...... meter ....... 
SolJtv8 
kirries Meli-Vibrate .. 1/9 pJI9NES (N. & K.) 

1.216 
Wire RbeataI .............. 41 lf :: : Aemonic ............ 116 

- 1716 
.16.Lo ntiys ....... 

.DORWOQD. -- -- 

Genuine Istdmjwd on back of 
each race) very flue value. 

Neutrodyne Codcnaer ..... t6 
Liasen CoiLs. 

No -: .: :: ::. : 

Pool Sd, each. Boroaept terUu, Boo- 
Frecialon rJed. 

0003. 
Comfortable loather howl- 22 . . 440 85. 40 . 4/to 

FerranCi 
Ye t , 

lv tage . 

yer-Ieiwe. Gossvel . etc. 
- - 

STEJILIJ1G. Willi GridLoakÇlp.D 
to 0* Wi bout 

hundo. 4.0000lama. 
Limtcd u ob et 16.11 

H .. .0/- 60 54 
6L9 Trle Coilfluld.er 

2 

22 
° y iable(ercliick 2.0 

DIALS DR NESPEJI Liasen X Coflz uaye L w Ceadeno ri each 241 : 
AccrutimeøearedsolilS 25 6 Pkd gooita1ue) 

Grid 5c k asid Cou 

Seamo 6 6 spri g . long 
UW3DoubIu5 

w le 35 - Orinand Standard .. 14. Super Selective 10.000/ 
MAJICONIPHONE. i5ater 

e 35/ 

- - - EUREKA - c:razid rs ::' 
. 

cible co s. nickel latel 

Lathe 
N° i " 

2t 
°°°° s-i or 4-1 . .17 6 

R0u / 

100.000 5/6 

WOODHALL 

Gravity Detetor 6o t 1. 61. 2.7.1.) . .. Luii Spak r 27 6 Igranlc lot Stage .JII. Vernier liovootat Coil 
10/6 

- - . £50 reward if above are not 
exactly as repreaented BE- 

Cryo )Jetector ------------ . 8/- b I r 50'- Igranle. 2nd Stage -.19.6 
Liso u I i 30/ 

Holder ................ 
60 obmo 2. 6 30 oL mi 8 6 

H F T ana armers. WARE 0f cheap Imitations, MU0JIAEL MR " i i raf Bb 05/ 
E tn mod a Lisseo. V.2 ............ 25/ L F Transformer. 101 .176 

11 laO/ 6 
Ill 2i0PO0 3/il otuptolaokliketlisgenuiue p Trasasformeri ea 10/ on markt n Ta 1a6 ito2mlStagel5S 

--" 3 /I 000 4 
ao-tthle 80/150 150/300 300/000 

050/1200 1 100/3.000: 

EurekaConcrrtGrand3û/ 
Euceka.JlidSLage-...J2.G "WONDER' AERIAL. - 

TOC. MAXOSBRWGE. 
Dasentry OXX ALropaced 

I th bold 
(4) 000f, .: 
(5 5 000 9 2 500/7 000 et of 6 in 

dm0 
S M F D 4/S 

M F D S'SO 
Po QU P Stafldaod 12/6 
Succ s Super (BI ciel 21 

HuIt 49 Strands Pho chor 
Brcnoe Indoor Outdoor 

L P anaformers 15f- (w r) 2/ 
BBC 

55/ 1 
3/ iucccss. Silver 17/6 Frame. 10 L feet ..... 3/3 

Vatea_Miçrqatrtt ...::.::. 2/9 SeLpf S --------------- 2/3 A.7 Sopetsonic Unit ....... 12/2 25 .-... ... -------------------- ........ 
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109 tO puronao» 
I one burnt - out 

valvo for each I 

8 X 6 2-I 
O X 6 2/3 k. R AY M O N D 

vare you pur- 
clisse. 

lOx S .. 361 
I 

9 . 5I-on - premises to ensuretheir getting the actual 
Prices given 

rango horn 1/3 to 
j 12 t 12 .. 6/6 

114 10 . 616 goods advertised both for quality and price. NO 
4.'- according to 
valve'you buy. 

Cot to Oie, l-l. 
pee sq. inch. I 

USE COMPLAINING WHEN IT'S TOO LATE. 

- K. RAYMOND.. 
7, GRAPE STREET, Shaftesbury Aveñue. 

(Full Addrgsl abbe.) V'/.C.2 

Bu. Bstr Square Variano .. .. 94., 1/. 1,3 
1/16 in. 12 ft., Od 18 gauge ad. All makes Stocked. 
Ins. Hooks ..... i for lId. High-Class HT. BATTERIES. 
Ditto, Staples .... 6 a id. All bcst'pOssIhle quality. 
Variometer, 290.630 metres F8 60 volt ....... 5/11, 6,2, 611 
Lent-in, 10 yds ...... 1/. 60 volt BBC ..... Blu 
Huiro Heavy, .. yd. 24 3d. 36 volt BBC ...... 511 
CoU Formera, with handle 116 9 volt BBC ...... 2/- 
Crystal OCt. Slof issg Cabinet fitted Famous 66 "X" 6/6 
for 2XX, Leatherette Case, guaran. Everea.ty, 06 volto 12,8 
teel apeefect instrament 90 Ditto, 108 volts _ 20/- 
Twin Bell Wire ..... gil 3d. Flash Lamp, 4.5 each Od 
DCC, JItO Bell Wire 10 yds 3d. Evereaety Otocked. 
DPDT China Base, 1)3. SPDT 1004, NO RUBBIOHY BATTEBXES SOLD. 

ABOVE TWO COLUMNS FOR CALLERS 

Iñ replying to acve'rtisevs, please mentión TriE V1R'r5EsS CONSTRUCTOR. 1103 

i, 

K. RAYMOND This is the New Oxford Street End of Shaftesbury Avenue, HOURS OF BUSINESS I 

Grape St. is between Mudie's Library and New Princes Theatre. Daily 9am. eo 8p.m I 

PLEASE NOTE ->' It is One minute's walk from Tottenham Court Rd. Tube. Sundays, 11 o 1. I 

Openail day Saturday I 3 minutes' walk from Holborn Tube. . Two shops, one al- I THIS IS THE HOUSE FOR ways open. i 
HIGHEST QUALITY 2 minutes' walk from Palace Theatre, Cambridge Circus. Telephone (private I 

COMPONENTS. 1 minute Museum Tube. . line) Gerrard 2821. 

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY j 
SECOND-HAND GOODS. RAYMOND'S VARIABLE CoNDusERs These two Columns CALLERS ONLY Patrjnise the live firm 

- SOUARE LAW LOW LOSS. - 

I will accept in part pay- 
- 

ALL POST ORDERS FROM OTHER COLUMNS. 
t f new oods 1or ., ' Terminals, Nut and Washer Panel Switches. r ',. With Vernier . WO., 'Phone, Pillar .... 3d Nickel DPUT, lj. SPDI', lOd. purchase if so desIred) any .001 8/6 ExtrLarge ditto . .. Sfor 44 TelefUnken. Adjut&bIe 'phoum, 

articles you nave no use 
C f or. 

This is a stunning offer, sa L...,.. . '= 
don't forget to take ad- . -' 
vantage of it. 
Make out your list of what 

. 

you have to sell, and I will Ç'l. - 

offer you best prices. This 
applies to post or callers. 

Very ImprLant - Space c'i- 
C)StS MONEY. To avail - 

- 

yourself of our very . 

offers which mean 

0O05 ...... 7/6 
e7 , 

I" 
- y 
I u em er 

.001 ... 76 
0005 5/9 
.0003 ...... 5/3 

- T 1 A' i. A d' i ne u mg no an la 
Post 3d, set. 

''Sk' .. 3f. 
Valve Pins and Nuts 3d 
2,4,6, BA Nuts ,.,, tia 3d 
lorS BA Washer, ., lia 3d 
2 BA Rod, best ..., foot 2)d 
4BAItod. beot foot 3d 
Spade'l'ags to 3d 
Soldering "Nickel" ,, 3,, 3d 
Screwed Spades .... 2for lid 
Screwed Pins 2 for 1)4 
Battesy Clips .... ifar 3d 
Copper Poil, ft in ..... foot 3d 
Large Sleeving .... yard 31d 
Screw Wander Plugo .. pair 2)d 
Extra Quality Plogs .. paIr did 
Contact Studs, complete Sa 3d 
'Phone Connector, ,,,' 3d 
Spade Terminals (red schlock) lid 
Plug and Socket red or black) 34 
Plush Pane. Socket,,wjth5nutu 3d 

f: levords 

' 
ERICSSON EV (ContInental). 4,000 

ohm,, per pair, 1sf. 
N. 0 K. GenuIne, 3,000 ohms. 1211 
Daventry. 1,600 Coils *1-. l,'3, 1,6 
Ledion New S,odel .... 2/ 
A,rspace2 in,, set of 5 BBC 39 
Ledion New Model ..... 34 
2-way Coil Stand, .. IP, 23,1/11 
3 way Coil Stands .. ' .4/6, 3,9 
2-way Cam V,rnier 48,4cc;313 
2.way Gearel .... 4/' - 

3.way Geared ...... 5111 
Shaw', Genuine Nerizite .. Od. 
Wonder Aerial, 39 stremI,. 
100 ft. l,est ,,ualit 3L 2nd qual. 1 6 
DCC WIre, (lb. reels. Best English. 
IO 9d. "O .... od. 
_S .... 304 51 .... lid. 
56 ... 3." 25 31 

' 

Ox0 D CI, ,, 

noi i', tsi iE,zt1'It1 
e i y quare aw OW OSS. 

Skeleton Ends, Knob 
anu plat. 
.001. 9/-: 999 

POUNDS to you, ust ' - t; ' .UUUi, I/b: .UUOb, O/O 

' 

'Phone Cords. eft, riGejit 1)6 
SS 55e .55 

« 
send us a postcard with \ 

" With Vermer 1/6 each 1d Sree Co 4 2011 6 n 6orP a 5 16 

your name and address - ' 
' extra. Valve Templtc, 10x8 or 12 u 6 :: .. 

and our lists follow imme- Pqst"3d. set. 
.. 

12x12 or 14x10 ,... 6,'- 

dintel '. 't. Adhesive Tape .... axai 3d ACl/UMULATORS. 
..L....z 

VERY IMPORTANT. 
This list is a fairly com- 
prehensive one, but if you 
will make out your re- 
quirements, giving goods 
actually wanted, makers' 
names, etc., 
I will Quote You Lowest 
p)ssible iflc!uSiva Prices. 

VALVBS. POST PRICES 
To encourage yo,, ¡ 

'r' use -BrItish 
I 

3/16 EBONITE 
Va/ve, I am will- stock sizes. 

1UCan5e 05fb 'j I .. ,,, Empire Tape, doc. yds.... Gd Two ¡1igh-C.00 Make,, 
--- ........ - -.-, . ocelot orms, svlt040uolepiulou ' s 's ,.0&;s ..... vu, 

Square Law vilh Ebonite Rudo. c,lt fearS ....... 4/6 2 y 60 amps ..... iog 119 
Segnare Law vernier , - - Valve Windows ...... 61 2 y SO amps ..... 146 34/- 

'001 9,6 '00) 338 4q. ass w,thve,n,er Ormond Machine Screw, stocked 2 y 10 amps 15/- ' 166 
'0005 8/- '0003 .... 32 6 ' i/ Enclosed Detector 8)d 4 y 40 amp, 13/11.13,41 
"00013 I /5 '0002 ..,. 31 6 Ditto Large Brass il' 4 V 63 ampo ..... 1741 196 
'60021 -------- 05053 .... 11 3 

. . 9/ ' Ditto, Terminal Fitting - . i 3 4 V SO amp, ..... 21/6 ' 23 6 
.. 
J B." f'sf I . . 8,6 'oea, . . 7 - Aleo without ver- Ditto, Ralf Opal ...... 1f. 6 y sO amps ..... 20 6 27!6 

St,uulord usci .. B 9 '6503 .. . B - nier, i 6 each less. Ditto, RalfOpal Sickle 1/6 6 V 85 smp3 ........ - 
Ai,t.witl, knob and dial, Post free. All ,vith hnol,&,Iial Ditto, Micrometer 1 6 Made by Rotai, Radiocell, etc. 

Yscrometer. trigger movement 2/- SEE YOU ARE AT RAYMONDS. 
AI A - Climax Earth Tubes - ORMOND Rheostats .. I'S and 18 

WV I I I ' ___ 
- TiSllk tiyd'. Square Law VarIable Condensers. 

- - - , - 'Phone Connector Boards . - 1/11 erse 5. 
A certain firm un the vicinity of my address is Bruwxsle ditto ...... -2 ............ -6 Ebonite Coil Plug,, plain 4d 64 " -. - 

copying my advertisement in detail, in my Ditto, wedge 6d 7d tljkmonl,1m1. 
- . - - - PittedTibr 7 I BEAT TEE WORLD POR VALUE. 

opinion it is an attempt to mislead the public. RdioonBeii , .. . lid VALVEHOLDEES. 
Will customers'carefully note the name '. -- -: ?' . 

s' 

-,1I 

-. 
- i 

iI 
i 

-. - 
- ft h '- HI 

'r 
i - - 

i 

l 

= 
t - - _ i L 

ItA. ,;;: - - - 

MUDIES LIBPARY LRAYMOND, 
NiW OXFORD TREE1' G 'PE$TRÉET,W.C.2. 

- - 
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.: :.-::: 

Tuesday, September i5tli, you will 
find on every bookstall and in 
every newsagent's shop a copy of 
Wireless-meant for you to buy. 

For 2d. weekly you will receive 
remarkable value-value which you 
could never get unless .a great 
wireless publishing orgaiisatiozi.. 
were behipd the paper. The new 
Radio Press laboratories are now 
in operation; two of the buildings 
are up and several new brilliant 
engineers have been engaged, as 

tivity, that we felt it essential 
to investigate the position at first 
hand, and Mr. Harris has returned 
with data and information of 
extraordinary value and import- 
ance. Many articles have appeared, 
dealing with American methods, 
written by semi-technical and non- 
technical authors. Mr. Harris, 
however, has enjoyed, for several 
years, a very high reputation in 
this country as a designer of 
wireless sets, and he has returned 

A striking article of universal 
interest will appear under the 
name of Major James Robinson, 
D.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P., Çouncil 
P.S.L, and there will be innumerable 
other features of extreme interest. 

Suffice it to say that the best 
that money can buy, or brains cân. 
produce, will find its place in No. I 

and in subsequent issues. 
The price, 2d., is so small for the 

value which will be given that only 
the fullest support by readers and 

Practically ali 
\VIaELEsS CON- 
STRUCTOR readers 
buy, in addition, 
a weekly paper of 
a popidar char- 
acter. Many of 
these bave said to 
us: "Why cannot Radio Press, 
with all their resources, experience 
and staff, produce a weekly paper 
on broad popular lines at a cheap 
price?" 

They are now going to, and on 

Research Editor: MAJOR JAMES ROBINSON, D.Sc., 
Ph.D., P.Inst.P. 

- ,...' 0 

No. i Out Sept.. 15th 

in order to obtain the very latest 
information regarding American 
radio designs. We have heard so 
much about the superiority of 
American radio apparatus, 'its 
greater range and its greater selec- 

or read of, the 
ST.ioo receiver. 
Since this was 
fist designed, 
in the summer 
of 1923, great 
strides have 
been made as re- 

gards general design and circuital im- 
.prqvement. The new ST.ioo has 
been built in the Radio Press labora- 
tories, under the direction of 11r. 
Scott-Taggart, and full details will 
'be given in the first issue of Wireless. 

rVirelesslveekly, a 
6d.periodical 
havingaiiigli-class 
circulation a n d 
appealing to the 
ni o r e technical 
section of the 
public, they have 
never attempted, 
as yet, to compete 
with the cheaper 
wee kiy .wireless 
papers, or to cater 
for the large 
public which buys 
no technical wire-. 
less paper at all. 

AN ANNOUNCEMENT REGARDING 

The New Radio Press Paper entitled -. 

"\VIRELESS" 
THE ONE-WORD WEEKLY. 

Edited by PERCY W. HARRIS. MIRE. 
Editor-in-Chief: JOHN SCOrr-TAGGART, M.0 F.Inst.P., 

A .M I.E E. 

be completely - 

available to the 
wireless public in 
time to derive 
the fullest benefit 
during the winter. 

Mr. John Scott- 
Taggart,F.Inst.P., 
A.M.I.E.E., will 
be contribut- 
ing. at intervals, 
to Wireless, and 
in No. i will 
appear n article 
by him of intense 
interest to all 
who have built, 

out on Tuesday, September i5th, 
an entirely new periodical, which 
vill be entitled Wireless, the price 

of which paper will be zd. (two 
pence). 

The effect of the production of 
a 2d. weekly paper by the Radio 
Press will be ti create the greatest 
interest throughout the world of 
wireless. Hitherto, the Radio Press 
have not catered for the wide 
public interested in wireless by 
means of a weekly paper. Although 
they tossess - 

enormously by the great Elstree 
enterprise and by the acquisition 
of new engineers who will write 
for the Radio Press journals. 

The contributors to ÏVireless 
will include the most able writers 
in the country, including, apart 
from the laboratory staff, all the 
well-kthwn Radio Press authors, 
and also outside contributors of 
outstanding ability. 

Mr. Percy W. Harjiis paid a 
special visit to the United States 

and made very careful comparisons 
and investigations. 

He frankly admits that Anericau 
sets are, generally speaking, far in 
advance of British. designs, and he 
is going to tell his story, week by 
week, commencing with No. i of 
Wireless. 

These articles, if they appeared in 
ThE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR would 
take months to complete, but by 
publishing them weekly the whole 
extremely valuable information he 

lias gained will 

j No. löf ImportantRadioPress Weekly 
OUT SEPTEMBER 15th 

Some preliminary details r,egarding " WIRELESS," the one-word weekly 

ALL readers of TrIE WIREI,ESS announced elsewhere in this with information which will ri 
CoNsTaUcToR will, no doubt, issue. doubtedly change, in large measqre, 
be interested to hear that the The organisation of the Rmiio the whole trend of apparatus design. 

Radio Press, Limited, are bringing Press has been strengthened He kn'ew exactly what to look for 

I 
-. 

u 
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Ey high-class case of difficulty send to: 
- Adi,t. Philips Lampi Ltd.. 60. Wilson Streit. London £.C.2 

àELLING & LEE, Ltd.. QueenswayWorlis,'Ponder's Ead Middlesex. - 

i 
- 

In replying to advertisers, please mention Tnr Wurn.Ess CONSrRUCOR. 1105 

r 

7- - ____ 

9 
DIAL INDICATORS 

H 

showing white on a black 
background. Single hole 
fixing, complete with nut. 
Stocked in Tuner, Filament, 

L Reaction, Aerial, Anode, 
H.P. Tuner, Secondary, 
ReJectors 

Price - 6d. eaCh,. 

-- ordinarily low runnng cost. 

SUB-CONNECTORS SIMPLE, CONVENIENT, EFFICIENT. 

Eliminate Soldering IT CHARGES WHILE YOU SLEEP,. 

Perfect connec- 
Write for leaflet W.O., free on appllcaton 

t ion; lowest 
self. 

Trade enquiries invited. / 

possible 
capacity; low 
resistance; con- 
nection changed 

- - - 

' 

. 

' I4150 COMPLETE' 
in an Instant. - '- 
Tapped to screw 
OfltO2,4,5 and 
6 BA. threads; 
also T connectors _______ 

forommg:ires. R E C T I F I E R 

InternalBraSS 
there is only one that will give 4t1 

_________ 
4 

Chuck to 4d. 
I The PtIIL1PS RECTIFIER 

(etal 
Nickel - complete satisfaction. 

gripx4to 
44 gauge PATENTED I . - works off any A.C. supply, re= 
wire or .. I 

- no supervision wha'ever, flex. 
i 

. PLUG&SO(KET TERMINALS . .. works silently, and automat!.. P,lcI I 

indicating - 

. (M.K. PATENT) . I cally regulates the current 
E 

Plug 4d. 
8ckst2d. z; Give seven points of contact. 

I '. supply. 
a Have no loose parts. 

I 

Ring ici. 

. Soldering lug on socket; win also There are no objectionable 
a. grip a sub-connector. 

I 

. chemicals, no buzzing noises, and 
. Indicating rings are dome.shaped; 

I 
- you have in fact a most reliable 

iIiiL L('JR 5. AU metal parts are nickelled. I . battery feeder with an extra- 

U W SOLDERING 
BELLINO LEE 

PAT INTS PENDINO 

ALL METAL PARTS HEAVILY NICKELLED. 
INSULATED PARTS OF GENUINE POLISHED BLACK. BAKELITE. 

Price: 9d each 

INDICATING TERMINALS 
Metal Type 

Stocks of all varieties are held as follows: rlI 

Aerial, Earth, Phones -i-, Phones - 
L.T. +. L.T. -, HT. +, H.T. -. 
Input +. Input -. Output +, Out- 
pnt-,L.S.+.L.S.-,Grid+,Grid--, 
A.T.I., Reaction, Ap. Aerial, H.T; 

" Medium and Blanks. - Price: 

THAT "BOUND-TO 
fIij COME" SORT OF 

FEELING! 
- You know it, and I know it, and 

one day it will come! No current- 
- - no wireless! - 

There's only one satisfactory 
- . solution-always have your accu- 

mulators ready charged, and when 
you think of chargers remember 

 October, 1925 

- 

"BELLING LEE" 

' INDICATING TERMINALS 
- INSULATED TYPE 

---------- INSULATED J). 
MIONLY FINISHED -- NON-ROTATING - 

I SCREW ACT/ON -.iHlHHllHhI Il!IA ENGRAVED TOP 
IN$1ILA TED HEAD 

JlltIIllI' - 
A/O -THREADED 
STEM AND 

- -.S/(IELDED METAL 
CLAMP/I/O FACES 

I 

CONNECT/ON 

I 

- HIGHLY FINISHED r - 

I 

INSULATED COLLAR 

STANDARD 2 RA. TRA I/S VERSE SLOT 
STEM WITH NUT WITH CLAMPING 
AND WASHER ---- NI/E ELIMINATING 

THE WIRLSS CONSTRUC'rÖR 

Hcticwrgcts 
T.!ktdownnow! 

iiI"- 
IItfltTI$i V 

1! 

---- - 

Ip) J 

-r 
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Send for our new FREE 
BOOKLET "K" 

pages of valuable information pertaining 
tocare and operation of your batteries. 

ffcient power for the finest receptiOn, but give an unusually long service 
life as well. The heavy spring clips ensure quick aud secure connections. 

PRICE 22/6 NET . 

'um1 a 
Radio "A" Dry Cells 

ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR WIRELESS 
'of 

Il 

and, suitable for use with all 'types dull emitter t 

valves, the Radio "A" is the most reliable and - 

efficient filament heating unit manufactured, 

PRICE 2/6 NET. 

t 

to by sorne other weekly simply The Volga Trio, who are weil known to the 2L0 audience, are here 
because the Radio Press have had seen broadcastiiig fromthe Radio News Station in New York. Ivan, 
nothing suitable to áffer them. . the Cellist, is only eleven yearsôld. 

IlIIil I 

T. FOR 
CLARITY-VOLUME-DISTANCE 
Look into the workshops of radio amateurs, into the labora- 
tories of radio engineers. Observe the radio battery 
equipment in the homes you visit. Everywhere you will find 

Columbia I 

The No. 4780 60 VOLT HIGH CAPACITY BATTERY 
is by far the most satisfactory plate battery ydu can use. The extra large 
sized cells used in the contruction ofthe bfttery not only supply suf- 

ganisation 

than the Radio Press,the readers of our monthly periodi- thè new Radio Prss weekly. 
the surprise exhibited would not . - 

be so great, but the great welcome - ENGLISH ARTISTS AT W R N V. -. - which the preliminary athiounce- 
inents 0! tais paper nave receivea 

S ______ 
indicate that there will be a huge de- 
mand on publication. 

Mr. Percy W. Harris will be the 
Editor of ¡Vireless, and Mr. John 
Scott-Taggart will be Editor-in- 
Chief. It will be whole-heartedly 
a Radio Press production, and the 
entire organisation o the company 
is going to make it the greatest 
and most successful enterprise they - . - 

have yet undertaken. 
Wireless will be in a class by 

itself; although eminently read- 
able and interesting, and of lighter 
character than some of the other 
Radio Press periodicals, the sanie 

A soundness as regards technical facts ., 
and policy will be there. The stamp - 
of the Radio Press will appear on 
every page, and this is what will 
make the new paper different from - 
any existing wireless weekly. 

September i5th will be a red- 
letter day, not merely for the 
Radio Press, but for those masses . 

of exnectant readers who have had 

ThE \VIRELESS CoNsnucPoR October, 1925' 

trade alike would justify it. If it We are out for azi-entireiy new cals will, to their own adcattage 
were produced by any. other or- public, but we are confident that become supporters of Wireless- 
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Now introduce a better Grid Leak 
Therla Grid Leak is a the material is the very best THE 

definita lmsroyement on obtainable. Third A moisture- 
other products of its kind, proof mounting ensures that re- 

There arc good reasons to sup- sistance is permanently main- 
port this claim. . tamed. The resistance element J 

First: Therla Gi-id'L"aks are made contains no india ink or pencil I 

marhins, thereby ensuring a I 

by a special protected process. constant and noiseless leak. I 

Second They are guaranteed to Try out the Therla Grid Leak in 
I 

be aecuruite. Ea; iiaiiival ens your set-the improved results I 

is testei bj FaTalay House, and sslll surprise you.I 
Size 250,000 ohms 

'} 

The Therla 'Fixed 
- . Price I 

-0001 to I 

500,000 

- 

Condenser Is 'also 0015. I 

m/d. 1/3 
I 1,000,000 Price tested for capacity eSch. 

1 molims. by Faraday 
Housei002 

mid. I 

, 

to006 I 

2 and guaranteed mid 2/- 
- each. 

Grid Condenser and Leak 3'. Grid Condenser with Clips 1, 3. 

GUARANTEED EBONITE 

PANELS 
- BEST BY TEST 

Insulation resistance-virtual infinity; 
- Surface resistivity-virtual Infinity; -. - 

Electric strength-to Admiralty specification." 

See N.P.L. Test Report ' 

. (ARNING. ., 

October, 1925.. TIlE -WIRELESS CONSPRUC'rOR 

Supei Capácity, High Tension RADiO BATTERIES \ 

Price from 7/6 to 27/6 - 

2- - - 

Sold by Wirete8s andEiectrica/ Dealers everywhere PETER CURTIS, LTD. 
Manuacturers: Th Geaeral Electric Co.. Ltd.. Magnet Rome. Kingeway, W.C. 75. CAMDEN ROAD, N.W.l 

Telegrams--Faracurtex. Telephone-North 3112 

In replying to advertisers, please niention THE WIREI.ESS CONSTRUCTOR. 1107 

____? ------- 

Sole - Telephone: 
Distrthutors: Regent 1140. 

0E' EZ' WIDE1 E°° 
oirnrn V flfl I Tfl fI GRFEK STRNET. LONDON, 

O L I TYIR L 00 ourri UU.. LILI OLD HAYIARI{5' I,IVERPÛOL 

l- ' - 

OF 
*4OUT i"INDING MERITS 

P The new GECOPBONF Super 
Iltfii Capacity H.T. B adio Batteries 

ill , are the latest development in 
British Battery manufacture and 
have been specially designed to 

. :. meet the needs of users of valve 
5t' k. sets who desire to improve 

. reception and to eliminate the 
"S '!l annoyance of frequent renewals 

. '( and the "sizzling" hitherto 
experienced. O 

. / LONG LIFE-4 to 5 times as 

7 i. long as others. - 

,/ LARGE CAPACITr. 
SILENCE IN USE. 

,.. 
ve1' - THESE MERITS ARE WORTH YOUR 
'.Vi CONSIDERATION. 

- 

ASK YOUR DEALER ABOUT l'REE. HE 

Tin contract price for raw rubber in December, 
- - 1924, was approximately 1/3 per lb.; the price, on 

- July Ist, 1925, rose to 3/3 per lb.; and on July 
' 20th, 1925, the price rose stili further to 4-161 per 

- lb. We have determined- 
1. To maintain our Quality; - - 

2. To continue to give our guarantee of 'Entire 
- freedom from all deleterious fillings and 

- impurities"; 
3. And Guarantee every panel sold In our Sealed - 

- Carton under our Trade Slack to be "exactly 
- ' siñeilar in specification and quality to the 

Ebonite tested by the National Physical 
Laboratory on the 6th May, 1925." -. 

- 
- We are, therefore, reluctantly compelled to alter 

our prices from month to month in proportion t 
- the rise or fall in the price of rae rubber. 

.60 STANDARD. SIZES 
- 

- SEE LISTS - 

TTTT? 
S 

CABINETS OF QUALITY 
..- 

-._---------S--. 

TO SUIT PANEL SIZES OF 
Price 

- Length Height s. d. - 

10 Ins. X 7 to 9 ins.,.' 27 6 
12,, X 7to9 ......... 326 
16,, x 7t09,, ...... 376 
18,, X 7to9 ......... 426 
20,, X 7to9,, ....... 476' 
24,, X 7to9 ........ 526 
30,, X 7to9,, ...... 606 
36,, X 7to9 ........ 656 

All above' cabinets 9 ins, deep inside Prices 
include sliding base-board fitted to panel Panel 

- extra. 

'J 
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cLii" 
¡ile M Yesterday-to-day---and to-morrow. The experiences ot yesterday in the light of the 

knowledge otto-day point clearly to the practices of to.m,rnjw._See the "Climax Mag- 
azine Catalocue." 

&1ADIQ 
'l'to!. A. M. ow 

on 
THE POSSIBILiTY 

OF TELEVISION." 

rw. B. Mcdlam, 
A.M.LE.E 

- on 
Building q 

uperhetrodyne" 

ArticIre on "Building e. 

I Wirrleo,Sot.1" "Upkeep of e. 

I Crystal Set, ' Those Micro- - 

I phonic Noise3-'Dodglng 
re.l"and many others 

Full detallo 
o! all the new 

CLIMAX RADIO 
COMPONENTS Yod SETS 

TRE CLIMAX RADIO EARTH. (Prov. Pat. 17653)-The low loss direct tubular earth: 
Far better than the old-fashioned water-pipe or gas-pipe earth. Provided with flanges 

L which break up the earth around the tube, thereby preventing any rocking of the tube In 
the ground. lii addition, the surface projections provide water courses, making perfect 
electrical contact. heady for use. Easily fitted. Maximum elficiency. Length apprOL 
30 ins. Price, 5/-. Climax Insulated Low Loss Earth Lead, 20 ft. PrIce, 1/8. 

THE CLIMAX ANTI-MICRO-- SULATOR (Itegd. Design No. 708718)- r 
PHONIC VALVE SOCKETS.- 

ìÍ1'ï 
NoiargerthantheOld-fO-sblolled Stands four times the flash over voltage. 

Far less capacity to earth, Will stand solid sockets. Lteadilv fitted 

_W_.1Ik» 

a direct pull of hundreds of pounds. 

_________ 

to any existing panel. fhey fit Entirely non-hygroscopic. flush with the panel and give a 
fractured. Insulates perfectly during 

Cannot absorb moisture even If particularly attr.sctive appear- 
ance, and protcct the valve rainfalL Seif-cleanin-. on all suif aces. from accidental damage. Fitted 'Pjice per pair 1/- with the Climax patented hour- 

TRE CLIMAX INSULATED SMOCK glass spring contacts. The valve 
-w Iloatson metal springs. Perfect ABSORBER SET.-Comprlsing set of 

electrical contact Set of four four Climax lowloss aerial Insulators 
and two Climax aerial shock-absorbers, 
3/- per box. 

Climax Anti-microphonic Valve 
Sockets, per box 2 i-. 

if you believe in metal-and who 
does not ?-use exclusively Climax 
Rheostats and Potentiometers. 
They are wire wound on metal 
cooling coros with vitreous enamel 
Insulation. 
Price-Climax Rheostats, O ohm 

pattern for one, two or three 
bright vaivcs .. 3/- each 

Climax Rheostats, 30 ohm rat- 
tern, Universal pattern for 
DE. or Bright Valves,4/- each 

Climax Potentiometers, OO 
- ohm pattern .. 5/- each 

lit CLIMAX FIXED MICA CON- 

M - DENSERS. - Manufactured of 
the finest mica, having extreme- 

insulation resistance - . lyhigh and 
the ioweot possible dielectric L 

- losses. Fitted with substantial 
tozaninalo and mounted In 
yltrehus porcelain containers of 

- 

the highest grade. Guaranteed 
accurate within 5 per cent. 

Price: 
. 0001 miii. to 0009 mfd. 2/- ea. j'- -001 mf d. t4) 008 m/d. 2/6 ea. 

THE \VrRELSS CONSTRUCTOR - - - October, 1925 

OR A COPÇ\ - 

THE 

14jG ZINE\1 

CAIALOGU 
.tCATN 
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All Gomintrnication to 1ead Qfte t' 

Showrooms 257, HIOB HOLBORÎ, LONDON, W.O.1 

in replying ¿o. adverlise,s, please nsenhio?2 THE WIRZI.ES CONSTRUC'tOR. 

Telephone-Holborfl 2538 

-. 

CLIMAX RESISTANCE 
CAPACITY UNIT FOR 
L.F. AIsI1'LIFICAPION.- - 

IRE CLIMAX POPULA' L.F. TRANSFORMER. 

A new convenient design -A highly efficient 
01 Resistance Capacity rEWsEe 

transformerforgen 
Coupling unit embodying eral lowlrequenoy 
the Climax fixed Mica 
Condenser, the Climax 

SIS amphftcation: 
Specially designed 

Wire Wound Anode Ito- CL1I4Ak to iveunlformasn- J sistauce and the Climax 
New System Grid Leak. 

plincation Over the 
widest possible 

Each item is readily 

- 

rango oi frequen- 
replaceable asid cies. lteprOiluetion 
Interchangeable so that 
the discriminating user 

- 

of speech and musi- 
calnotesistherelore 

bas compie Ireedom 01 ' 
exceptionally good 

r-C( PrIcel7/6 control l'rice 3.2/6 sndpure 

nszsi on the name CLJIIIAX," reime substdutes. Il subsiwses ar oflered. Send you orde, IFCCI io1 us Ls ether with P.O. and we will send the gc d by rturn. - 

CLIMAX RADIO ELECTRIC LiMITED- 
Head Office and Works QUILL WORKS, PUTNEY, LONDCX.. ì. W.L5 Telehons-Putnsy 2599 
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HE wireless amateur who 
I makes his own apparatus 

may frequently be called 
upon to make special iiarts for 
himself out of brass or copper, 
and a few hints on how to set about 
such work are given liete. 

The first point to consider is 
that relating to cutting these 
metals. A hacksaw is generally 
used, and the teeth of the blade 

be within an eighth of ali inch of 
the jaws qf the vice, and it my havé 
to be shifted after every three or 
four cuts. If this is not done it 
will be found that the hacksaw 
blade is soon minus teeth. 

Cutting Sheet Metal - 

Another method of cutting sheet 
metal that is just too heavy to be 
cut by a pair of "snips " is to 

and enough mefal should be left 
outside the marking line to allow 
the piece to be trimmed up after- 
wards with a file. - 

When thick metal is being 
worked and an irregularly- 
shaped piece is required, or when 
a slot or large hole has to be cut 
in it, the best procedure is to drill 
a series of holes round the marking 
line, run the holes together with 

October, 5 Tire WIREI1EsS CONSTRUCI'OR' 
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should be coarse, otherwise they place it on a metal plate (a piece a small cross-cut chisel, and ftle 
will clog up easily, and, of course, of iron or mild steel in. thick, or up to shape. The cut edge has 
no lubricant should be used. Thin the back of the vice will do), and now to be finished off, and it shouh1 
sheet may be cut with a pair of háving marked the outline of the therefore be filed to within about 

- shears, but if so thick that the' piecereufred,togo allrouiìd itwih 1/64 in. of the marked line. A 
hacksaw has to be used, the work a sharp-edged cold-steel chisel ad handy size file for this, is a 9 in. 
should be held in the vice so that a hammer. It may be necéssary second cut, or even a coarse cut 

- there is no "spring" in it. The to go iound two or three times may be used. The surface, if dis- 
portion being cut should, therefore, beforç the metal, is cut, through,. coloured or rough, may also be 

- For modern radio' conditions 
prefer condensers of ',.: 

"modern design , 

.. 

:oa- 
:- :- : . . . ' ' . , 

I 

.,_, .. - The reception of distant signals is complicated by i 

,,.. ri Little relief from interference can be expected '5. ' 

---------- .ip.,J$I 
i 

'except when super-sensItive circuits are utilised- . Lfl . , e --- _ --..-= -4ii .;:f-i the tuning of whichlogically demands extreme low . '' "',. j 
loss. This Then is the modern practice-low toss , OtÌer outstanding dIst,ict,ons ineludC.:- '-.' '...._. selectivity follows 'in logical sequence. Losses absolutely negligible ('02 ohres at a 

- . I - ' . , 

' million cycles '0005 mId.) 

- _ - 4 
' 

The new iB. Low Loss Tuning Condensers illus- rigidlYJpportedat too points. 

nS - 
i 

trated here conform to modern design and embody Larthed Rotor and Frame(givingperfect free- 
______________ ' principles which make for extremè low loss. The dom trom hand capacity). 

,',,'. i ' . In 
i 

'- N.P.L. report that the '0005 mfd:J.B. Low Loss has Islinimsun solid ,4ielettrrc. ' 
. 

- « r . . Ingeniously designed frame (giving exceptional 
a loss 0f '02 ohms-absolutely negligible wherever rigidity), 

w ' 
- ' the instrument may be used.' . Metalend plates., Conforming to modern prac- 

I ' 

' : ' ' - 
- British ant : Corre t atti scarcely affected, 

I ' ' ., 
--' LOW LOSS, . Fo,r3itn If your dealer cannot supply, send direat 

______ _ 
t' LOW LOSS Geared Vernier "atcnts P ri.in Post One 6d Two 9d - Three 1/ M'EO 

' ' 

00025.. 13/3 

8, 

POLAND ST-OXFORD 
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In ep1ying. to aiverIisers ,1ease; CoNsRUÇToL 

Messrs.; E. E. Rosen 

66 1-663, Harrow Road 
LONDON, N.W.1O 

- WILLESDEN 4544 

L LT 
V NCGI6TERED TRAOC MARt 

but you should Fig. 2.-How tubing is filed. The file is rocked to not let yourself and fro, while the tube is turned round during be discouraged-by V 

working. the workshop 
V - 

saying that "it V 

takes a man flv years to - learn a very fine brush and the piece 
to file fiat! " VV hung up to dry. Where a rich 

lacquer colouring is required several 
Cutting Tubing coats may be given till the desired 

When you have to cut brass or shade is reached, each further coat 
copper tube a little care is required, being applied only when the pre. 
and it should not be cut right vious one is quite hard. 
through, or the hacksaw teeth will 

VV 
V 

suffer. Take several cuts, rotating - Riveting 
the tube thirty or forty degrees A job that freqiently has to 
after every cut, till it is through be tackled is V to join two pieces 
everywhere except Vin one place; V of metal, and the mèthod to be 

"Ultra" Loud Speak- 
ers aré unsurpass- 
able for sensitivity, 
clear and perfect re- 

production. 

These qualities are 
only to be found in 
"Ultra" products. 

y 
Traders, write now for our 
Illustrated Pamphlet to 

angles to the length of -the file, remove all grease from the surface, - - 

The sketch shows more clearly and then heated above a gas 
liow this is done. Care must be flame till it is about blood heat. 
taken to keep the file clean, as if The lacquer is then applied with 
the cut gets 
clogged in the 

scratches wilbe 
left on the Work L 

Flat Surface 
Great care must ' q/ - - 

be exercised when .. 
filing flat surfaces '4 to keep them not , '.: ' 
only flat but ':í4 \ 
square. Skill with 
a file is only ac- 
quired by practice, " 

I 

Fig. i.---This method of "draw-flhirg "- gives being used. These 
- are made of sheet 27/6 

. i 

the metal a good finish. 
S ld about in. or 

f in. thick, bent over 

- j the first trimming, a second cut the jaws of the vice so as to prevent 
I should be used next, and after this pieces bf soft metal being marked ja smooth, and if required, a dead by the jaws. 

smooth last of all. The surface -. 

(I ::. may finally be "drawflled" to ...... Lacquering 
give it really high-class finish Should it be desired to lacquer 
This is done by grasping the file the finished piece of metal, this is 

your Dealer for it j by both ends, one in eich hand;: preferably done hot. The work 
- 

Ì and drawing it across the work, should be carefully cleaned with 
- 

I backwards and forwards, at right a drop of petrol or turpentine to 

ITLT' 
W.ØuITtRIO TAOI MARk 

:. 

be cleaned frequently with a file the surface be so rough as to require 
card (sometimes called a wire filing, the file must be rocked, as 
brush or scratch-file), so ás to shown, in the illustration, the work 
prevent it clogging up, and to- being turned thirty or forty degrees 
give a good surface. This should t present a fresh surface to the 
be done especially when a flnecut file after evéry cut. Finally, a high 
file is being used, such' as a polish may be given to it with a 
smooth or dead smooth. If a piece of emery cloth by tearing off 
coarse-cut file has been usèd for a long strip and pulling it up and 

- - - - ' 

down rapidly over 
the work, which 

- -. should be held in a 

' - i / It should here be 

/ 
trng thth ally 

t 
1P 

- - ____ a pair of jaw guards 

THE WIRELESS. CorSnucÓR October, 1925 

filed up, and the file should receive the piece wanted can then be easily 
frequent dressings of chalk and separated from the stock. Should 
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strength, clearness of speech and music, and entire absence of 
howling cvn when placed very-close to each other. 

- "In the hands of amateurs, they should also be spleñdid 
for their freedom from self-capacity effects." 

. In these words a prominent West London Wireless Firm 
. gives its unsolicited opinion of the M-L Low Frequency 

Transformer. Their satisfaction can easily be shared by 
- you-M-L Transformers only cost 25/- each, and the name 

"M-L Wire-less" appears conspicuously on the container. 
- - - - The 1:6 ratio is' used for amplifkation after a crystal 
- 

rectifier. The 1:4 ratio is used for single stage L-F Amplif i- 
cation. The 1: 26 and 1:4 ratios. are used respectively inthe 
first and second stages of two-stage amplification. 

L. - S. SMITH SONS (M.A) LTD. 
- -: - : . 

179-185, Great Portland Street, London, W.1 - - 

-, . 
Telephone: Langha'jn. 2323 Telegrams: ' Speedomet, Telew, London" 

- . 
- Als.gyzpipghom, Manchester, Glasgow and Belfast, 

E.P.S,. 

Price 9/-. on base 1/- extra. With 
Reaction Reverse and Shorting 

Switch incorporated. 12/6 
Postage 4d. . - 

BOX SPANNERS for BA. NUTS 
2, 4, 5 and 6 B.A. Price 1/- each. 

Postage 3d. 

(fl5Jt9 

If your dealer ha. not got them, we send post 
tree il you mention lue name and aeldreso 

GO.S W .E;LL 
ENGINEERING CO. 

95, WHITELION STREET, LONDON, N.I 

Liberal Trade Terms. 'Phoie: Ñorth 3051 

UL 
1! 

Î: 

Ve'b. Sap. 
E have tried practicatly every transformer on the - - 

itiarket and your transformers certainly are by far 
aitAl tht hegt, bath for ordinary use and for Power 
'I Amplification and, whatis very important, they 

are the most convenient for niounting. 
'-° "Their chief advantaes over others are 

simplified by this . new invention. 
which works. frdm any wireless 
accumulator with a carbon solder- 
Ing bit. No gas, fire or lamp 
needed: Everything necessary, 
including Flux and Solder, in 

stout wooden box, for 5/6. 
Postage 3d: 

Patent No. 231,251. 

Cam-Vernier 

RADIO 3 Coil Holder 

- 

k 

¡C0MPONENTS 

r 

r 

SOLDERING 
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together with the edge of the one 
piece along the scribed line on the 
other, and three k in. holes are 
drilled right through with a small 
bráce and twist drill. Both sides 
are then countersunk with a in. 
drill, but if cup-headed rivets are 
used, only one side need be counter- 
sunk, and even that is not neces- 
ary if the surface does not have 

or else the tap may jam and break, 
Fig. '6.-Screws may. be used as or the thread you are trying to cut 

rivets. may be entirely stripped. When 
tapping copper it may be found 
advisable tó remove the tap after 

them from turtling. If a lock-nut every few cuts and clear it, as the 
is used you can do away with the copper is so soft that it may clog 
need to tap the holes in the one the cutting edges of the tap and. 
pieqe of metal and the nut can be tear the metal, thus strippingtlie 
prevented from slacking back either - thread. .. . 

1112 

what use the finished piece is to 
be put and how strong the finished 
job häs to be. The rivets used 
are to be countecsunk so that a 
smooth surface will result. The 
-size of rivet will again depend on 
.the weight of the work, and we will 
take them as being in. rivets, 
which is a fairly useful all-rouñd 
Size. 

Drilling the Rivet Holes 
The pieces of metal are clamped 

and the projecting ends may be 
burred over with a hammer so as 
to prevent their slacking off. Al- 
ternative methods are to employ 
thin lock nuts or to file off the 
ends of the screws on the side that 
they project and make a number 
of centre punch marks round the 
edge of the screws so as to prevent 

JEV NfAI7, 

and- cutting angles for drilling 
brass and copper. 

a couple of pieces of wood so 
that it cannot move and the drill 
revolved rapidly with fairly, light 
pressure, otherwise the metal may 
tear. 

Drills and taps in brass should 
be run at a fairly high speed, if 
possible, but when tapping a hole 
by hand care should be taken to 
see that the tap enters straight, 

called sweating) them together. 
Many amateurs are .rather shy of 
riveting, but once it has been tried 
and accomplished its terrors will 
be found to be greatly over- 
estimated. Two forms of rivets 
are shown in Fig. 3 at "a" and 
"b," which are cup-headed and 
countersunk respectively. The 
method to be followed in -riveting 
is as follows: Suppose the two 
pieces of metal (Fig. 5) are to be 
joined, with an overlap between 
the edges AC and BD. Determine 
the amount of overlap that is to 
be allowed (this should be,about 
twice the thickness of the metal) 
and scribe a line on one of them 
showing where the edge of the other 
is to come» We will suppose that 

- - three rivets are going to be used 
at the points marked in the figure. 

- Larger pieces might, of course, 
: require more rivets, according to 

Ri'vzr.-" 
Fig. 4.-Rivets may be filed flush 

to preserve a nèat appearance.: 

R/VF7 NOUS 

Fig. 5.-Illustràting the pro- 
cedure when two pieces of metal 

are to be riveted. 

when the drill comes through 
there will be a nasty burred edge 
which has to be filed off. For 
those who are used to sharpening 
drills it may be stated that the 
correct angle for the cutting edge 
is 59 degrees and that the clearance 
required when drilling brass is 
greater than that required for 
working with mild steel or iron. 
When drilling thin brass or copper 
sheet it should be clamd between 

make a neat job, and the rivets 
will be barely visible. A section 
of such a joint is shown in Fig. , 
and will help to make this clear: 

Anôther Method - 

Another method is to fix the two 
pieces together with screws. In 
this case the holes through the 
one piece of metal will be clearance 
holes, and those in the other 
tapping holes tapped out with the 
correct thread for the screws that 
are to be used to hold the two pieces 

RANL. 

curriNc 

hL iuei.al wgeuler. inc screws are 
put in tightly with a screwdriver, Fig. 7.-Showing the clearance 

whether a flat surface is a sine 

qua non, etc., etc. Three methods 
that may be used are riveting, 
bolting or soldering (sometimes 

Ï - 

Fig. 3.-TWO forms of rivet, namely 
cup-head and countersunk-head, 

respectively. 

in. on the other side. The work 
is then placed on a heavy piece of 
metal, such as the jaws of a vice, 
with the head of the- rivets down- 
wards and the projecting end of 
the rivet hammered over with the 
ball of a bali-pene hammer. The 
hammer should be "pulled" 
slightly so as to spread the metal, 
and if the rivet is being counter- 
sunk it should be hammered well 
in to the countersink. This will 
make a good strong joint, and when 
countersunk rivets are used both 
sides cati be filed flush so as to 

will also prevent it getting loose. 

- Drilling Brass 
We may now consider the ques- ' 

tion of drilling and tapping brass - 

or copper. No lubricant should be 
used, except a little "monkey - 

juice," as the workshop mechanic 
calls it, otherwise saliva. This 
may be applied if the drill or tap 
runs hot. The chief thing is that 
the drill should be sharp, or else 
it will push its way through instead 
of drilling, it will get excessively 
hot and may lose its temper. Also 

ruE WIRELSS CONSTRUCTOR - O October, 19 

employed will depend on circum- - to be flat on that side. The rivets by the burring or centre punch 
stances, such as whether they are are now driven through the holes method. A little shellac varnish O 

large or small pieces, thick or thin, and they should project about applied to the threads of a scr&v T 
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Forthe latest, most efficient 

AMERICAN COMPONENTS 
write to the leading British Stockists 

THE BRIGHTON RADIO STORES. 
who' offer a highly organized mail order service, 
vast stocks, and a courteous reply to your 

enquiries. . 

Mail us your requirements to-day 
THE BRIGHTON RADIO STORES 

(Su per Heterodyne' Specialists),. 
163, Western Road, BRIGHTON 

serted in an instant without any soldering 
or irksome adjustment. 
A clinching argument in favour of the "Harlie. 
Detector "is that it has been adopted by the 
MARCONI INTERNATIONAL MARINE 

COMMUNICATION CO., LTD. 
If your Dealer does not yet stock send to us-TO-DAY 

- HARLIE BROS., 36, WILTON ROAD, LONDON, E.8 
Dear Sirs, 

I enclose herewith 5/6 for one HARLIE-DETEC TOR 
- to ¿se sent to me post free on the understanding thai mg 

money will be refunded, without question, ¿f I return the 
Detector undamaged within ten days. 

Name .................................................................................... 

Address .................................................................................... 

One hole fixing. Other capacities-il 

reqairesi. Descriptive Folder upon request. 

Your dealer aZoo sells 
The Polvero Independent Vernier -s very effective instrument .. 2 6 

- LOW. LOSS - The Colvern Lw ou 11011 Former 
-with the threaded supporting 
rodi. Redueu the seII.eapcity of GEARED CQNDENSER.seo11totisciowrotyct ..° 6 

COLLINSON PRECISÍON SCREW CO., LTD. 
- - Provost Worls, Macdonald Road, Walthamstow, E.17 

Telephone : Waltlssrn,tow f2 
turday, Ad. 

contact. 
In the" Harlie "the crystal rotates whilst the 
" catswhisker " remains stationary. The 
contact is never broken and is always at the 
exact delicate tension required for perfect 
reception. 
By simply turning the knob the best spot is 
instantly found. It can be done in the dark 
as easily as in the light and adjusting does 
not interrupt reception. 
It can be fitted to your set in a few moments. 
When required, a new crystal can be in- 

It's when you-- want to- calibrate- 
your receiver to dead accuracy that the By this system ten complete turcs of the 
Colvern Selector proveo Ito superiority as a - dial redorez a one degree interval to the tue tsuslng device. . equivalent of l'3Oth part of the variabis 

Every other vernier device can oniy .be capacity. 
calibrated with certainty to a degree inter- In point of fact, the Colvern enables you 
vai. Obviously, any amallar Interval moat te tune to a degree of accuracy that Ii 20 
be imaginary and its relocation arbitrary, times greater than ordinary vernies adjust- 

Rome Constructors are aware timt a ment. It is an instrument which will give 
vernier knob provides Only slow motion- the precise tuning essential to pert act 
the dial or indicator continuing te travel whether of local broadcast or 
at the sama rate as the moving vanee, weak distant transtolssion. 

The Colvern Selector lsageared bundensbr 
and enbsdies a aystem.of dna tunin coso- 

-The Cole-eon Selector Low Loss.:. 
trol which permits the definite and accurate Remilagin 113605to of capacity 
location of any re-determlned calibrdtion. - 00(15 mtl. ... £1 1 0 

'0003mfd. The dial is divined over the full circle and - 

.. 100 
provides 360 degrees value for each rotation - Type P without gear attachment- 
of the index. . . - 

- C isocity 'OtOSsnfd ..... 15 0 
- - OS53mfd .... '. - 14 0 

vz2 
SÙPER-SENSYT VE 

DETECTOR 
The irritating business of find 
ing a good spot on your crysta 
is over for ever the moment you fix a 
"Harlie-Detector "-the world's best rectifier 
for crystal and reflex circuits. 
This wonderful little invantion combines the 
most sensitive crystal.yet produced with an 
entirely new and vastly superior thethod of 

t 
/ - 

. 

-J 

Oàtobei, 1925 

s _________ ,, J. 
Little experience is 
necessary upon any 

P / - 
such super-sensitive 
circit as the short 

I) wave side of the 

W Super. Helerodyne or 
capacity-reaction cir- 

to seif-demôn- 
81 rate that distant 

V workisan impossible 
4 pastime without a 

- mechanical fine 
tuning device operaI - 

eng 

on enser 

- 
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f. 

V 
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ROYAL ALBERT HALL 

STAND NO; 26 

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD. 

123, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.4 

1114 In replying to advertisers, please mention THE WIE,ESS cONSTRUCTOR. 

"The Latest in Wireless" 

. N.A.R.M.A.T. WIRELESS EXHIBITION, SEPT. 12úi-23rd, 1925 

pVERYTHING to ensure 
- pèrfect reception . . . 

at the Ediswan Stand. Come 
and see it! 

-': 

;Come and see the latest in Scts 
and .Lud Speâkers, Components, 

Ç 
in \Tahes,- áll embodying some novel 

z feturé 'to assist flavless reception, 
some, feâture exclusive to Ediswan. 

And brink your Wireless blems 
with you. The Ediswan Experts can z 

solve them for- you-! - - 

The L a tes t in Wire léss' a f Stand 26 

TTTTTTT;: T1T 
- 
-. 

- 

i. 

\ 
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1.-Exceptionally Fine Tuning 
obtained by the 100 toi Reduc- 
tion Gear. "Service" ()onden- ,. 
sers are made with the highest 
ratio geared adjustment ever - 

developed for fine tuning. - 

2.-Low Wave Stations can be 
easily separated, the special 
shaped vanes giving straight 
line frequency variation. 
3.-Hand Capa- 

. - 

('-' 
-r-11-1.- 

a; -L.ii 
¿: 

which complete 

hand spindles 
from the work- ----------i:i:--- 
ing Vanes. 

' - 4.-Brass Vanes 

lddm 
resistance losses ---k. 

Vanes have . 

- 

direct No Loss met.illlc paths 
to their terminale. 

- . - 
i 

5.-Frictional and erratic con- -- - -- 
tacts entirely dispensed with. 
6.-Numerous other Low Loss leitures In the design of "Service" 
Condenser. 
7.-Sound Constructional job mechanically and elertrically efllcient 

PRICES: 
001 mM. 25/- -0005 mM. 201- 0003 mId. 18/6 0002 mM. 17/6 

Obtainable at all Radio Stores 
The World-FamouS 

"SERVICE" 
Crystal DetÔctor 

"The Best Detecior ea the 

Markef." It Is dustproof, 
and has a Patent Micro- 
meter Adjustment, there- 

CLARITONE 
LOUD SPEAKERS 
enable you to appreciate the pleasure of 
perfect reception and to ebtain that 
sweet purity Of tone so dear to all music 
lovers. They stand unequalled in quality 
and ervice, and are recognised as a true 
example of faithful sound reproduction. 
New Fixed Prices for Season 1925-26 

SENIOR MODEL CLARITONE 
- 2,000 ohms ;. W290 

120 ohms -. W291. -- : : 

JUNIOR MODEL 

CLARITONE f 

2,000 ohms W29 
120 ohms - W296 

2 150'' f £ '- 
- 

. I 

CLARIT6NE - - 

HEADPHONES 

20/- - 

October, i925 

The new SERVICE 

SQUARE-LAW LOW-LOSS 
FINE 

TUNING CONDENSER 
(PA1ENr PENDING) - 

(FOR COARSE AND FINE TUNING) 
Exceptionally fine tuning can be obtained by the 

100.1 Reduction Gear 
SALIENT FEATURES: 

- ThF WIRZLESS -cO$RUc'rOR 

/ 

- i -. 

- 

In re'plying Io adverIise.s: plee .menlion TRE \VIRELESS CONSTRUC1OR. 1115 

____________ - - 

i' 

fore rendering it absolutely 
unaffected by vibration, 
and enabling the cats- .............................. 
whisker to be regulated to 
any requirement. It Is A free sample el the 
without doubt the Best 

: New 'SEHVIGE' 
Value obtainable Long Distance Crysal 

Best Nickel-plated Finish. : supplied with each 
Retail Price 2/6 (panel mona : Detector 
ting) 2/9 (mounted on 
ebonite base). 

Sole Producers 

The Service Radio Co., Ltd. 
67 Church Street. Stke Newington, London, N.16 

Supplied by all reputable dealers 

SOIE AGENTS: 

The ASHLEY WIRELESS 
TELEPHONE COMPANY 
69 RENSHAW STREET, LIVERPOOL 
Telephone-4628 ROYAL Telegrams-ROTA BY, LIVERPOOL 

London and Southern Counties: 
PETTIGREW and MERRIMAN 
122 Tooley Street, London, S.E.1 
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J. H. NAYLOR LIMITED, WIGAN 
I 

"S S 
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.S' J - 

- from oto loo. Thesegraduationsareagaindivided, 
giving 200 àctual readings. Each reading is capable 
of an infinite number of adjustments by means of GUARANTEED TO ABOLISH the vernier gearing. - 

k . The clockwork multigear is made by watchmakers HAND CAPACITY EFFECTS 
for the sake of accuracy and is quite free from Made in 3 models. ,. 
backlash. 

SUPER FULSTOP. It is a no loss Condenser, is perfectly square law and 
- 00025 2516d has brass vanes. - 28/6d. 

It is the superlative Condenser, and is positiv,ely un- .çj 30/6d. r 
by any other variable Condenser made. approached 

The Standard Fuistop, geared 2 to 1.Js stil In 
S. great demand. We also thake thu Plain Fuistop 

- 

without gears - - - - . - 

ST &NDA1tD FULST PL&INFTJLSTOP 

- - . - 5 

Seni for full descriptive Protcted throughout 
- - - - --- leaflet free. the . 

world. 
'Th âre tIffe Models If any dlMcuty In ob - 

taming 

.......................... 

- -- - and all are guaranto ita and we 

(C)IS4DEI.*4SER t'or tiicive months willsenddirectpostfree - - - 

i- 

THE NEW SUPER 
FULSTOP CONDENSER :4 
-the greatest advancei variable condeser 
construction since the introduction of wire- 
less. 

_____ 

J 
Fifteenthonths gò the Fulstop Vaiable Condenser _________ 
supeiseded all other condensers. It possessed two __ 
entirely new features-it was geared and it abolished Tii 
absolutely hand capacity effects. The new Super _________ 
Fulstop Condenser is as far in advance of the old 
Fulstop as that was in advanàe of ordinary variable ___. 
condensers This is why ____ - 

- 

- The new Super Fulstop Condenser is fitted with -, _________ -- 
dulgearipg. Ithastvooperatingknobs. One has - 

a gea ratio of 2-Iand is used for first adjustmènt. 
- - -- Thesecond-a small vernier knob-is geared 125 to 

- :. -- . 

- 

r 

i and is used for final critical tuning: 
-The dial is graduated round the whole circumference 

t .- 
- 

_f. - - .-.- - 

I- - - 

- 

:-- .-: ---..- - - 

t 

..- .-- - -. - - - - '--. 

- 

t -., - 

11-1í -' 't- 
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F 
: 

L 

REVISED - PRICES OF THE WORLD-FAMOUS 
e - 

LOW LOSS COILS 
- - PArENT N9 2t35a 

Coil Nos. 25 30 35 40 50 60 75 100 150 200 

Prices - 4/3 4/3 4/3 4/5 4/6 4/10 4/10 6/3 7/0. 8/0 

Coil Nos. 250 300 400 500 00 750 1000 1250 1500 
Prices 8/6 9/0 10/0 10/3 fl/0 12/6 13/9 15/6 17/6 

- 1f 
- Ask your Dealer for Revised Lisis. 

The best-as the whole world's finding-is the coil with the twin-wire winding 
- 

Sole Manufac/urers: - - 

H. Clarke & Co. (Manchester) Ltd., Atlas Works, Old Trafford, Manchester - - 

 Di"7ITP. I Tfl E I U onoc(ons,onehoI W/ll Sie) at 1/4 

£ .- £ . E ablevernier roller. Perfect contact W/5212 (Two-way) at 6/6 each 

18-19 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2 
wth9ut flexible or moving wires. W/53/3(Three.way)at 8/6 each 

Phoru: 4577 Reijeú. Te1e'rame: "Tilles, Westrand" E From all Dealers or dires: Porn 

.- M. A J JJ 9-15, WHITECROSS ST., LONDON, E.C.1 - . = ITA ZIj yy Full IIIu,tr.ted CtaIogue of' Etherptu.+ 

IIIIIIIIIIIIII.IIUhIIIjjII!1I!I!!lI,jj_1IIII!JIIj!iiIJ1RuIJJIJI1jjnhIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlJ* 
a comeoceot. ou oppileotlo,, 

you will find we carry a full range 
stock of requisite larts, of the E 
best possible quality for the:- 

'. NEUTRODYNE, SUPER-HET- - 
= 7r- . - 

ERODYNE, MICRODYNE, 
t 

TROPADYNE, .ULTRADYNE, .-.. 

and all the latest reflex Circuits. 
Do not fail to inspect the latest Thssfronglyconst,octcdVeerCotl 

in Positive Low Loss Conilensers, overth,ordin, typcs 
- - 

the most efficiept mat che.d 
E - Oor Patent One.Hok Fixing ned 

. 

Transformers special minute - i' ni one 14e to drUg 

' Panel. Switches Geared Vernier - E needpontonthie,xteeffectively 

Dials, 8o-r, &è. 
. J 

espeon ally ota 
- = 

- f - 000iyEboniteandtheTinnedCop e = Write at once for our Catalogue, 
post free by ment toning this paper 

= - ji \Vires aen ,tCulotC, with Run 
ji Stony ng of oIflront noTours. IT IS - . ETHERPLUS-.asd BritIslimad 

Qçtobe;, j 925 

IHhlUhIIlIlIIIIIIIIIIUI!IIII!I1IUhIItI1IIIlIlII1tlIIIH!IIIIIlUItllHhlIIIflhIUI! 

NO MATTER what CIRCUIT t 

YOU DESIRE th CONSTRUCT 

THE WIREIESS CONSTRUCTOR 

HERí 

RADIO ACCESSORIES 
E 

ÇPERPECT - Ef4SUR RECEPTION 

One-hole Fixing and 
Wiring 

Patent) 

VERNIER 
COIL - HOLDER 
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1 4/ - The Best Dull Emitter " - 

FIL A M N T i REAT olume is not usually associated 
VOLTS 15-2 with small current consumption. - 

FILA M ENT But every user of the "Six Sixty" knows that 
CUR R E N T S in its patented MOLYBDENUM T HORIUM 

3 amps / / COVERED FILAMENT, volume with economy 
¡f voue local dealer / 1'i F / is achieved as in no other valvé, either bright 
J cannot sapply, 

write direct tous. If / , S or dull emitter. 
possible please give . . 
dealer'8 name and 4' ' e' S Make it your next valve purchase. 
address. f 

$" I$ f Our folders, descriptiie of the Testimony 'that tells i / unique filament of the "Six / Sixty" and giving users testi- '' 
' / monies of recent achievements, Orann, York-s 

merit your perusal. Send a 
- i wanteii a good Valve as ñ ' post card to-day to- - Detector. I purchased the 

- - 
: "Six Sixty" Valve, and when 
: i pat it on the Set as a de- 
: lector I got MANCHESTER. 

n rr- : LONDON, ABERDEEN ami 

CH ILfl HhIR________ 
LLLIJD 

: LTD the Loud Speaker anda great 
many statton8 came swarm- 

/ - TRIUMPI-f HOUSE - iflQ inonthephones.-J.CM 

i 

Tire WIRELEss CoNsTRucro1 

i 

October, ..i92b 
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V V 

H V 

III (j" 189 REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.i 
V 

'P1eose: liegend 533G 

YOUR SET COULD BE IMPROVED 
BY INCORPORATING MINIMUM CAPACITY 

I 
BURWOOD . 

VALVE HOLDERS' 
AU Metal Parts Nickel-Plateil. 

- Acknowledged an exceptionally 
efficient holder for BASEBDAItD 
mounting. and a TRUE fitting. 
A QUALITY component at a 

V 
reasonable price. 

- Neatly lxed & fully guaranteed. I 

From al deaiers sr 5.ist free / j 

BURW000 (CONCESSIONAIRES) 
Ltd. 

FINEST EBONITE. Great Queen Street, Lomlon, 
SAY NO! to Substitutes. W.C.2 

DORWOOD CONSTRUCTOR'S GAUGE' 
l I J J I 

j 
I J 

1lVVii1 REGISTeRED. 
--j 'J BRITISH RADI! 

C) , o o d,V9N1dv1 
V 4 

- 9, :v 

o Ô5o c '-t. 1/9 
V 

T' L lw-)' TROIS cora DEALER, 

711893 
j V I IADlUSQi. 

OR POST FREE FROM 

N OTKING gives your panel more character and finish than neat 
accurate setting out of the pari e. The Dorwood Gauge is indie- 

Pensabls to constructors. It comprises a Valve te mplate,-contact Stud 
Spacerto any radlus,-B.A. tapping and cléaring drill gaugee,-3 In, 
Rule and Square. Made In hard plate, silvered and finely engraved. 

- . . . Sole Makers- - 
, 

- V 

DOR WOODS, 274a, Kéntish Town Road, London, N.W.5 

Good News for every Crystal asèr 

THE LEADING JNATURAL 
GALENA CRYSTAL 

Gi1Ray, 
now reduced 

V 

' prie e 'to- 
Increased output and most advantageous contracts ' 
for suppl:es of galena,' enables "Gil-Ray,'.' he 
famoui Crystal, f'urmrrly sold at rid, to become is 'natural-not 
available to every tistreer, in all parts of Great synthetic, nor sensi- 
Britain, at ehe price o 1/- tised gaena. Every 

piece is tested and 
You now ob's,,,, at thu price of an unrallab'e told under a guaran- 
end ung'jaranteed, inferior orystal, a high- tee of replacement 
grade Crystal svitha definite guarantee of compeee if sot found satis-, 
sensitiveness, factory. 

- - ,' Look for the buff 
e .. Tin-containing a'-. g' -. ' itbetal piece of Gil- 

Ray fall 

.g Dealers .ì7ji: In case of difficulty, send P.O. i/-, with 
Dealer's name. to: 

Oil-RAY TROINC CORPORATION 
LTD. V 

Sicilian House. LONDON, W.C.1 
'Phone: Bassum 3206 

I 
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Tesis RADIONM1.. 
&merican Hard Rubber Company (Britain) Ltd. 

ea3 Office i i3a ForeStreet, Depois: roo Wellington Street, Glasgow. 
xx6 Snow Hill, Birmingham. 

London, E.C. 2 ¡rih Agenle: 8 Corporation Street, Belfasl 

thlbert Ad. 33i' 

-'-i 
Supersedes the usual 

THE «QUAD" type of insulator: in- 

AERIAL creased efficiency due 
INSULATOR to absence of twists 

PRICE 1/6 . and sharp bends. 

- 1ft-1,fl Q. 

i" 
-o,.. 1' 

THE 'REMOCON" COIL STAND WITH RE- 

icatlon In any circuit. 
Ratios-1 1, 1* 4. 

Testeu cunoensers like 
Ertcsson'e are the last 
word In accuracy. 
Stout vanes, accurati 
spaciiig, sturdy work- 
manslilp, low losses. 

____ .0005. 10/6 
.001. 12/0 

- 

1i 

A new brius.,OU .1.00-S tini 
wave trap for tuning out 
powerful locula. la- 

valuable la DZ work, 

ACCURACY - dead 
accuracy is the 

key-note of t.RICSSON 
TEST8D PAR rsa 
Condensers, Trans- 
formera, Rheostats, 
Coil-holders, etc., etc., 
all have to pass a pretty 
stiff laboratory test at 
our Beeston Works be- 
fore tise market sees 
them. 

All the DX fans are 
using Ericsson Tested 
Parts, for it's on long- 
distance work . that 
good components pull 
their weight.. 

WrUe to-day for our 
splendid illustrated lisle. 
48k for part iculars of 
our receivers, cr7/dat and 
valve, headphones, loud- 
,peakers etc. Agenlo 

-eerywhere. 

THE BRITISH 

L M. ERICSSON 
MFG. CO. LTD. 
67-73, KINGSWAY 

LONDON W.C.2 

Otober, .1925 
0 

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR 

t1 E PA N E L - D E L U X E ______ 

H 
GOOD news travels apace-and it is not 

surprising, therefore, to find that wire- 
less enthusiasts are gladly paying the few 
shillings extra for Radion Panels. Already 
they have realised that at a very small extra 
cost they can insure against surface leakage and 
all the deadly ills to which cheap ebonite is prone. 

black and malsoganüe. Radion can also be 

(J 

Ra4i,on is available in si different sizes is 

cuppised in any special size. Black rd. per 
square s,ich, snalsoganite z±d.per squareinc lu 

Ei 

st 
- 

In replying to advertisers, le'zse mention TUE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR. 1119 

IMOTE CONTROL. Enables the stand to be mounted in 
any position irrespective of the control knob. Gives 
exceedingly fine adjustment, with absence of back-lash. 

PRICE, complets with 12 in. flexible controls, 12/6 

"DEXTRAUDIOÑ' VALVES iu 
increase the efficiency of your set 

Order 

from this advertisement or write for neu' 44 
page Radio Catalogue, post free 1f you mention 

The Wireless Constructor." 

L. 

ECONOMIC ELECTRIC. liMITED. 
e4,iercu Gffices: Showrooms: Branch Works: 

itzroy Square, W.1 303 Euston Road, N.W.1 Twickenham 

, 
'E 

hr: 

'F 
$114 r 
.,r,,,i4» 4â 4.. 

,., 

t -1 

: 
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I 
PBTOSCOTF CO. LTD. HEAD OFFICES: 77 CITY RD., E.C.i 

- 
I BRANCHES: 62 High Holboth, London, W.C1. WaIthamtow: 230 Wood Street. 

Plymouth: 4 Bank of England Place. Liverpool: 4 Manchester Street. 
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This néw-and btte-wa aranees you 

succe in Se-bth1diñg . - : 

r1rHOUSANDS of wireless enthusiasts at fits snugly into is potition either on the panel 
JI. this moment are asking themselves this orjon the baseboard. The full complement of 

question: Shall I buy a ready-made Set or screws, terminals, nuts and bolts is supplied- 
build one myself and save the difference? nothing is missitig and there is nothing more 
Many of them have already successfully built to buy. A most complete wiring diagram shows 
themselves Crystal Sets, but-and here their the position of each component and terminal 
lack of confidence shows itself-they are afraid and how it should be connected up. Everything 
to tackle the building of a goòd Valve Receiver, has been done, in fact, to make the building of 
Now here is where the Pilot System of any Pilot Set the job of a few hours with no 
Simplified Set-building is proving itself to be tools but a pair of pliers, a screwdriver, and a 
the greatest and most helpful soldering iron. 

I- ----------------- innovation of the season. No The purchase of a Pilot Receiver 
one can fail to get perfect : List of Pilot Sets : inpartsforhomeassemblycarries 
results the first time with a ' with it a guarantee of complete 
Pilot Set. Even if you have All Concert de luxe : satisfaction or money refundedin 
never built a Set before we will : Simplicity 3-valve u 

3-valve Dual f1111. An expert Service Depart-. 
still guarantee you complete 

: 4-valve Family : ment is available for testing and 
success. The reason is not Transatlantic Five : correcting any instrument not 
hard to seek. : Anglo-American Six giving satisfactory results. Why 
Every Pilot Receiver combines ' 7-valve T:A.T. : hesitate any longer? Just send 
efficiency with simplicity. Its : S.T. 100, etc. etc. ' 3d. for a copy of the Pilot Chart 

H panel is supplied cut to size, i --------------- , .. giving particulars of more than 
- - neatly engraved and accurately q Illurtrafrd Catalogue of iVire- 30 splenaid Pilot Receivers avail- 

drilled. Every tested component less Coueponenis (48 pages) 3d. . able in parts fdr home assembly. 
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Òrinnd Low Loss Condenser 
SQUARE LAW 

A new departure in British Condenser design, giving 
the following advantages :- - 

i. Practically negligible losses. 2. One-hole fixing-one " diam. 
hole is needed to fix this condenser to panels 3. Rigid construc- - 

tion-cannot warp; end plates of stout aluminium, perfectly flat. 
4. Fixed vanes supported by " ebonite strips. 5. Smooth action, 
spindle tension is maintained by a specially designed friction washer. 

No man eve, looked 
into the Íuture more 
accurately than Jules 

e revue. Yet even he 
did not foresee the day, 
flow with us, when 
amateurs can tune in 
to St4ttiOlLS all ?ound 
the world with a speed 
that reduces the trip 
from 80 (lays to nearer 
80 seconds. 

( 

October, I95 
: 

I'E WIRELEss CONSTRUC'OR 
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tI seconds - 

Condenser '-___ 
- 

199-205 Pentonville Road, King's Cross, London, N.1 - 

Tlephone-Clerkenwell 9344, 5 & 6 Telegrams: 0 Ormondengi, Kincross" - ' 
FacWry-WHISKTh' STREET, CLEREEÌQ WELL, ECl - 

25 VEAPS' BRITISH MANUFACTURING EXPERIENCE S 

I repLying to .ádvertise?s, please mentiGn TaE Wr.zss CQNSrRUCTOR. L121 

6. Moving vanes and end plates are at earth potential. 7. One- The scentiflc achieve- 
piece knob and dial-supplied loose. Secured by 4B.A. Set Screw. ments of to-day are 
This condenser is fitted with Supplied in the following sizes: po.siWe owing to the 
optional soldering Tags, or Ter- 

Size wjtYerrder wjtho:r genius of modern in- - 

mmals,andcanbesuppliedwith - 00025 ... 8/- ... 6/6 . VCUIjOU and engineer- 
or without Vernier as desired. 0003 ... 9/- ... 7/6 in.g cra/ts,nanship. 

0005 ... 9/6 ... 8/- 
Write for our new (1925) Cala- ... 10/6 . 9/ .ZQotable examples are 
legue and trade terms- Complete with Knob and Dial. provided by Qrmond 
We specialise in 7 ,- All Cheques and 

' 

. Products, the outcome 
turning brass 

. r... '. - 
- Postal Orders of 25 years' Brit is/i 

7iai 
ihould be crossed Mzcturtng Ex- 

Parts and Ac- . . - ab e to Tne 
cessoriss of all ' Or,nond En- 
descriptions. - - . - gineereng Co. - 
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GiThert A1. 3324 

1122 In relyin lo adverlisers, please men!ion Th CoNsTRUcToR; 

r 

llave you Entrants for the Sylverex 
Pilze Scheine ore asked to 
write down the following 

entered for. 
list of ''toms 'in their order 
ot popularity. Put down first 
'bid, item you consider most 
popular ; then the item you 

the " Sy-l'verex ConSider second in populauty, 
unit so on Write on'y the 

Radio Crystál 
items listed here. Prizes 
will be a,varded to those 
entries most nearly in 

total 

Prize Scheme ? 
a cordance with tIte 
voting of all coospetitori 

CoventGardenOpera 
The Competition is simple-you Symphony Orchestra 
merely put twelve B.B.C. "turns" The Children's Hour 

e in order of popularity. And every The Savoy Bands 
competitor receives a prize, the chief The Wireless Drama 

r prizes going to those competitors giving the 
. "Celebrity 'Speeches 

nearest to the correct list according to total Sports Talk 
voting; the other competitors all receive Humorous Consolation Prizes 
Ask your Wire- Sylverex is a natural Entertainers 

e less Dealer for Crystal and is a resela- De Groot- and Picca- 
Full Details-or ' ' lion in sensitiseness. dilly Orchestra 
send a Postcard It is sub/cc fed fo' the 
to Sylverex Ltd. . fullestíeslsofanycrys- Concert Parties 
(Dept. D) 25, tal on the market, " Star " Musicians 

Vjc-fnja treet, and as a consequence and Vocalists 
London, S.W.1 , is fully guaranteed. News and \Veather 

' 

Reports 

Fri ce / 
Ç'Ve4C 

Your list of items most be 
'f- written on the pitde 

TIm 4lce Toas-ii Silier.Alluy !- 
(back) of the printed direc- ,- 

g ' 
:, " 'r'-' 2 

tionslip enclosed with each 
packet of Syiverex Cryatal 

2OQ 
, in Cash Prizes 

r - \ Ist Prize -l00Cash 
2nd Prize- £5OCash 

a: 
S 3rd Prize - £25Cash a- 

- 
, 50 Prizes of 10/-each 

': 
Numerous 'dditional prizes, 
consisting nf Valve Sets, 
Crystal Seta, Lood Speukers 

LW., etc., and thousands el 
- Consolation Prizes of copies - 

____________ of Deputar published sones 

and accuracy have always earned unstinted 
praise. . 

z 

Among all your wireless friends you will 
never have known one who has ever been 
disappointed with a T.C.C.. Mansbridge 
Condenser. And, after all, this feeling of 
supreme confidence is a great thing. It 
means that you can accept a T.C.C. 
Mansbridge Condenser, place it in the 
circuit,, and know that its capacity is 
exactly as marked and that it cannot 
possibly short circuit. The most frequent 
and rigorous tests that can be devised 
safeguard both of these points for you. 

But not all green condensers are T.C.C., 
and not all condensers produce to.. 
imitate the T.C.C. are of the genuine ,'- 
Mansbridge pattern. In fact, very few o,f . 
them are. But you are always safe if you 
see the letters T.C.C. stamied on the sido 
of the case. 

Mansb ridge 
Coñdensers 
In all values from all Dealers 

Telegraph Condenser Co. Lcd. 
Mortlake Road, Kew ,- 

H 

t 
I 

THE WIREI4ESS CONSTRUCTOR 

- 

Make yourSet 

Micro- - 

Selective 

BE 
able to get those 

elusive DX sta- 
tions readily, clear and 
loud. Simply replace 
your dials with Pelican 

UNIVERNIERS 
without otherwise altering your set, or drilling 
the panel, ahd then see what a marvellous 
difference it will make to your tuning. 

It does away with Vernier Condensers 
Buy good, plain condensers and fit with 
Pelican Univernier dials. The Pelican 

- Univernier will make tise finest receiver 
- 100% more efficient. The large single 

knob gives a 12 to i reduction. T»e - 

\ 12 to 1 ratio is proved the most efficient - 

for selective control. 

Pelican UNI VERNIER complete, 6/- 
'at your dealer or post paid on receipt of P.O. 

PELL, CAHILL & CO.,. LTD. 
64 NEWMAN STREET 

LONDON, W.! 
Telephone: Telegrams: 

Museum 923g Pelcarad, Wesdo, London 

October, 1925 

1.905-1925 
¡.'OR more than twenty years T.C.C. 
-- Mansbridge Condensers have been the 
standard fixed condensers for all electrical 
requirements. Firsi in telegraphy-after- 
wards in wireless telegraphy-now in - 

Broadcast reception, their dependability - 
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PACENT RADIO 
E 'SENTIALS 

Fin st VIS A. Products 
EVERY CONSTRUCTOR NEEDS THEM 

RHEOSTAT 4/6 0 or 3 onsi 
PII/O 2/. DON'T 

E 
JAUKOENO 23 

D.0 2/9 IMPROVISE 

N GRID LEAK 1,6 PACENTISE 
DZALERS. 0E 

TRADIO & ELECTRICAL ACCES'ORIE ' CO, 
14, Eudwood C.,urt Road, Handsworth, Sham 

You cannot get a better 

SERVICE 
than that oflered by 

For 'economy's sake ' .' 

you'll choose this Oldhárn 
ACHEAP 'accumulator is aboût the most expensive thing you 

can buy. Not only will it have a short life, but it will require 
much more frequent recharging.' And should it stand idle for any 
length of time much of its charge will disappear. 

Oldham accumulators are built to give long service. Not only 

)ctober,'1.925 

ELECTRA VIX RADIOS 
The increasing acope of wireless apparatur hai 
necesritated s wide increase in our already large 
and compreheasive stock in London. 
Our now Ju y edition of our famous Catalogue 
of Radio Bargains now contains 500 illusratloue 
of radio seta, comp flouts, and electrical instru. 
mento of great inter at. Many of liese are 
unohtislbable eloe here and our prices aro tise 
Very lowest. 
The ape imenter on ahora waves, tise esprt 
tran molter or the crystal novice will aU And lt 
advantage us to have a copy of 
"The CATALOGUB that SA VESYOU POUNDS" 
Its scope ranger from.' 5s. paiS of British Read' 
phones or is 120. 64. MillImsmeter to a 10.000 volt 
Geuerator, and corers all requirements. 
1f yac cannot. coli and inspect goods in orar 
,.howroonag between O am, and 6 p.m. it will 
pay you tuend 44. for" air Ca.alagase at "nro. 
Goods promptly d spatelsed ai Over the world. 

LESLIE IIXON & COMPAOY, t 
9, Colonial Avenue. Mia rie,, E.l 

'Phons Avenue 4106 Tekg Electrsdix Aldi 
Co'oolaj Armee la the dosi ou'lett down the 
Msooriea from Feuchuroh Street er Wgate 

Un4ergrosarsd Station 

Masmore' ELECTRIC SÔLDER11G 
lROi ítr Wireless Constructors 

British mai12 & Gu.raotead 6 months 

Giver cavi r, neater and better 
seid rin' than sn other method. 

- o 

WmELESS CONSRCTOR1 

- o 
'IIIItIIIIIj!j . ' 

. II1IIIi'ijjjjjIJIic 
-. 

-. 

I _ 
'l 

I 

II 

loan.. ' " (1V111llllllt . ' 

II ' ' III '.. . . 'r -s 

I 
S GTh6rA4.3811 

72 replying to- advetisers, please menlion -TUE Wuziss. CONSTRUCTOR.. 
- 1128 

s, 

1 

WALTER E. REYNOLDS 
Wireless Apparaius Man utariurer 

4 South Street, Fenton, STAFFS 
ASK cOR QUOTATIONS AND LISTS r--_______ 

ASBQARD VALVI' 'R 
- SAFETY SOCKETS. CAP 

PCDUC.0 TO THE ASSOLUTE, ..,MUM. 
OSTAISASLI FROM ALL TSE 51.37 DEALERS 

eVULG1N4,, 
PRICE2J3EACH i' 9IICIJRSITORST. 

B COSTOSA. CHANCERY LANE (C.4. - - n 
EBON1Ti BUSHES 
FOR PERFE('T 
MOUNTING INSUL&TXON 

W J' Two requi?ed 
Orders under for each bole. 

p.toge. NUMBER 1 2 3 4 6 
Sizeof Hole 4B.s. 2oo.1/4". 5/J8" 3/8" 

DAREX Price each: Id. Id. lid. 3d. 2d. 
RADIO Co,, Standard Workn. Foreet EID. S,E 23. 

COUPON. 
Questions and Answers 

This Coupon must be acccmpanied with 
& 2 /6 P. 0. and stamped addressed 

envelope. 
N WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR " Oct. 1925 

does this mean long life-it means also the ability to hold a 
charge for a much greater period. Their secret of success lies in 
their plates. All Oldham plates are made under the exclusive 
Special Activation Process-a method of plate, making which 

- . automatically guarantees an exceptionally tough plate, capable of 
readily withstanding sulphation and buckling. 

- - Examine an Oldham at your Dealer's. Note its strong case made 
from the best celluloid it is possible to obtain. If you have had 
experience with the leaky, flimsy cases of cheap accumulators you'll 
be glad to handle an Oldham and to see its immense strength. 

You will also observe that its large filler cap screws into the top and 
that no acid can leak out. Its terminals, too, are of generous 
diameter, one being red and the other black to indicate polarity. 

Altogether this Oldham Accumulator is splendidly made and well 
worth the moderate price asked for it. Available in a wide range 
of capacities in 2-volt units at all first-class Wireless Dealers. 

OLDHAM & SONS LTD., DENTON, MANCHESTER 
London: Haztitt haase, Soul harnf4on Building; W.C.a 

Glasgow: t° Wellington Street 

I 
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- 15 7 Phones: AND BIRMINGHAM Grams:' 15 / EACH 
E REGENT 2231/2 "CIARTRON, WESTRAND, LONDON / 

- 1124 ' ¡n frplyiflg lo 'advertisers, please mention THE WIREZESS CONSTRUCTOR. - -' 

E Fil. Volts 
= Fil. Current 
E 0.25 amp. 
E AnodeVolts3O-150 

Anode Impedaflée = - 10.000 
AmpUflcation 

E Factor 9 

1,5/- 

E, FOR 
E RESISTANCE 

CAPACITY 
COUPLED 
AIsIPLIFIER 

-C:T.25B 
E Fll.Volts 5 

Fil. Current 
0.25 amp. 

E Anode Volts 90-200 
= Anode Impedance 
E 20.000 
E Ampl1ficatln 

Factor 20 
= Power Amp. 
E Factor 20 
E ' Supplied English or 
E American Bascs. 

Fil. Current CLEARTRON VALVES possess UNUSUAL RECEP- - 0.08 amp. 
Anode Volts 30-150 TION QUALITIES through which they have Anode Impedance 

achièved their great reputation and sale in America. - 17.500 - 

Factor 8.75 

VASTLY INCREASED VOLUME' 12/6 
FAR GREATER DISTANCE AN EVERY 

- OPERATIC PURITY OF TONE PURPOSE 

KEENER SELECTIVITY- VOLUME 
- VALVE 

C.T. 15 Sold under an IRONCLAD GUARANTEE 
Fjl.Volts ..... 

POSITIVE PERFORMANCE Fil Current 
0.l5amp; 

OR INSTANT REPLACEMENT 
Anode Volts30-160 - 

Anode ImpéIaECe 
20 .000 

Amplißcation 
Factor 10 

Full technical' data on request or sample 
valves sent post free, together with our 1 2 / 6 - 

Ironclad Guarantee, on receipt of remit-: ALSO 

tance and name of nearest Dealer.: CLEARTRON 
VALVES FOR 

- 

- AMERICAN 
__________________________________________ SETS & KITS 

CT. 199 - 

CLEARTRONI RADIO LIMÏTED (Dry Cells)' 
C.T.201a- 

1, CHARING CROSS, LONDON, S.W.1 (Accumutstors) 

E BRITISH MADE 

IÂII@VALV 4J 
AN EVERY Cleartron-America's biggest selling independent AN EVERY 

- PURPOSE PURPOSE = 
= POWER - wireless valve is now manufactured at the Cleartron - VOLUME = 

- VALVE Works in Birmingham-Britain's newest and most -- VALVE 

E recently equipped radio factory. - C.T. 08 E 
E CT. 25 - O Fil. Volts ...... ..3 E 

FI Introducing 

CLAIRflrIR©II J 

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR - October, 1925 
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 4d. 33u) 
In replying (o advev1isers please mention T WsESs CONsTRUcToR. i 12 

- 

?Wt(gJ4 Se/" 
M Ooo Iô aUI. O 
OAK STANDARD .. CABINET WITH 2'I v4W LOCKS, rl..: 
to lock up any set 

t and batteriea WIth - - -. 
panetuptoZd" X 18. . - 

Sent on approval 
Trade Su ppIIed - - 

V1 ni Priça carriage paid - . 
and packing free: 

22 wide inside £4 15 -g 
25 £5 O 

80 ,, £8 O 

MAKERIMPURT CO. 
» Dept-2O} 

5Íi. Lord street. . - 

LVak.OoL --- - 

SUIÇRSM 

S1L MARSHALL 
210 and 211 trans- 

tormera are knowti as the 
Snest Intermediate trans- 
formera ever produced. 
They were an Inportant 
eat,re of the receiver 

built entirely of S-M 
Parts that won the 
grand sweepstake prize 
at the recent American 
Radio Show. They are 
also used by experts 
in the new Super-Auto- 
dyne. Laboratory and 
All-Wave Super-Hetero-. 
dyne Receivers. 
S-M. Kit,- consisting 0f 

- two 210 and one 211 
together with cne IOI 
Oscillator Coupler, List 

Price, £8 18g. 9d. 
Send for reprints of 
articles and our 36pp. 
Radio Catalogue, en- 
closing 6d. in stamps 
to cover cost of postage. 

A. ROTHERMEL, 
LTD., 

- 
- 24-28, Maddox Street, 

London, W.1. 
Telephone: MayfaIr 578 

(i-if 
Eureka - introduces. 

)I 

three new modells: 
A M J'OR the past two years Eureka has been 

r J accepted as the finest Transformer that 
k money can buy. It has always been selected » 

I- - 

r by those to whom quality of reproduction is - . the first essential. Owing to its unique -- 
I ):! principles of construction and the immense - , ..- - 

amount of fine copper wire involved, it is of 
i ': » necessity high-priced. As a result, although - 

i - coveted by every discriminating amateur, not 
h11;, everyone can afford to buy it. 
P 

'; 
l. . Six months' work in our extensive laboratories 

- -., - has now enabled us to reproduce for the £rst 
I 

1: time in the new Eureka Baby Grand - a - 

J - worthy competitor of the famous Concert 
I - :1 

Grand. The same quality of workmanship- 
'..- - 

the same freedom from breakdown-the game 
ç,. 

: ': j high-grade materials-the same purity of twie 
r - 

-still the game Eureka but in a smaller size. 

,) 

4- No longer is it necessary for you to accept an 

4 

;(: inferior subgtitutc because the Concert Grand 
: i - 

is beyond your means-choose the Eureka 
. 

Baby Grand and you are guaranteed the ame 
4_ .:( - Eureka standard of quality. 
'd ' - . - 

- 

! p - 

Everyone can now 
- : A: - - afford the Eureka 

4 
»1:-- 

EurekaßabyOrand. No. I reflex efrcuit thrn .uy 
: - ew ud inep.eeivo s etage trVn,farmer. UcouditionaUy 

- ?: - guaranteed. Price 15). 
I r thoulIyg.i tedtCP 1J Eureka Concert Grand 

I p 
Eun.aBabyGrandNo 2 

;f-- .: Ar ss.i.. ,;randrco. lwbentwo staee of radio engineers for its wonderful 
41 j-: If .;n1,Iifu.00n are wied ° 

un. smpheauowsthacompleteobsence r: cuditionoUy'guarontrrd. Price 15/. of dwtortaon. Uurondstlonoily 

1(11.- Eureka Reflex Transformer 
guaranteed. Pesce 25/. 

- -- -r The first - Tranoformer ever to be Eureka No. 2 - 

, r placed on the market no being Specially designed for use as s 

'Ib-. fine polity instrument will Concert Grand. Unconditionally 

- s.ees ny dessgnrd for reflex work, second stage trcusformer with the 

i:: 1'.vc considerably moro volume in s guaranteed. Price 21/. 

Don't experiment - specify Eureka 

-- 

- , - 

-- - 

'u--. 

» -, 

October, 1925 

PLUGo AND jACKS 3/. paiE; DEnar Saitcls 3 -" point, 2/8 Ma.nsb.idgB Condonsers. mlii., 2/.; 
Modalation Transfornt,rS, i/.. All Ex.W.D. 

Post F,ee. 

A. ROBERTS t CO., 42. Redford Hill, 
Basihisni. S.W.12 

W:: 
H°DCCKO.1 

DIAL. IVWDICAÎQRS 

OBTAINABIZ FROM OLI THE BEST OLALERS. 

fl 

THt WTRELSS CoNs'rRuc1oR 

AnnourrcEmont of Portasbje Uiihiin. Co. Lad., Piher St.. W.C.1 

o: 
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Risks 
HY take risks when buying radio components? A 
moment's care will mean hours of better recention. 

Kiiow what you're buying.-For instance-. - 
The VICTORIA LOW LOSS CONDENSER is an instrument 
that has merited the expressed approval of radio men 
all over the country. There i nothing better. 

L of a practised hand, resulting in complete 
satisfaction. - :. 

Pose 
No. 

. 
Price S'r.o 

1 HOW TO BUILD AN ST.IOO RECEIVER ... 1/6 1/9 
By John Scott-Taggart. F.Inst.P., * 

AJSI.LE.E. 

2 HOW TO BUILD THE "FAMILY" 4. 
VALVE RECEIVER ... ... :.. 2/6 2/9 

By Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E. 
3 110W TO BUILD THE "SIMPLICITY" 3. 

ThE .WmErzss CONSTRUCTOR 

- 
- 

- .... 

- 

. October,. 1925 - 

RADIO. PRESS 
ENY.IELOPES 
Each envelope contains, complete instruc- 
tions written by eminent radio experts, 
and this, together with elaborate illustra- 
tions and wiring diagrams, enables the 
novice to build a set with all thé confidence 

t 'Vlctorìawlfl make It." 
- Rere is one. 

' 

VICTORIA ELECTRICAL (Manchester) LTD. RADIO PRESS, LTD. 
VICTORIA WORKS, OAKFIELD ROAD, BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2 

ALTRINCIIAM, CHESHIRE 
44, 

1126 In replying to adiierti5ers, please r.ntion' Tn \VII,zsS CONSTRUCTOR. 

- ----- --S-- 

'I 

I f 

I. 

OBSERVE THESE POINTS The VICTORIA VERNIER DIAL 
of SUPERIORITY Single Plate Verniers are of the 

Fixed and moving vanes de- past: the only universally recog. 
signed to give perfect square fused method to-day is a micro- 

- law reading. Ball bearings. meter variation of the whole 
Vanes insulated by ebonite condenser. You can obtain this 
supports outside the electro- by using the "VICTORIA" 
static field. Sturdily con- VERNIER DIAL, which has a 
structed, yet presenting a ratio of 300 to 1, obtained by a 
pleasing appearance with precision screw motion. No 
highly finished alumlnhun gears, therefore no back lash. 
end plates, nickelled supports Coarse and fine tuning provided 
and brass vanes. A really first for. Suitable for use with 
class condenser, particularly any standard condenser ei - 

Ideal for short wavelengths. variometer. Price 4 9. - 

Th ,b.. ,, 

-9I i -4t! 
- -0003 - - 14/- 

-0002 
- - 13 6 

Fitted with Ver. 
nier Dial and pro- 

- 

For purposes of i.Uusf ration, 
clsion estnoIsn 
tandis so ilias- 

oecdon of panel is not ir tedi sl6extraon 
pricesquadabove 

shown in correct position. 
Prom Your Deaier 

\YÎE said: "Whenever a better 
VV condenser is produced the. 

VALVE SET ... ...... ... 2/6. 2/9 
By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc. 

4 HOW TO BUILD THE ALL-CONCERT DE 
LUXE RECEIVER ... ... ... 2/6 2/9 

By Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E. 
5 HOW TO BUILD THE OMNI RECEIVER 2/6 2/9 

By John Scott-Taggart, F.Inzt.P., 
A.M.I.E.E. 

'6 HOV TO BUILD THE ABC WAVE TRAP 1/6 1/9 
By G. P. Kendall, RSc. 

7 110W TO BUILD A 2-VALVE AMPLIFIER 
-DE LUXE .. .. ... ... ... 1/6 1/9 

-. By Herbert K. Simpson. 
8 HOW TO MAKE A I-VALVE REFLEX.. 

RECEIVER .. .. ... .. 1/6 1/9 
- By Herbert K. Simpson. - 

9 HOW TO BUILD AN EFFICIENT SINGLE- 
VALVE SET ... .. .. ... 1/6.1/9 

By Herbert K. Simpson. 
IO HOW TO MAKE THE TWIN-VALVE LOUD 

SPEAKER RECEIVER .. ... ... 2/6 2/9 
By John Scott-Taggart, F.Inat.P., - 

AJ'ILI.E.E. 
II AN ADAPTABLE CRYSTAL SET AND 

HOW TO BUILD IT ... ... 1/6 1/9 
By Percy W. Harris, M.LR.E. 

- All the above can be obtained from Wireless 
dealers, booksellers, bookstalls, or direct from 

Dept. W., Radio Press, Ltd. 

For prompt and sure delivery when ordering 
direct from Radio Press, Ltd., please write 

ojour name in BLOCK LETTERS. 
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$TW 
W I R E ,L E S S <) SPECIALITIES 

GUARANTEED 

Obtainable from most Wireless Dealers 
BRETWOOD LIMITED 
12-18, London Mews, Maple St., London, W. 

- 
I barclays Ad. 

In replying to advertisers, please mention Tu WIRr,Ess CONSTRUCTOR. 1127 

PRICE 3/- - 

Postage 2d. 

With Condenser 

r 
- (as illusirated 

4/6 
Postage 3d. 

Aloose contact in a receiver 
may give rise to loud 

crackling noises. The usual car- 
bon compression type of variable 
grid leak consists of pellets or 
particles of carbon or impreg.' 
nated material in more or less 
loose contact with each other. 
'How can they be expected to be 
silent or constant in operation? 
Only in the "Bretwood" variable 
grjd leak is absolute constancy in 
action obtained. 
The hom3geneous mastic employed 
ensures this. One of the most difficult 
faults to trace is that arising from a poor 
grid leak. If you fit a Bretwood" 
you just know it's right. 

Our mark guranIc'c of Quality 

The LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO. 

AND SMITHS LTD. - 

(Makers of Electrj Wire for over forty years) ' 

Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C. I 

be ACCURATE and renain so. 
The element is an entirely new 
departure. and bas distinct 
adyantages over any other. 

Actual sise PRICE 2/- each 

If any difficulty in obtaininq, write us and we will send direct, 
post free. 

J. IL NAYLOR, Ltd., WIGAN 

A Loose 
Contact 

and then with a special glazed covering 
which has exceptional insulating ctualities. 

The more complicated the circuit - 

the more important it. is to use 
"Glazite " in different colours. 

Supplied in four 'cMours-;ed, blue, yellow and black. 

10-ft. coils (1/18 SW.G.), price 1/2 per coil, 
2-ft. lengths (1/16 S.W.G.), 4 lengths in an envelope. 

assorted coiurs, prIce 1/- per packet. - 

In addition to the famous Fuistop 
Condensers we make the following: 

- 
Fuistop Variable 

- . Grid Leak. 
O 

At lait. A variable grid lak 
that is CONSTANT and 

.5 
ACCURATE In its perform- 

in Its J ence. as well as reading, 
It is supplied complete with 

O dial graduated horn O to lo. 
' 

In addition. it inrorporates the 
famous Falstpp Patente. and is 
guaanteed to be free horn 
hani-capasity eldects. 

/ PRICE 7/6 

Fuistop Fixed 
' 

-" Grid Leaks 
Three-guoyi ers (1. 2 & 3 megs.) 

full size . 1. Patented, and guaranteed to 

"GLAZITE," the coloured connecting 
wire, marks a new era in the construction 
of wireless sets It dispenses entirely 
with insulating sleeving and gives perfect' 
insulation with a minimum of trouble. 
The back-of-panel short becomes an im- 
possibility, expensive valves may be 
saved, and the appearance of the set is 
enhanced. 
Furthermore, ' Glazite " is flame-prof 
and damp-proof. It consists of tinned 
copper wire, first covered with cotton, 

t October, 1925 

II l... 

"FULSTOP" 
COMPONENTS 

THE WIREIIESS CONSTRUCTOR 
f 

T 
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Sorloys Ad. rCiUU& 

1128 jTfl replying ¿Q dverlisers please rneniQn Ta Wthi.ss CONSTRUcTOR, 

-to be seen at the 
Royal Albert Hall ' 

RADIAX LOW LOSS COILS 

IF you deoire improved tuning, 
. -1 

on Rad lax Coils. - Each one is but tW) of I 

I volume and selectivity, insist H E S E are 

engraved with tradimark and many cuaIly in- 

turns are bonded together, and i Products which I 

size. They are strong, all t1e 
J 

terestin rtadiax I. 

they are of reasonable aire. I you rhust see or 

No.25 116 No. L . 
I information. I 

- 

Packedinjndividu.alcontainers. I Write for full I - 

35 9)9 ,, 100 0)9 ,, 250 4.0 
50 W- , 150 3/ , 300 5,3 _______LAL Usimonned coils Od. each less. 

- Sel of nine onounted, 27e. 

fl 44 RADIO HOUSE 
RADIA X Liti Toheenham Court Road 

LONDON. - W.1 TIS1 

i Tslephoee MUSEUM 700. ' -J s 

TUNING 
- Keen as a Razor! 

:oi!:'°' reception of distant radio demands the utmost 
ti tuning accuracy. Every rodio enthusIast of experience 
I 

fl 
appreciates this fael which accounts for so maey having ¡caer- 

- f 
porsted tisC Mierohm Vernier Coedenser into their receivers. 

¿ J They hure proved it to he an Instrument capable of sharp 
and accurate tuning slsvsyn. eriCh the greatest ease of 

..fllV. . adjustment. Untllyou bave fitted the Microhm into your 
:lUlflUt act, you cannot know what fino toning really is. l'or s 
RI141tlltflI1Il negligible outlay you eon greai.ly improve upon 

present resulta. itemeneber it moot be the- 
24 luise of L'.ciog 
adjustment. Single , - t in. hole fixing. - 
Maximum capacity . , l'or use in parallel with acciai 
000015 mOd. Muemum uniI asede tuning eondensero. 

espacity Negligible. 
Prise 2'G nostago 31. Indispensable for Neutrodynen. 

fln VAItSITT WORES. COLLEGE ST., LONDON, 5.9 
MIOROHM ENGINEERINC iU.. 'phone 

Scottish Agents KEITH * IRWIN. 35, Robertson Street. Olsagow, 0.2 

- 38, Gt. Russell Street, London, W.C.1. 'Phone.' Museum 6634/5 

TWO GOOD THINGS 
THE RADIAX LOUD SPEAKER 

British made instrument combining 
several good points. Perfect in tonal 

quality, lt Is extremely sensitive to small 
power, yet capable of dealing with large 
volume very successfully. For the mod- 
erste,price, there is no loudspeaker pos- 
sessing similar capabilities to compare 
wtth the Radiai. 

(i8° high with a 10' trumpet) 
Permanently Guaranteed PRICE 451- t 

THE RADIAX BABY . ' 

P OSSESSES all the features of the 
-RADIAX LOUD SPEAKER and is an 
Instrument that gives best results always. 

(12' high) 
Permanently Guaranteed PRICE 22/6 

s Send for List. - 

Kriscros Co., 50, Gray's Inn Road, W.C.i 

I MAXEL 

The New MAXEL 
Accumulator 
Specially designed for Wireless 

GIJARANTMSD rwELVi MONTES. 
If you live too for awoy to esli and ne, the 
Battery Mail your Order to un for the 
lion 500 root. V'e vill willingly return 

your money if you are disauipointed. 

AMPS. 
40 6U 80 110 

7/6 98 it/6 14,- 
15/- 18/6 22/- 25/6 
22/6 27/- 32/6 7Ib 

2VOLT .. H 

4VOLT. .. H 

''VOLT .. __________________H 
Packing 1/- extra pee battery. 

60 volt H.T. Batteries 7/6 poet free j 

ELECTRICAL CO. 28, Clip,to,,e Street, Great 
Portland Street. W.1 

Keeaest Qoot,ationa to the Trade for all Wireless Components. Weite for Price List 

H. D. ZEALANDER & co. 
PhOne. A sense .5. ST. JOHN'S HOUSE, 124-127, MINORIES, LONDON. Ei 

INSIST UPON 

: CARIITE 
H.T. BATTERIES 
L.F. TRANSFORMERS 

q and 
AHEMO HEADPHONES 

MERCHANTS CAGENCIES Ltd. 

37 'T'OTPlT' R°R'NT. WShTMINSTS. S,W,1 

EH'PT 2 ('' LTD 'Phone Victoria Sill. 'Gramo Rentfonet, Pari. 
s, i 'Jl N . Abo at 1 KING ST., COVENT GARDES, W.O.2 

orc,iv. Ad 

SOLDERED JOINTS SUPERSEDED 
You'cÇn easily 'connect up the most complicated set 
entirely without use ot solder, with the PATENT 

gg; 

' 4 joiat UsedbyMr. 
Percy W. Harris and 

r . ,' otiierleathngexperts 
t '._ A "Kriscros" for 

- 

' I 

every s an ar 

IIIJ1 *' Pricesl/6 to 
. 

ThE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR 

-. "FAMA" DUTCH' VALVES 
CHEAPEST & BEST 

AMPLIFIER 
Fil. Volts 3-8'to 4 

4! 6 
POWER 

(DOUBLE GRID)81 6 
Anode 30 to loo Fil. Volts 4 to 6 

Anode,, 100 to 250 Free Amps. 05 Post Free Post 
Amps. 03 The Loud Speaker. 

DETECTOR 
Fil. Volts 3-S to4 4 6 

O06 D.E. 
FL Volts 1'8 to3 

Anode,, 20 to 60 Anode , 20 to 100 
Post- Free 

5 

J 

Fost Free Amps. 006 The Dry Cell Valve 
-' EXTRA LIBERAL TR.DE UISOENTS 

- October, 1925 

INSIST UPON 
SHIPTON'S 
PRODUCTS 

AT YOUR 
DEALE RS ___________ 
¡ohm Rheostat 

whfuse /- PR O D U C T S 30 ,, 3/- 
60g, ,, 3/- 

Potentiometer 
Dân't chOose radio components Indis- 

600 ohm 4/6 criminately. Buy wisely-shipton's. Uein 
Variable thipton Components In your radio receiver. 

gridleak 3/- - -you make certain oÍ best possible resulto 
Patent corn- 

- at alt times. bined aerial & - 

earth switch 3/6 Other Shipton Products in preparation 
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r 

& 

- POINT 
Write for Leaflet W.C. free on application 

:so1e Distributors: P. M., Ltd. 
- -- Tooley Sfreet Londòn, S.E.1 

USE NEWEY SNAP TERMINALS 
.L1XII I I 

 - . ,. The 4-Point Condenser 
The Instrument 'has lower lossés' than any other condenser, 

' due to the use of Bakelite, the remarkable air gaps in 
- - the moulding, the complete absence of rubbing - contacts, and 

the elimination of alL snrnlus metal he i the flet .-,nnt. 

In the minimum capacity poiion the vanes are widely sepirated and 
the nearest edges arenll points; further, the insttument has no metal 
end plates to give a high minimum capacity; this is the second point. 
Hand capacity is eliminated, due to entire isolation of Control 
from the main body of condenser; this is the third point. 
The gearing design obviates the use of a vernier with its 
attendant losses, whilst at the same time it prov,des for a dial 
movement of 360°, and, due to the square shape of the vanes, 
gives an absolutely Irue square law, this Is the fourth point. 
Lastly, the Condenser, which is single hole fixing, is beautifully 
finished, only the best Jlakelite and high grade brass being 
used, and it bears the Newey British Hail Mark of Excellence. 

I 
P 

t' Piñ 'Condenser 

: 

- 

t 

SQUARE has fcur points-so has th"e Newey Condenser. 
Its name does not entirely refer to the unique square H 

shape of 'the vanes, but also to the four underlying - 

constructional principles which will gain for this Pl 

instrument a distinction entirely different from any 
- other type of instrument in fact it has been predicted - 

that the secret of tuning in the coming season wilt be bund in 

October, 1925. THE. WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR 
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11 In replying Lo adverLise;s, flLOfl Ta Wnrss CoNsraucroL 

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd., 
172, International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. 

CABINETS t4ç3 CABINETS 
WRITE AT ONCE loe out titustrated listof 100 varietIes ol 

cabinets or reilo eets, including toaDy 
described In "ILODERN WIItELSSS," "WI&ELESS WEEKLY." 
and" WUIELESS COSTEUCTOR, "etc., or 'phone Clerkeuwelt 6908. 

NAME Write 
In 

aDDRESS ......................... - Letters 

Cut ajng here and post in unsea ed enveope bearIng d. stamps 
TRADE ENQUiRIES ESPECIALLY INViTED. 

CARRI NOTON MANUFACTURING CO., LTD. 
18/20, NórnIarla Buildings. Mitchell Sta, Centrai St.1 E.C.1 

WRITE FOR rOUSER "Z-s 'PHONE-ICORTN 4161, 5162 

SUPER SETS and ACCURACY 
For efficient resalte, absoluto accointe capacity 
and low loss are essential. 
You mast therefore et THE 

1! Dorwood Precision Condensers 
which are guaranteed by our srorks latioratory test 

F 

The only grid condenser having a three point 
connection. 
The DOItWOOD ha, often tieso issed in sets described In Itadlo 
Press publications. !l'his Is another guarantee of its efficiency. 

GET DORWOOD PRECISION CONDENSERS 
direct from us it your dealer cannot supply at once, cost tres 
at list pcices se follows:- 

PRICES: 
Capiscities .t90 to '0009 MF. with or without Grid Leak clip 2/6 

'001 to 006 - . . . - above '006 to '01 - - - . . 4/6 
Sole 

HERBERT BOWYER & CO. 
Ia.RalleyMewi,Leyerton 

Masuf act mers Street. LONDON. N.W.5 

suc HAROLD BOWDEN, MANAGING DIRECTOR OF THE 
RALEIGH cYCLE Co., LTD., NOTTINGHAM, says :- 

"The Diploma of the I.C.S. in the hand.s of an ambitious 
man can carry him far, as it has carried thousands. To 
possess this qualiûcation is proof of a sound, thorough, and 
specialised education in the subject representing that 

inàn's vocation." 
The LC.S. originated spare-time technical training by post 34 years ago, and 

a by tar the largest institution o? its kind In the world. It has teaching centres 
¡n eleven countries, anti students in SIty. 

Write to-day jor full information as to how the I.CS. can 
help you in your chosen vocation. There are 300 I.CS. Courses. 

L 
of which the following are the most important groups:-. 

Wireless Telegraphy (Elementary and Advanced) 
Advertising Engineering (all Protessional Exams. 
Architecture branches) Salesmanship 
Buiithng French and Spanish Showcard Writing 
Commercial Art General Education Textiles 
Commercial Training Market Gardening Window Dressing 
DraughtsmansliiP Piumbing Woodworking 

/ 

WHY BUY ACCUMULATORS? 
// yoorsel(otour real 1lire Service Pnnrtool 

vrekiy or fc-rtnigh ly della- flea ci Ilotas Wire 
i sa Accumulataws London Area) (rotti 96 5Greater 
per quarter It I w Ui 

ion. tel u- maintain iban. Always cleati, and 
JPoii odd depreciation fully charge I. We nitaratiten satsütctiOn. 

ta 1h, repon.. an4 

RADIO DOCTOR AT YOUR SERVICE 
,trtakilfa.-'ly recharged, 

cato you cciatdeonWy 1F pont set gives poor reception, nut Wirviesa 
more th atar jneia,je. Sprciati-t will call at vaut house and examino in 
Rira 50,-oSe. (nr a saisit fee (Greater London Area) and if 

flecesoary estimate Ist repairs or iCCOflStruCiion, 

RADIO SERVICE CD., 105e, TORRIANO AVENUE, KENTISH TOWN, NW.5 

REAL SERVICE-Hire or Maintenance 

Faerew which gives 9" valve Set described 47, MARK LANE ITTRO with adjustable A,S usesl in the Cry8to- 

It to be Stted to eciatiag clips. fll,°6ie Cscelr.,ctoe'. 
eitension. thus allowing In July issue of The LONDON, E.C.3 

- 

.' You, also, can 
increase your salary 

"After 17 years with a 
London engineering firm, I was 
receiving on1y4 ios. od. aweek, 

in Civil Engineering, I quickly 
but becoming an I.C.S. student 

- got an appointment ati,000 a 
year, which steadily increased 
tO2,5OO!" - Many thousands of such 
messages from grateful students 

have been received by the International Correspondence 
Schools, the originators of 

SPARE TIME STUDY BY POST 
The I.C.S. Diploma is known, valued, respected, in every 

country. It is an insurance against unemployment, and wins 
prosperity and happiness for its owner. 

Branche,: 80, Newlngton Causeway, I.E i 
7, St. George's C.rcua, SEi; 16, Manette ¡_J 5S 
St., Cha.rng Croas Rd., WI; 291, Edgware 508 
Rd., WI; 81, church Rd., Up;er Norsvood, Phone: 

SEll. HOP 4177 

o 
CURRENT? 

LIGHT YOU'R 
HOUSE 

T 

CHARGE 
BATTERIES 

with 

REGALITE 

and Charging 
Plant 

FROMF6 
Complete with 
Batteries, etc. 

. - -. --- 
A. E. MORRISON & SON, Oartree Street, LEICESTER 

- -, S 

I 

J 

THE WIRELESS 'CONS1RUCTOR - 

The Bronel Permanent Detector 
¶THE BRONEL PERMANENT ¶THERE IS NOTHING 

DETECTOR IS ABSOLUTELY TO ADJUST AND IT 
& DEFINITELY PERMANENT IS ALWAYS SET 

5 YEARS SOLID 
GUARANTEE 

all Wireless Dealers 5I! Win.R.BOWMAN LTD.--- 

October, 1925 

: 
The last word in 

EFFICINCY and 
k LEGANCE. / / 

"Scientific" NON ! 7 

METALLIC HORNS 
Two cf cur latest model3. 

t 

j'1 

Nc Approx. PRICE Pose 

517 - 11" 156 1/9 

Trade Inquiries Invited. 

SOIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES, - 

156, NEWINGTON cAUSEWAY, LONDON, 
SEl. . 
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DOMINION TIMBERS. 
Remarkable success of our coecial WEM. 
BLEY OFFERS to AMATEUR WOOD 
WORKERS. The demand has been ENOIt- 
MOUS, and there are already HUSDREDS 
of SATISFIED USERS OS' 

AUSTRALIAN SILKY OAK 
the moot wonderful fsu ed wood known. 
During Wembley we offer this and mano 
other EMPIRE WOODS at GREAPL1 
REDUCED PRICES. Specially selected 
for WIRELESS BOXES, FRETWORK. 
and all elasars of AMATEUR CABINET 
WORK. All tlsicknesoeaplafle:l ready fòr 
use. Guaranteed bone dry and tree from 

e knots, etc. Write now for WEMBLEY. 
DISCOUNT LiST, or we will rood our scie- 
ful sample parcel of six different wood, 
(two pl Ceo lino, z 81es, and tour smaller 
pieceS 'in all l( sq. ft.. for absolute cost 
prlce,I/3 poet free, Only one parcel allowed 
each applicant, 

THE 
sooner you install Berkeley 

Upholstery in your home the 
sooner yqu will realise that luxurious com- 

fort and rest which make home a haven 
ofjoy and peace from the world's troubles. 

Handsome in appearance, so soundly constructed 
that it will last for years, Berkeley' Upholstery is 
unrivalled for value and has gained a reputation for 
comfort and reliability which time steadily increases. 

Specification & Construction of Berkeley Upholstery 

FRAME: Made from specially selected well-seasoned birch. ali 

Any piece of the Berkeley 
Lounge. Saite supplied 

aeparately if dea ired. 

The Berkeley 
Chesterfield 

ii a handsome lounge with an 
adjustable let down end. ThIs 
adjustable end is absolutely r.- 
liable and ils strength Is such 
that when extended il can be 
used as an extra seal. Estremi 

Qctober, 1925 

/AI.VE WINDOWS 
MA%(tt0,SHOP 

r9)CIJRSITOR . 

e. 
.cee,e CHANCERY LANE LC.4. 

L.. 
. "F.AR:ranLer 

(SHROUDED 

RATIO 5to 1. 15/- 
01 all Dealers or 

M. BOBIN,21 WarwickLane,LOfldOfl, E.C. 
Telephone: Central 4872. - 

12 o 23 ¡RADIO COMPANY LTD.. .iI-:v . 

___________I 27. Come Lane, Come. Lance. - 

IIIlIIIIIIIIIIIIuIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIuIIIflhII ¿I) - 
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EMPIRE TIMBER CO. (Dept. BEE) 
101, Dewsbury Road, DoUte Hill, N.W.1O 

,..........2-VALVE AMPLIFIER, 35/-........_ 
I-Vulve Amplifier. 20'., both perfect as lese; Volves 
4/6 each smart Headi'Isone, 7.0 'air neIv 4-Volt 
Accumulator, cellulbid'case. 131.: seso CO-Volt H.P. 
Ilsttery, guaranteed ti-; 2-Valve All-Station Set, 

£4. Apisrovsl svilliogly 
0. TaylOr, 57, Btndley Rd., Stockwell, London 

MOUNTS IN MO1tI tYS 
than any other 

q 

L:.L'h1 

' 
. PAT.NO. 737o 

The L. & P. Universal 
Vernier Coil Holder 

gives the fineot control of 
coupling ever achieved. 
Designed for "one-hole ' panel 
mounting. Easilr fitted buck or 
front of panal, lita action of the 
moving coil-holder is ors the IVorm 
and piniosi tivincilile together with a 
sse,ciaI patented hiring which 

' 
iiaI,inces the seei1ht of the moving 
coil. 
Thts combinatio, give, a 
Emaotlises. oust delicacy Now 
of control not to. be ex. Reduced 
perievcenl Willi nay other 
device svhuitaocver. Every to 
purtof tue ivorkoinnoltip is ' stiiscrb. A Il nidal heavily 

* liluted. Only PUllE eben. 
tIe used-no niotililiugs. 

WIRELESS Plus devIce will make all the differ- 
ence between .'' getting" a distant 

EXHIBITION .tutiouandjuatmissiuugit. 
Dg cee 0ny i, coil holder af any ¡sied 

ALBERT HALL, outil yet, hice lied ossi' list. tlC,ition 

naine at dealer misen writing, 

SEPT. LONDON & PROVINCIAL 

joinfs perfectly dowelled and fitted. SPRINGS: Made in our own 
Works'from the finest steel-copper rustless wire, which retain 
their resiliency after years of constant use. WEBBING: Bsl 
Scotch make that has been tested up toan enormous strain before 
use. UPHOLSTERY: By our system the whole of the springs in 
the seat, back and front edge are entirely free in action, with the 

.result that they respond -to every movement of the body, thus 
assuring complete comfort and repose. Finest fibre stuffing. 
COVERING: Tapestries, cretonnes, etc.. of your own seleclion. 

The 
e 

Re ta. 

LOUNGE SUITE 
Comprises: Berkeley Chesterfield, Berkeley Wing - 

Model and the famous Berkeley Easy Chair. 
GliARANTEE- Sold on the Money-Back Principle 
Delivered Free in England and Wales (Scotland extra) 

H. J. S EARLE & .SON, LTD., 
(Dept.WC) 70-78, OLD KENT RD., LONDON, S.E.1 
Showrooms: 133, Victoria Street W.,tmi,s.t.r. London. S.W.1 

and THE ARCADE. CROYDON. 
I - - 

_S1' .-' 

L ovas 

1 Cs5h Prie, for Complete Suit. 

1O:IJ 
- - 

- 19!O-O 50! with order& 't. sr 
- balance 50/-m'tby 

length with end lt down, fill. 
I 

CASH PRICE 

L E J 
or3O!.withorder t 
and 6 payment, 
of 30!- monthly. 

The Berkeley 
Wing Model 

has large well-upholstered wings 
and is higher n the back than 
the Berkeley giving dIra corn. 
fort and proleclion fromdraughis. 
CASH PRICE 

L 5 
or 1 5!. with ordet' sod 6 payments of 

15!- monthly. 

The Berkeley 
bas the largest sale of smi Easy 
Chair in the world. 
CASH PRICE 

S 
51 or 15/. with order - and 5 payments of 

15!. monthly. 

\ WRITE TO-DAY 
L..,,,, for Patterns of \ Coverings 

% POST 
' FREE 

A 

- I 
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KATHOXYD, LTD., 41, High Hoborn, London,W.C. I. GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD.. I 

orSnd O Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road - 
LWERP! - 

1132 In replying to advertisers, please mention Ta \VIR.EIss CoNsrRucTo. - 

production is extraordinary 
}athoxyd consists of a smooth metal local-station use, the other a fine graphite 
elate in a brass mount, which fits your point for long-distance work. Each 
L.rystal cup. lt is supplied with two contact is radi1y fixed, in place 
contacts-one a ball of zioc iron, for of your ordinary catswhjsker. 

Kath. i' -: - 
RADIO DETECTOR CRYSTAL 

Supplied in sealed boxe3. containing one-Kathoxyd Element. one 

Ball Contact and one Long-distance Contact ......... Price 
From all Wsreles' Dealsr. 

\Vholesale from all reputable Factors. All cono rie3 welcomed b 

L_ 
MOVIG BLOCK 
CAN'OT FAlL 

Made from Bake-lite 
Mouldings with Nickel- 

Plated Parts 

Retail Selling Prices: 

Two-Way -, 7/- 
Three-Way 10/6 

staba 
fdate- au 

:I [s 

ji eta 
o cats- 
iískev- ' Abolish your Crystal and cats- 

*bisker and adopt thia trouble-free 
iethod of detection. Not a 
permanent detector, but a readily 
adjustable one, with a zinc ball 
making contact with a smooth plate 
coated with mineral compounds. 

volume of pure 

FIT "I C'FT TC" COIL- 
THE. L'.J î JiJ - HOLDER 

a'ncl Realise What Perfect Reception means 
S 

Tree ' \\ Holders are fitted with 

I Vernier movement actu- Jated by three sets of en- 

- 
cased precislo: - ç 

They carry the General Radio Guirantee. (. 

E E 
4OSJ , a.% . 

- Price 20/- - - 

g4'i __ - - 
£O'V bIIO - 

P.. W .1 

- 
approximately is what you pay for GENERAL 0 

RADIOPHONES. 0 -. 
If you are buying weight, they. are the-most expensive : 

0 

you can buy. 0 - - - 

O If you are buying result, they are easily the cheapest. O 

:. - 

- Which do you want-a pound of dissatisfaction or . 

- OñONES' O 0 - 

0 

0 seven ounces of sensitivity? 0 

0 

Do you want a sore head-or comfort? - 

Sore ears - or Matched tone? Any Phone - or 
: .- - O 

GENERAL RADIOPHONES 

1HZ WIRELESS CONS1RUCOR -øctobeì, 1925 
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TTTT WTRELFSS CoNs'rRuc1oR 

ANNOUNCE 
TA New 14'ÎreÍess 

ANEW invention of the \Vestern Electi 
placed on the market on October ist 

The.'!Kone" Loud Speaker, as its name by the Scientific application of two coli 
absolutely faithful reproduction is assure 
and complete freedom frop-ì the objection 
ciated with most Loud Speakers of the h 

ORDER YOURS NOW AND SA VE 

Western Electric Comp 
CONNAUGUT HOUSE. ALDW 

- 
- Central 7345 (10 lines). 

WORKS North Woolwich, New Southgate. Bexley Heath 
- Leeds, Birmingham, Manchester, Newcastle, Cardity, Soi 

- 

- / 

- - 

IMENT -- - 

!oudspikeiH -i - 

ic Company that will be - 

i925. - 4 

implies, has been evolved 
es, with the result that . 

I of every musical note, 
ble guttural tones asso- 
rn type. 
ISA PPOINTMENT. 

iiq Limited, 
k'CH, LONDON. ' I 4 

Hendon. BRANCHES : Glasgow, 
thampton, Liverpool, Dublin, etc. 

. " - - 4 .- -r 

- - 
L 

', 

-, 4 

:--: 
J - 

- 

.4 
- 

- 

___-t_ 
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/ 
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fiIámentt. 
The simplest, most efficient method of accom- 
plishing this is to use a Benjamin Clearer 
Tone Valve Holder. This new shock-absorbing 
device prevents the trajismission of outside 
noises to the filament. Outside vibratiorls 

pure tone) are completely &ssipated. 
(often inaudible to the ear, yet invariably 

The secret lies in the four delicately adjusted 
if . 

spngs, cushioning the valve against all external 
shocks. Though responding to the slightest 
vibration these springs are immeasurably strong, per- 
mitting the tightest valve to be inserted without fear of 
damage. EACH SPRING HAS ONE TURN ONLY. 
High insulation, low capacity and great mechanical strength 
is assured by using Bakelite for the body of the holder. 

Receivers ...... 
By ,eJan i. M. Douglas. 

ii 
7 How to Make a "Unit" WireIes 

Rece:ver ....... 2/6 2/8 
By K. iiedpath. 

8 Pictorial Wireless Circuits .. 1/8 1/8 
By Oswald J. hantise. 

9 Wireless Valvej Simply Explaned 2/8 2/8 
lip John .scott-'J agUan, Fdnst.P., 

4M .1 Ji E. 
10 Practoal Wireless Valve Crcujts 216 2/8 

Jig John .coll-Taqqar, F.Jn.e.p., 
A.M.I.E.E. 

i2 Radro Valves and How to Use Them 2/8 2/8 
By John ScoU-Taggarl, EJ seele., 

4.M.I.E.E. 
¡3 500 Wireless Questions Answere8 21G 2/8 

liv G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., and 
ft. Iledpath. 

14 12 Tested Wireless Sets .... 2/0 2/8 
By Percy W. harria, M.I.11.E. 

15 More Practical Valve Citonite .. 3/6 3110 
.byJohss.,cofl-'i aggarl, ,Vln.esP 

A.M.l.ft.E. 
16 Honie-Built W:reless Ccmpcnente 2/6 2/8 
17 Whelan Sets for Ernie Con- 

slractrs .. .. .. 2/8 2/8 - 

 T.Hi W1IELJSS CONSTRUCrOR - 

VîJ,ratio*i ( - - - - - - - - 

¿istaút 
[ 

shocks L 

tLey 
alwa 

g'). -. 
- 

Pr©tect yourvalves- 

float them on springs 

and kill noise in the 

Octobef 1925 - 

-Buy 
Experience 

Radio Press Books are the 
condensed expérienée of 
many years' research, 
writteñ by experts in a 
mannrthat brings complete 
satisfaction. They aré com- 
prehensive in the variety of 
subjects covered, as a glance 
below will tell. 

RADIO PRESS. BOOKS 
- Foot 

Price. Free. 
i Wireless for AU ...... 9d. lid. 

By John .colt-Taggurt, F.tsst.P., 
A.A1.1.B.B. 

2 Simplified Wireless .. .. 1f- 112 
Bi, John ScoU-Taqgart, FJnB.P., 

A MAL' .5. 
3 How to Make Your Own Broad- 

cast Receiver ...... 1/C 1/8 
By John ScoU-J'agOrt, F.InatJ°., 

A.MLE.bJ. 
4 Row to Erect your Wirlss Aerat 1i 112 

By B. Miltell, A.M.A .5.5. 
5 The Construction of Wireless 

Receising Apparatus .... 116 1/8 
By P. B. yers 

6 The Construction of Crystal 

From your Dealer or direct from: all BookotaUs, Newsagents, your ¡ocal 

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LIMITED rdT 
ßrantwood Works. Tariff Road, Tottenhani. N17 

CTP o Ing direct from Radio 

«SUI 

address tfl »LOOK LETTE1tS. 

The Benjamin Battery Sjvitch gives RADIO PRESS, LTD. 
Bush Hause. Strand. LvUd'n W C2 

per fect current control, 2/- each 
j . 

-. ........... ....... - 
liarelays 4I. 

113 t ¡n replying fo advertiseri, pleáse mention THE \VII.ELESS CoNriucroR. 

W \ 

\'\\ b 
There are terminal connections joints - all one solid metal 
for the experimenter and piece from ta to valve leg. 
soldering tags for the per- o flexibte wire connec- 

' 

manent set. The Benjamin 

2/9 
tions. The spring supports 

Clearer Tone Valve Holder are not affected by stiff 
bar ForGood 

Sect jonal of Holder is easily cleaned-little or bus wiring. 
no dust can collect in the lec e pt ion with Dull 
sockets. Each 

Emitter Valves Benjamin 
The springs themselves, as Clearer Tone Anti- 
shown in the lower of the Microphonic Valve 
two diagrams, ìorsn the Holders are absolutely 
valve pin sockets. No solderel essential. 

ßnIr/sN B!!7A! N 
MADE 

EARERTO EVALVEHOLDE 
Detail of Spring Feature Patents (ANTI-MICROPHON IC) Pending 

By li. ltedpath. 
.18 Tuùng Coils and How to Wind 

Them ........ 1/6 1/8 
By (-I. P. Kendall, RSe. 

21 SIx Simple Sets ...... 1/6 1/8 
By .tanley (. RaUee, M.I.R.R. 

22 Switches in Wireless Circuits. ,. 1/6 1/8 
By pswatd J. fianiin. - 

24 W.relss Faults anti Hw to Find 
Them .......... 1/6 1/3 

By R. Iv. Hollows, M.A. 
Elemen'ary Text Book on Wireless 

Vacuum mites .. ;. 10/.. 10/6 
By Jokes .,cou-Taggart, F.Inst.P., AM .1 

Radio Engineering 15/- 15/9 
By J. H. liejener, RSe. (fions.), 

A.C.G.I., D.I.C. 

Radio Press Books are obtainable from 
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a switch, rheostat, and a low-loss 
valve holder enables a valve to be 
Switched irs or out of actiOn whilst 
at the same time preserving ab- 
solute continuity of the circuit... - 
The filament can be controlled as 
usual with the rheostat, the valve 
being switched on and off by 
means of the switch. lt is one-. 
hole fixing and is fitted with an 
engraved dial showing ON and 
OFF positions. 

SO05 W. 163 9/- 
Vernice Adtuatmerit 91- entra. 

Price 8/6 

WILKINS &'WRIGHT, UTIliTY WORKS 
KEN YON STREET BIRMINGHAM 

Telephone: Central 2334. Telegraphic Add,'ess Utility, B'gham." 

Start the season well with a 

E EX.Crjstal 
A "DETEX' detects even the faintest signals which 
you never hear at all with ordinary crystals. 

A genuine testimony-of which we receive 
many. 
"Since - i purchased a 'DETEX' Crystal I have 
put it to most rigorous tests with really wonderful 
results. in fact the 'DETEX' is the best crystal 
i have ever tested." - 

October, 1925 

JTWO NEW UTILITY7c00T' 
THE IJIILITY LOW-LOSS 

CONDENSER 
ThIs instrument has been designed to meet 
the demand for a condenser thatis really 
low loss. One end plate has been dispensed 

- -e: 
t. - 

with and all insulation has been placed 
outside the electro-static field. 
The bearing of the Centre Spindle Is of 

length "end has been unusual and play" 
The is fitted entirely eliminated. condenser 

with á dust cover and is one-hole fixing. 
THE UTILITY VERNIER DIAL - 

I . 

Designed especially for use with the above 
condenser on a new geared principle which 
gives both direct and Vernier adjustment, 
with a reduction ratio of 50 to 1. Backlash 
has been entirely eliminated. 

Pric:e of the "Utility" Low Lo., 
Condenser. 

- THE UTILITY VALVE- 
Caysseity Ref. No. Prise 

eel W.1a9 j49 

SWITCH UNIT \,ea w,seo 12/6 

This component, which combines 
'0e03 - W. 161 50/' 

ososa w. , 

ThE WIREI4ESS CONSrRUCTOR 

RADIONS LTD.;' BOLLINGtON, Near MACCLESFÍEUJ 
II 

New,at1e.on-Tyne: Steven, Ltd., 67, Newgate Street. 
Sheffield: Sheffield Radio, 30, Trippet Lane. 

¡n replying to. advertisers, please mention ,.1, WZI.ESS coNSTRUCTOR. 11351 

i' 

T 

Barclays Ad. 

Radion D.F. '06 

aAt 
A wonderful, efficient 3-volt i 0/6 

Ø 
"veI7 dull 6lsment valve _____________ 
In tavotypee i HF. L.F. _________ 

tIt 

Rad ion D.F. .34 
A 2-volt dull emittmr of 
fine performance. 

For Guaranteed 
British-Made 

If you have any difficulty in beIng 
served, dont be "put off." We 
will be pleased to give your ordern 

prompt attention. 

R4D!ON Y4LVKS. 
tVrUe te.day. 

755 titO type,: H.F.& -, Kaalon (il'. 
A 4.volt bcight valve that I 
univ consumes 48 amp. 

Radion Pyramid 
(1) Valva ,o1vdo -_____ 
luge. Gin be used with largest loud speoker 
without valve cliii s'tion. Filament robust; 
works st Ice temperature. ensuring long life 
Special .cduetruetcon gives highest effleirOc 
sad mechanical strength, Fil, volte 55; Fi. 
ompo, '34; Anude volta 50-100; Neg. Grid- 
ums 3-9. Aleo supplied with 4V. fil, if desired. 
rrom United Dea;erg or Direct Post, Free. 
Dont let any dealer try to sel! you something 
dearer. There are no better valves; our cunes 
PItO VE IP. Bay RADIONS and save money. 

New VALVE REPAIR Prices 
'8e are the only British firm of vulve thama- 
facturera ivlin will repair valves for you. We 
run su"cesetully repair practic cUy every make.I 

BRIGHT EMITTERS 5/- 
DULL EMITTERS 7/6 
from 'service dealers or post free from us. 
Power valves at halt the met el British stand- 
sed current prieto 'or 'he name type when 'em. 

RiDION 

C. R. Taylor, B.Sc. Eng.2 A.M.1.Mech.E. 

Obtainable from all radio dealers-or send P.O. for 
1/6 (jsost (ree) for this pròduct 0f science and nature.' 

Sole Producers: 

DETEX, 59, New Oxford Street 
LONDON, W.C.1 

C AUTI0N Be sure you get genuine "DETEX" in 
the scientific rad transparent box and 

that the oId seal ja unbroken. - 

- . // GUAR4NTE.EDt 

EACH - 

zi ¡ ' ri-«c 
.01 all the 

best ratho 
o 

WHOLESALE .' ' '' ,- .. ,. 

London: 
Roughtons, Ltd., Ensign onse. 88/9. HIgh Holborn; Snn 
Electrical Co., Ltd., 118, Charing Cross Road; Manufacturers 
Accessories Co,, Ltd., 86, Great'Eavtern Street; Brown Brothers 
Ltd.,, 22, Ot. Eastern Street, London, E.C.2 and Associated 
Companies. 

Birminsvham, Nnrthamptnn e.nd Lejce.ter: e 

Cooke & Whitfic!d Wireless, Ltd.. 24, St. Paul's Sq.. Birmingham. 
Manchester: Garnett's, Isllngton Grove Works, Salford. 
Leeds: Ellison dt HilIman, 123, Albion Street. - - 

Bradford: Thos. Dyson, 7Ç\ Manchester Road. 
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r - -- V 
EDITEDBY 

JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART. M.C., F.lnst.P,. 
A.M.I.E.E. 

THE 
ßrst number of this new Radio Press Trade Monthly appears at a time when 

sales interest is intense and xviii prove of exceptional value to retailer and manu - 

facturer. 'Reports issued from the new Radio Press Test Laboratories, under 
the supervision of Major James Robinson, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst., and published in"THE V 

WIRELESS DEALER, give the radio retailer valuable information as to what is likely 
to be demanded by the public. 

To be up to the times and abreast of all new developments in radio, you must be a sub- 
scriber to "THE WIRELESS DEALER.' Copies can only be obtained by entering a 
súbscription. lt is not available to the public, and therefore not on sale at Bookstalla. .. 

r i 

ThE WiRZIESS. CONSTRJCCJR October 1925 

"I 

II- ., 

(JbeWfr1 s Dealer 
() 

¡J 

EXHIBITION 

- - 

- 
AND MAsurAcruRR. 

C 
Cdited by John Scott -(Taggart. 

Einst P.AMIRE 
Ii N Il M B E R 

y,j 'r 
Published 

! 

____ 

: 

r 
l 

Send your 
Subscription 
NOW for 

WIRELESS 
F 1? A T i' 
i..' i ri L. 11. J b 

:'' 
..- and 

MANUFACTURER 

Barclays A4. 
s 1136 ¡n replying to advertisers, please mention THE \VEI.EsS CONSTRUCTOR. 

Kindly complete the form below, and post, together with emittance of 7/6 (lOI- abroad) 
ensunng the receipt 0f copies for twelve months from No. 1. 

SUBSCRIPTION ORDERORM. ... 
To RADIO PRESS, LTD., Sales Dept. . . - - 

Bush House. Strand, Londøn, W.G.2. . 

Please enfer my ¡ou, name for a twelve month's subscription to "THE WIRELESS . - 
DEALER" commencing with No. 1, September 12Th, 1925. Enclosed is remittance of 7/ 
(10/- abroad). 

NAME ................................................................ - 

ADDRESS............................................................. 
10, 
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BARRICS' 

A1er,VIERPCII 

BARRIE'S ANTI-VIBRATE 
- VAI.VE-HOLDER. 1,9 each. 

BARRIE'S LOW CAPACITY 
Write 

at once for Leaflet No. 84 VALVE-EOLDER. 1J4 each. 

ENTERPRISE MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd. 
Eleètric House, Grape Street,London, W.C.2 

FROM ALL WIRELESS DEALERS. 
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS, United Kingdom: 

THE WHOLESALE - WIRELESS CO. 
- 103, FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, E.C. 

Colonies and Dominions: 

A 11 A Mfl A M CAXTON HOUSE, lt. V I%1'UttLYI WESTMINSTER. LONDON, S.W. 

- In replying to advertisers, please nsniion TisE WIREr.ESS CONSTRuCTOR. 1137 

Huy o Tin Toe-doy! ANOTHER USE' POR- FLUXITE 
FLUxIrE;. LTD. (Dept.' 330). West Hardening Tools â case Hardening 
Lane Works. Rothei'hithe, S.E.IIi 48. FOR LEA FI,itF ois impro,.ed ,eot000C 

"WE HAVE FOUND ÑÒ'-' 
OTHER UNIT IN EUROPE" 
E.M.C. Filament Dimmer. E.M.C. Grid Leak. - 

O-5 ohms 3/o O-20 ohms 4/- 2-5 Meg. 3/6 5-50 2.leg. 4/. 
o io ohms 3/9 0-30 ohms 4/3 Jteeomme,-ded 

i, for Unydyne ..irouits. 
E.M.C. Epeolal Anode Reslstanoe for kupee-SeI' CUTS 
ClrOUIt.-5.000-15,000 ohm, 4/. Spare Csrtrldge,. 1/6 each. 
Americas f,,eeatore soy: New York City, Muy 16. 1925. 

We wish to compliment Fon nmn the design of your vai-ioble 
resistance unit for use lu the Filter Tuner or Super-Selective 
Circuit., us It hoc been coiled in England. Smooth amI deljc-e 
eoñirol lo essential in this Important port of the circuit, and 
we have found no other unit In Europe which pri-forme this 
function so well. - Ißigned) PAUL McGINNIS. 

J. F. J. MANEE. 

¿I 

- 
f .- 

-, ' ----e-- 
- 

PoPuLAR WIRELESs, of May 9th, said,: - 

: 
"The 'Croix' Transformers are excellently made 

little components, and on test they behaved exception- 
-, ally well and much better -than we 'should have 

expected in view of the low price 'al which they are 
sold-9/6 each. A inlification was good and dis- 
tortion not appreciable throug/loul the whole range 
of audible frequencies." 

The GLASGOW WEEKLY HERALD, March 7th, said: 
"The 'Croix' Transformer gave good, undistorted 

amplification and has satisfied every test." 

WARNING-'Croix" Transformeis 
This is to give notice that genuine "Croix Transformsrs will 
in future be boxed in white boxes, with the Trade Mark "Croix" 
stamped in black and gold on each end, and will be numbered 
individually. No other Transformers are 'genuine or are 
guaranteed by us, and the Trade and Publiè are warned against 
them. . 

II 

It's so easy, too. A child could do it. - - - 

No witeleis enthusiast should dream of making joins any o:her way. 

Aek your Ironmingor or Hardware Dealer to ehow you the. neat lltt!e 

I FLUXITE SOLDERING SET 
It is perfectly simple to use, and will Price 7'6 last for years in constant use. It ' 

if 
contains a special small space" j 

' , 

Soldering Iron with non-heating ¡ . - 
metal handle, a Pocket Blow-lamp, I . 

. 
J(Jj 

FLUXITE, solder, etc., and lull Çfl I 

Instructions. Price 7/6. Write to - - 

us should you be unable to obtain it. 
ely 

;!F'UXITE 
SIMPLIFIES SOLDERINC ------ 

All Hardware and Ironmongery Sioresell - .. TT- - 
FLUXITE in tins, price 8cl., 1/4 & 2 8. - -r . 

-- -'w . 

/ tÍtÀ \: 
I - i9L-- .%' 

--1 --I1f 
* one9earsc5uarantee -% 

RATIO /i 
.. 

- RATIO $ 
\9/6 

_9/6/ 
-- 

- 

: 

L -' 

Òétober; 1925 

DON'T BLAME THE SET! 
Nine times out of 

- ten there lsa fault- 
in the circuit-which' 
can be put r'ght in a 
minute or two with 
th,e aid of 
FLUXITE. 
Solde'r all joints with 
F L U X IT E, and 
they cease to be 
joins, but become 
one unbroken pie..e 
of metal. No chance 
of kakaee there I 

THE Wnzr,ss CONSTRUCTOR 

:: "CRQIX" 
., ., . $ 

The world's »reoIesI 

TRANSFO E S 
o\,'r5oo.000In use 

/ 
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disappointment buy your copy early. 

The Advertising Campaign for "WIRELESS" in- 

cludes a whole page in the "Daily Mail" and pages 
in different other publications. 

-n 

1 BUY YOUR, 
RADIO PRESS - LIMITED, BUSH 

- - F.INST.P., A.M.LE.E. - 

Research Editor: MAJOR JAMES ROBINSON, D.Sc., 

PH.D: F.INStP. 

The great new Radio Press weekly i now 'n sale. 
400,000 cpies hve been printed to meet a 
phenomenal demand. They will soon go! To avoic1 

JÒHN SCOTT-TAGGART, M.C. 
F.Inst.P.,A.M.LE.E. - V 

(Editor-in-Chief of all Radio Press - - 

Publications.) - - 

1s 
i' 

Editor: PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E. 

Technical Director : JOHN SCOTr-TAGGART, M.C., 

THE WIRELESS CÓNSTRUCTOR October, 1925 
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- 

Capt. H. L. Crowther, M.Sc. R. \T Hallows, M.A. 
J. H. Reyner, B.Sc (ions.), - G. P. Kendall, B.Sc. 

r A.c.G.I., D.I.C. -. E. H. Chapman, M.A., D.Sc - 

A. D. Cowper, M.Sc D. J. S. Hartt, B.Sc. 
- 

-A. Johnson-Randall. 
. --- - John W. Barber. 

P Staaloy G. Rattee,.M.1.R.E. . - C. P. Allinson. - - 

- and certain eminent authors whose names - 

- 

. we do not at this stage desire to disclose. . . . 

CQPY TQ=VÄ Y 
HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON; W.C.2 

- -S / 

I. 

/ 
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Wavelength 

2,500 metres. 
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0005 
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21/-i 

Scale, 32/- each. 
Other components in the Efesca Series of One- 
Hole Fixing Tapped Coils, are the H.F. Trans- 
former and Anode Tuner (described and 
illustrated here), Aerial Tuner and the HF. 
Reactance Coil. 
Home Constructors can employ these units 
with every confidence and will find that the 
task of assembling is greatly simplified and 
the completed set will have a finish that is 
unobtainable by the use of conventional com- 
ponents. Furthermore no coils or external 
tuning accessories are required. 
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ERIAL TUNER 
The Efesca Regenerative Aerial Tuner is the 
natural development of the extremely con- 
venient series of Efesca One-Hole Tapped Coils. 
lt is a specially designed form of Tapped Aerial 
Coil incorporating Aerial Reactance in a self- 
contained Unit. Reaction is effected by means 
of a rotor revolving in a separately wound 
section of the Aerial Coil thereby effecting 
maximum and uniform reaction over the whole 
wave band covered by the coil. Wavelength 
range 150 to 2,600 metres in conjunction with a 
0005 variable condenser in parallel. Price 

complete with Split Switch, Knob, Pointer and 
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T he problem of the overtones has on application. 
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A sfóínìet thai desgncÍ ftilify the 
fundamental ffequencies only, gives character- 
less reproduction resulting from the elimination 
of the smaller but nevertheless alt-important 
overtone frequencies. The increased amplifica- 
tion necessary to bring oui these minute 
vibrations is shown by the curve of the R.I. 
Transformer. 

The immediate increase, above the 
frequency of 1.000 is the reason why 
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The real personality of aiy artist lies in the 
overtones that are additional to the funda- ' \ 
mental note waves. These overtones vary 
in frequency from one thousand to severa' 
thousand cycles per second, whereas the 
frequency o the fundamental notes generally 
varies between O- i .2 peç iecond. 
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